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Abstract
The auroral substorm is the manifestation of explosive energy release from
the rapid and global reconfiguration of the magnetotail. The auroral sub-
storm is marked by a sudden brightening and poleward expansion of the most
equatorward auroral arc in the midnight sector of the ionosphere. The tempo-
ral sequence of magnetospheric processes which lead to the dynamic auroral
substorm display remain disputed to this day.
This thesis contains original research on the development and exploita-
tion of novel data analysis techniques in order to analyse ground-based all sky
imager data of the aurora, enabling the study of substorm processes in re-
markable detail. Fourier analysis techniques are used to find the spatial scales
of wave-like signatures (otherwise known as auroral beads/rays), which form
along substorm onset arcs. Growth rates of ∼ 0.05 s−1 are found from the
exponential growth of the power spectral density of individual spatial scales.
By analysing the dataset in this way, comparisons are made between observa-
tions and theoretical predictions of plasma instabilities at the near-Earth edge
of the plasma-sheet which have been proposed to play a critical part in the
substorm onset process.
Auroral arc tracking techniques are developed to automate and increase
the size of the database of events analysed. The vast majority of independently
identified substorm onsets are preceded by azimuthal structuring along the
onset arc with median wavelengths of ∼ 80 km. These beads grow and develop
into a magnetospheric instability around 2 minutes prior to auroral substorm
onset. Showing that beads are a common feature along the substorm onset arc
provides unprecedented quantitative evidence that a near-Earth instability is
a fundamental component of the substorm onset process.
v
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Finally, analysis techniques are extended to state-of-the-art high resolu-
tion multi-spectral auroral data to investigate the processes driving auroral
beads. Beads can be resolved in the green-, blue- and red-line aurora with
spatial scales as small as 30 km, which later develop into larger structures
of ∼ 80 km. These observations are consistent with Alfve´n wave accelerated
auroral particle precipitation and therefore imply that the substorm onset arc
and auroral beads are driven unstable by waves.
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Chapter 1
Background to Space Plasma Physics
and the Earth’s Magnetosphere
1.1 The Solar System
The vast majority (∼ 99.9%) of the mass of the solar system is contained within
the Sun. The Sun dominates the solar system, with all planets and small rocky
bodies bound into orbit by its gravitational field. The Sun is predominantly
composed of Hydrogen (∼ 71% by mass), Helium (∼ 27% by mass) and trace
amounts of heavier elements of the periodic table (up to Iron). At its surface
(photosphere) the Sun has an effective temperature of ∼5000 K. This temper-
ature remains roughly constant through the lower atmosphere (chromosphere)
but rises sharply through the transition region, reaching temperatures of up
to 2 × 106 K in the outermost layer of the atmosphere, which is called the
corona. Due to the exceedingly high temperature in all regions of the Sun,
the elements of which it is composed are ionised. This ionised gas is known as
plasma.
The outward thermal pressure of the corona exceeds the inward gravi-
tational pressure of the Sun causing the coronal plasma to stream outwards,
dragging the frozen-in coronal magnetic field with it (see Section 1.2.2.4). This
combination of plasma and magnetic field is called the solar wind, and was
first postulated by Parker [1958]. The solar wind is accelerated up to su-
personic speeds and fills the entirety of interplanetary space. The region of
1
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space dominated solar wind plasma is called the heliosphere, which extends
into interplanetary space up until the point of pressure balance between the
solar wind and the interstellar medium, which is called the heliopause.
The solar wind particles and magnetic field interact with solar system
bodies to varying degrees. Objects which have an intrinsic magnetic field,
such as the Earth, deflect the solar wind plasma around them, forming mag-
netospheres.
In this thesis we investigate the energy deposition between the solar wind
and the Earth’s magnetosphere, and the processes leading to the quasi-periodic
explosive release of energy. To do this we first describe the basic properties
and forces which act on charged particles in a plasma. These will subsequently
allow us to understand how plasmas can become unstable on large and small
scales, resulting in a global rearrangement of the magnetic field topology, de-
positing ∼ 1015 J of energy into the upper atmosphere in the form of auroral
particle precipitation over approximately 5 hours [Østgaard et al., 2002].
1.2 Basic Plasma Physics
In some ways a space plasma is very similar to an ordinary gas: it contains
particles which are free to move. However an important difference is that
some, if not all, of the constituents are electrically charged i.e., the ions and
electrons are separated and move freely from one another. Individually charged
particles feel forces from both electric and magnetic fields, whereas neutral
particles do not. Plasmas can be understood by investigating the effects of
electric and magnetic fields on individual particles. However if there many
particles influenced by electric and magnetic fields, their motions can result
in the modification of the fields. In this case, in order to describe the plasma
accurately, the large scale plasma must considered as a whole: this is known
as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).
In this chapter we will first outline how individual charged particles react
to electric and magnetic fields. Following this, we will consider the large scale
properties of the plasma.
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1.2.1 Electromagnetic Fields and Forces on Individual Charged
Particles
Charged particles feel forces due to electric and magnetic fields.
Charged particles are accelerated along electric fields. A positively charged
particle will move in the direction of the electric field, and a negatively charged
particle will move in the opposite direction. The force on a charged particle
due to an electric field is called the Coulomb force and is given by:
F = qE (1.1)
where F is the force on the particle, q is the charge of the particle and E is
the electric field. Charged particles themselves are the source of an electric
field: for electrons the electric field points inward, and for protons it points
outwards. This causes like charges to repel, and opposite charges to attract
each other.
When moving, charged particles are also accelerated by magnetic fields.
However in this case, unlike the Coulomb force, the acceleration acts perpen-
dicular to both direction of motion particle motion and the magnetic field,
hence no work is done. This causes the particle to gyrate around magnetic
field lines and is known as the Lorentz force:
F = q(v ×B) (1.2)
where, v is the velocity of the particle and B is the magnetic field. The Lorentz
force depends on the charge of the particle, hence resulting in the clockwise
gyration of positive ions, and the anti-clockwise gyration of electrons. This
can be written as:
qv⊥B = m
v2⊥
rL
(= mωv⊥) (1.3)
where v⊥ is the velocity of the particle perpendicular to the background mag-
netic, m is the mass of the particle, rL is the radius of circular motion and ω is
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the angular frequency of the particle. This gives the particle gyro-frequency:
ω = q
B
m
(1.4)
and Larmor radius:
rL =
v⊥
ω
=
mv⊥
qB
(1.5)
A particle traveling completely parallel to B will not feel the Lorentz
force. In the case where the particle has a velocity component parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, the motion is along a helical path. The
centre of gyration is called the guiding centre. Electrons and ions gyrate in
the opposite direction.
The equation of motion of a charged particle in both a uniform electric
and magnetic field is called the Lorentz equation, and is the sum of both the
Coulomb and Lorentz forces.
m
∂v
∂t
= q(E + v ×B) (1.6)
In the presence of uniform electric and magnetic fields the Lorentz equa-
tion shows that the charged particles drift. The guiding centre drift velocity,
vE×B of a particle is given by:
vE×B =
E×B
B2
(1.7)
This is referred to as E×B drift and results in the drift of electrons and
positive ions together, in the same direction.
Inhomogeneities in the magnetic field such as a magnetic gradient or cur-
vature can also introduce drifts to particle motion.
A gradient in the magnetic field leads to a drift perpendicular to both the
magnetic field and its gradient. The drift velocity v∇ due to a magnetic field
gradient is given by:
v∇ =
mv2⊥
2qB3
(B×∇B) (1.8)
where m is the mass of the particle, q is the charge of the particle, B is the
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magnetic field strength, v⊥ is the particle velocity perpendicular to B, and
∇B is the gradient in the magnetic field. The magnetic gradient drift depends
on q, and hence acts in opposite directions for electrons and positive ions.
When magnetic field lines are curved, particles which have a velocity com-
ponent parallel to the field feel a centrifugal force. The drift velocity vR due
to the curvature of magnetic field lines is given by:
vR =
mv2‖
q
RC ×B
R2CB
2
(1.9)
where v‖ is the particle velocity parallel to B and RC is the local radius of
curvature of the field line. The magnetic curvature drift is also dependent on
q, resulting in a drift in opposite directions for electrons and positive ions.
1.2.2 Magnetohydrodynamics
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) describes the large-scale properties and be-
haviour of a plasma, without considering individual particle trajectories. The
definition of a plasma is a quasi-neutral ionised gas which exhibits collective
behaviour. MHD is applicable when considering a large number of particles
over large spatial scales, larger than the ion gyroradius, and timescales, longer
than an ion gyroperiod. In ideal MHD the plasma is treated as a single mag-
netised fluid which describes macroscopic parameters such as density, pressure
and flow. There is no distinction between different particle species.
1.2.2.1 Quasi-neutrality, Debye Shielding and the Plasma Frequency
Before we cover the MHD description of plasmas, we will address the large-
scale plasma properties which allow us to understand the time and length
scales where an MHD description is valid.
A plasma is an quasi-neutral ionised gas; a collection electrons and ions
(and neutrals) that exhibits collective behaviour. Quasi-neutrality means that
on average the plasma is neutral, and hence contains approximately the same
number of positive ions and negative electrons in any given region (exceeding a
certain size). On small scales, charge concentrations may arise due to random
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particle motion, which set up electric fields to ‘neutralise’ the plasma. When
considering a single charged particle, the electric potential is given by the
Coulomb potential, φC :
φC =
q
4pi0r
(1.10)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, and r is the distance from the
particle.
However in a plasma, this potential disturbs the surrounding charged
plasma particles. Particles with the same charge are repelled away, whereas
the opposite charge is attracted. This causes a ‘shielding’ effect of the test
charge, reducing the effect of the Coulomb potential in the plasma. The over-
all electrostatic potential in the plasma is the sum of the unshielded Coulomb
potential φC and the potential due to the particles which have been displaced
as a result of the Coulomb potential. This results in the Debye potential, φD:
φD =
q
4pi0r
e
− r
λD (1.11)
where λD is the Debye length which is given by:
λD =
(
0kBTe
nq2e
) 1
2
(1.12)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, n is the number density of shielding
particles, Te is the electron temperature and qe is the charge of an electron.
The electron temperature and charge are considered as they have much higher
mobility than ions due to their much lower mass. The Debye length, λD, is
the distance over which the thermal particle energy and electrostatic potential
energy in a plasma are balanced.
In order for a plasma to be considered to be quasi-neutral, the size of the
system needs to be much larger than λD, so that collective shielding can occur.
The plasma parameter, ND, is the number of electrons in the Debye
sphere, and is a measure of how ‘good’ the plasma is. If there are not enough
particles in the Debye sphere, collective behaviour and charge shielding is in-
hibited. If ND >> 1 then the plasma is well (fully) ionised, which means that
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the typical thermal energy of electrons exceeds the electrostatic potential be-
tween adjacent electrons and ions. For ND < 1 the plasma is strongly coupled:
the electron thermal energy is low, meaning that they are likely to recombine
with ions.
ND =
4pi
3
λ3Dne (1.13)
where ne is the electron number density.
If an external force disturbs the quasineutrality of a plasma, the electrons
start to move to restore charge neutrality. Due to their inertia, the electrons
oscillate around their equilibrium position. The frequency of these oscillations
is called the electron plasma frequency, ωpe:
ωpe =
(
nee
2
me0
)1/2
(1.14)
where e is the electron charge, and me the electron mass.
If the time between electron-neutral collisions is less than the time for an
electron to complete a full oscillation around their equilibrium position, then
the electrons are forced into equilibrium with the neutrals, and the medium
cannot behave as a plasma. Hence, in a plasma:
ωcol  ωpe (1.15)
where ωcol is the electron-neutral collision frequency.
Magnetohydrodynamics, and hence quasi-neutrality, is valid on spatial
scales greater than the ion gyroradius and the Debye length, and on timescales
longer than the ion gyroperiod. If these requirements hold, then the plasma
can exhibit collective behaviour. This means that plasma particles can interact
simultaneously via electromagnetic forces. The equations which govern the
collective motion of plasma ‘fluid elements’ is discussed below.
1.2.2.2 Maxwell’s Equations
Maxwell’s equations describe how electric and magnetic fields and charges
and currents are generated and influenced by each other. Hence Maxwell’s
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equations show how charged particles react to electric and magnetic fields,
and how their motion can also generate currents and hence magnetic fields,
and thus modify the behaviour of the plasma.
• Gauss’ law: an electric charge generates an electric field
∇ · E = ρ
0
(1.16)
where ρ is the electric charge density. Equation 1.16 means that if there
is an electric charge at any point, then the divergence of E at that point
is non-zero: there will always be a net flux into, or out of a volume
surrounding the charge. Gauss’ Law describes that electric charge acts
as a source (for positive charge) and sink (for negative charge) of electric
fields.
• Gauss’ law for magnetism: there are no magnetic monopoles in na-
ture.
∇ ·B = 0 (1.17)
The divergence of a magnetic field is always zero through a volume: there
is always the same amount of flux going out, and coming into, the volume.
• Faraday’s induction law: a time varying magnetic field induces an
electric field.
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(1.18)
A time-varying magnetic field generates an electric field circulating
around it, and a circulating electric field induces a time-varying mag-
netic field.
• Ampe`re’s law: a current, or a time varying electric field, induces a
magnetic field.
∇×B = µ0
(
j + 0
∂E
∂t
)
(1.19)
where j is the current density and 0 and µ0 are the permittivity and
permeability of free space. Ampe`re’s law shows that a flowing electric
current induces a magnetic field which circles the current. And that a
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time-varying electric field gives rise to a magnetic field that circles the
electric field, known as the displacement current.
In an ideal MHD plasma, these equations become:
∇ ·B = 0 (1.20)
∇ · E = 0 (1.21)
∇×B = µ0j (1.22)
∇× E = −∂B/∂t (1.23)
as the plasma is approximately neutral (ρ ≈ 0) at scales greater than the ion
gygrodius, and |∂E/∂t| << |∇×B| for slow changes and non-relativistic flows
required in MHD.
1.2.2.3 Fluid Description of a Plasma
Instead of studying the motion of individual particles, the average properties
of a plasma are governed by the basic conservation laws for mass, momentum
and energy. For a neutral fluid, these equations are the equations of hydrody-
namics. However in a plasma, where electric and magnetic fields and currents
have important effects on charged particles, the equations of magnetohydro-
dynamics are used. These equations incorporate traditional mechanics, as well
as electromagnetic properties of the fluid.
MHD is the combination of the equations of fluid dynamics and Maxwell’s
equations of electromagnetism.
The equations of magnetohydrodynamics are as follows:
• Continuity Equation
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (1.24)
The particle number density is constant if there are no source or loss
processes. This is true in many space plasmas, however is not a good
approximation for the ionosphere.
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• Equation of Motion
Momentum is conserved:
ρ
(
∂v
∂t
+ v · ∇v
)
= −∇P + j×B (1.25)
where P is the thermal pressure. In this equation the Lorentz force
(j×B) is included.
• Equation of State
The equation of state assumes that there is no change in the entropy the
fluid within the system. This gives:
Pρ−γ = constant (1.26)
where γ is a constant and in three-dimensional adiabatic cases γ = 5/3.
• Ohm’s Law
Generalised Ohm’s Law states that
E + v ×B = j
σ︸︷︷︸
resistivity
+
j×B
ne︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hall term
− ∇ ·Pe
ne︸ ︷︷ ︸
electron pressure
+
me
nee2
∂j
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
current variation
(1.27)
where σ is the plasma conductivity, me is the electron mass, ne is the
electron number density and Pe is the electron pressure.
1.2.2.4 The Magnetic Reynolds Number and Ideal Ohm’s Law
In a space plasma, Ohm’s Law can be simplified to:
j = σ(E + v ×B) (1.28)
where conductivity σ = 1/η. This form of generalised Ohm’s Law is valid in
fully ionised plasmas where the collision frequency is extremely low.
By substituting this into Faraday’s law to eliminate the electric field term
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and applying Ampe`re’s Law in the MHD limit gives the induction equation:
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection
+
1
µ0σ
∇2B︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
(1.29)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space. The first term on the right describes
how the magnetic field is affected by convection and the second term describes
the effect of magnetic field diffusion. In an MHD plasma, the plasma conduc-
tivity can be taken as near-inifinite. In this case the diffusion term becomes
very small, and the convection term dominates. Hence, the magnetic field is
frozen-into the plasma, or vice versa.
Hence, when considering a near-infinite conductivity we get ideal Ohm’s
Law:
E + v ×B = 0 (1.30)
which, as demonstrated using the induction equation above, is the frozen-in
condition.
From Equation 1.29 we also define the magnetic Reynolds number, which
is the ratio of the convection term over the diffusion term:
Rm =
convection
diffusion
(1.31)
When considering L as the typical plasma length scale, this becomes:
Rm = µ0σLv (1.32)
If Rm  1 magnetic field convection dominates and the field is frozen into the
plasma, thus MHD is an appropriate assumption. The diffusion term in the
induction equation can be neglected under these conditions. However, when
Rm ≈ 1 diffusion cannot be neglected. In a diffusion dominated region the
plasma can move across a magnetic field, and have very little effect on it. The
quantities which are most likely to affect the magnetic Reynolds number, and
hence the frozen in approximation are the plasma conductivity and length
scales.
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1.2.2.5 Magnetic Tension and Magnetic Pressure
As a result of ideal MHD, the concepts of magnetic tension and pressure can
be introduced. From Ampe`re’s law in the MHD limit:
∇×B = µ0j (1.33)
Using this we can understand the magnetic force j×B by substituting in
Ampe`re’s law for j:
j×B = 1
µ0
(∇×B)×B = −∇ B
2
2µ0
+
1
µ0
(B · ∇)B (1.34)
The first term B2/2µ0 is the force due to a gradient in magnetic flux density,
and is dimensionally a pressure, and is known as the magnetic pressure.
The plasma beta is defined as the ratio of plasma pressure, nkBT , to
magnetic pressure, B2/2µ0:
β =
2µ0nkBT
B2
(1.35)
When β > 1 the plasma pressure dominates over the magnetic pressure,
whereas if β < 1 the magnetic field pressure dominates.
The second term reduces to (nˆB2/µ0)/Rc (after Kivelson and Russell ,
1995, p. 50) and gives the magnetic tension force, where Rc is the radius of
curvature and nˆ is the outward normal to the magnetic field. The magnetic
tension force, otherwise known as the curvature force, acts antiparallel to the
radius of curvature of field lines, and is analogous to the perpendicular force
exerted by tension in a curved string.
1.2.3 MHD Waves
MHD waves are the solutions of the MHD equations for continuity, state,
momentum conservation and Maxwell’s equations. These can be solved for
both a cold plasma, where the particle thermal pressure can be assumed to be
zero, and for a warm plasma. In this section we derive the MHD waves for a
warm plasma only.
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To derive the MHD wave equations, we assume stationary plasma (initially
at rest), which means that there are no flows and electric fields. A perturbation
to the system will introduce perturbations to the following parameters:
B→ B0 + B1 (1.36)
ρ→ ρ0 + ρ1 (1.37)
P → P0 + P1 (1.38)
and introduce small fluctuations in the electric field, plasma velocity and cur-
rent density such that:
E→ E1 (1.39)
v→ v1 (1.40)
j→ j1 (1.41)
Using a linear wave approximation we assume that perturbations to the sys-
tem are small enough so that only linear terms in the equations need to be
retained. By substituting these linear approximations into Maxwell’s equa-
tions, assuming that B0 is uniform and stationary (no spatial or temporal
gradients) and P0 cannot be neglected (as this is the warm plasma case) the
warm plasma dispersion relation can be derived as (after Kivelson and Russell ,
1995, p. 340):
(ω2 − cos2θk2v2A)[ω4 − ω2k2(c2s + v2A) + cos2θk4v2Ac2s] = 0 (1.42)
where θ is the angle between the wave vector, k and the background magnetic
field B0, ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2pif), vA is the Alfve´n velocity
(vA =
√
B2/µ0ρ) and cs is the speed of sound.
The warm plasma dispersion relation has three solutions: the Alfve´n mode
(Equation 1.43), the slow mode and the fast mode (given by the two roots of
Equation 1.44):
ω2/k2 = v2Acos
2θ (1.43)
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ω2/k2 =
1
2
[
c2s + v
2
A ±
√
(c2s + v
2
A)
2 − 4c2sv2Acos2θ
]
(1.44)
The shear Alfve´n wave (Equation 1.43) is a purely transverse wave which
does not compress the plasma. This means that wave propagation is parallel
to the background magnetic field, at the Alfve´n speed. The velocity vector is
perpendicular to the wave vector. The Alfve´n wave does not cause perturba-
tions to the background plasma density or pressure.
The fast and slow waves are magnetosonic waves (two roots of Equa-
tion 1.44), which are analogous to an ordinary sound wave. The fast and slow
mode waves are compressional, and therefore cause the plasma density, pres-
sure and the magnitude of the magnetic field to fluctuate. These waves can
be polarised so that they have a both transverse and longitudinal propagation
component.
For the fast mode wave, the perturbations to plasma pressure and mag-
netic pressure are in phase, whereas for the slow mode wave they are out of
phase. As the name suggests, the fast mode has a higher phase speed than
the slow mode.
1.2.4 Magnetic Reconnection
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic for magnetic reconnection. Under ideal MHD
plasmas originating from different sources with their own particle populations
cannot mix. However when the assumptions of ideal MHD break down at small
spatial scales and when diffusion dominates over convection, i.e., Rm  1
an ion diffusion region can form (indicated by light blue box in Figure 1.1).
When there is a sharp gradient in magnetic field topology, such as an antipar-
allel magnetic field lines, a thin current sheet forms in-between two plasma
populations, as given by Ampe`re’s law.
The magnetic Reynolds number shows that at small spatial scales the
frozen-in principle breaks down and plasma is able to move separately from
the field. These spatial scales are comparable or smaller than the ion gyrora-
dius. This allows plasmas from different populations on either side of a thin
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Figure 1.1: Schematic for Sweet-Parker reconnection. Plasma inflow from the top and
bottom, Vin pushes magnetic fields together. On small scales and at sharp magnetic gradi-
ents, an ion diffusion region forms (light blue box). Here the magnetic field becomes very
low, and particles are able to move independently from the magnetic field. This causes
the original magnetic field lines to break apart, and reconnect in a different orientation.
The newly reconnected field lines are expelled from the diffusion region with velocity Vout.
Figure taken from Walsh [2009].
current sheet to mix. Outside the diffusion region, the frozen-in condition still
holds. An inward flow (Vin) pushes the oppositely aligned magnetic fields to-
gether, and the particles are no longer frozen onto the magnetic fields and the
fields can diffuse through the plasma. Inside the diffusion region, the original
magnetic field vanishes and the magnetic neutral point, where the magnetic
field strength tends to zero, is formed. This allows the old field lines to break
and reconnect forming new, highly bent field lines. Magnetic tension forces
straightens out the field lines, causing them to be expelled away (Vout) from
the neutral point, transferring magnetic energy to the plasma particles, accel-
erating the particles which become frozen back onto the field lines outside the
diffusion region along the field lines. This is the cause of high speed plasma
exhausts which travel in both regions away from the reconnection site at, or
near, the Alfve´n velocity. Magnetic reconnection therefore allows separate
plasma populations to mix when they otherwise would not.
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1.3 The Earth’s Magnetosphere
The Earth’s intrinsic magnetic field, which is well represented by a magnetic
dipole to a first order approximation, excludes external magnetic fields such
as the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). A static magnetosphere forms due
to the pressure balance between the solar wind particle pressure, and the in-
ternal magnetic and particle pressure. The separation between the solar wind
and magnetospheric plasma populations confines the Earth’s intrinsic field to
a region called the magnetosphere. The dipole shape becomes distorted due
to solar wind pressure causing compression on the sunward side and frictional
interaction between the solar wind and the boundary layer stretches the field
into a tail on the night side. The region of space where the Earth’s own mag-
netic field dominates is referred to as the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere
separates the Earth’s plasma population from the solar wind plasma. In a
closed configuration, the magnetosphere is impermeable to solar wind plasma
due to the magnetic field frozen in condition. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of
the closed magnetosphere configuration.
1.3.1 The Bow Shock and Magnetosheath
The solar wind propagates at highly supersonic radial velocities. When it
encounters the stationary magnetosphere, which is an impenetrable object,
the solar wind has to slow down. The supersonic nature of the solar wind,
means that it travels faster than any pressure wave which could divert the
flow around the magnetosphere. This causes the formation of a bow shock,
a fast magnetosonic shock front, upstream of the magnetosphere where the
particles are slowed down and heated.
Behind the bow shock, is the magnetosheath. The magnetosheath is the
region of turbulent, subsonic, dense, hot plasma, with a higher magnetic field
than in the solar wind. The subsonic nature of the magnetosheath plasma
allows it to be diverted around the magnetosphere. The locations of the bow
shock and magnetosheath relative to the magnetosphere are shown in Fig-
ure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Cross-section in the noon-midnight meridian, of the Earth’s magnetosphere
formed due to the compression of the dipole field on the dayside, and the stretching of the
tail on the nightside. Some of the separate plasma populations and boundaries are indicated.
Figure taken from Walsh [2009] (not to scale).
1.3.2 The Magnetopause
Due to the frozen-in condition holding across the vast majority of the magne-
tosphere, the magnetosheath (solar wind plasma) and magnetospheric plasma
populations do not mix. This means that there is a discontinuity, or gradient,
between the magnetic fields frozen into these separate populations. Ampe`re’s
Law states that a thin current sheet arises due to gradient in magnetic field.
In this case, a current sheet is formed in between the magnetosheath and mag-
netospheric plasma populations. This current is called the magnetopause, and
is otherwise known as the Chapman-Ferraro current [Chapman and Ferraro,
1931], and is shown by the green-dashed line in Figure 1.2. The direction of
the magnetopause currents on the dayside magnetosphere and the flanks are
shown in Figure 1.3.
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1.3.3 The Magnetotail
In a closed magnetosphere model, the solar wind compresses the dayside mag-
netosphere due to the solar wind pressure, and stretches the nightside mag-
netosphere due to viscous interactions. This effect is enhanced by dayside
magnetic reconnection opening up the magnetosphere to solar wind plasma,
as will be described in Section 1.4.1. The magnetotail acts as a reservoir of
plasma and the storage of energy. At the centre of the magnetosphere is a
region of hot, dense plasma, with a low magnetic field strength called the
plasma sheet. The plasma sheet is magnetically conjugate to the nightside
auroral oval in the ionosphere. On either side of the plasma sheet are the tail
lobes. These are regions of open magnetic field which are tied into the North-
ern and Southern polar cap. The lobes have a higher magnetic field strength
than the plasma sheet, but are made up of cold, sparse plasma.
Figure 1.3: Cross-section of the magnetosphere in the noon-midnight meridian, with the
Chapman-Ferraro magnetopause currents and the cross-tail current indicated. Figure taken
from Kivelson and Russell [1995].
The gradient, or change in magnetic field direction in the magnetotail
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induces another current sheet: the cross-tail current. The cross-tail current is
located at the centre of the plasma sheet and closes through the magnetopause
currents in the flanks of the tail. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the cross-
tail current in the plasma sheet. The cross-tail current closes through the
Chapman-Ferraro magnetopause current described in Section 1.3.2.
1.3.4 The Inner Magnetosphere
The inner magnetosphere is typically the name given to the region of the
magnetosphere within geosynchronous orbit, 6.6RE, where RE is an Earth
radius, 6, 371 km.
The plasmasphere extends closest to Earth and consists of dense, cold
plasma of ionospheric origin and co-rotates with the Earth. The plasmas-
phere terminates at a radial distance of 3 − 5RE and its edge is called the
plasmapause. The plasmasphere primarily consists of Hydrogen ions, as well
as Helium, Oxygen and Nitrogen ions as a result of ionospheric ion outflow.
The Van Allen radiation belts spatially overlap with the plasmasphere,
and extend out to ∼ 6RE. The radiation belts consist of electrons and ions
which are trapped on dipolar magnetic field lines and bounce between the
Northern and Southern hemispheres. The radiation belts are split into two
belts which are located at ∼ 0.1− 1.5RE and ∼ 3− 6RE. The inner radiation
belt consists mostly of a stable population of protons with typical energies of
∼ 3 − 300 keV, however some protons have energies up to 1 MeV [Fennell
et al., 2015], and lower energy < 600 keV electrons [Li et al., 2015]. The
outer radiation belt is highly dynamic and is dominated by electrons injected
by substorm injections which are accelerated up to relativistic energies of 1−
10 MeV.
The particles in the radiation belts also drift azimuthally due to magnetic
field gradient and curvature drift as described in Section 1.2.1. These drifts are
energy-dependent, and hence the oppositely directed magnetic drifts dominate
at energies > few keV, causing electrons to drift eastward and ions to drift
westward. The opposite drift directions generates the ring current. The bulk
(90%) of the ring current is contained by ions of 15−250 keV [Williams , 1980].
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1.3.5 The Ionosphere and Aurora
The ionosphere is a collisional plasma at the top of the atmosphere and at
the base of the magnetosphere. The particles in the atmosphere are neutral,
whereas the plasma in the magnetosphere is considered to be fully ionised.
The ionosphere is the transition region between these neutral and ionised par-
ticle populations, and hence is partially ionised. The ionosphere is formed
by the ionisation of neutral particles due to solar UV radiation (photoioni-
sation) and energetic magnetospheric particle precipitation (particle-impact
ionisation), which dominates at high magnetic latitudes in the auroral zones.
The ionosphere is a mixture between ionised and neutral gas up to ∼ 500 km
altitude. At around 110 km there is a peak in electron density due to electron
precipitation [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1996].
At high latitudes magnetic field lines in the night-side ionosphere map to
the central plasma sheet in the magnetotail. Precipitating energetic electrons
originating in the plasma sheet collide with particles in the ionosphere to create
the aurora. The brightest and most dynamic aurora are located within the
auroral oval at ∼ 60−71o geomagnetic latitude [Frey et al., 2004]. Within the
auroral oval, the aurora is organised into thin concentric bands called auroral
arcs [Davis , 1978]. The magnetospheric processes which generate auroral arcs
are currently not well understood.
Electrons with higher energies are able to travel further along magnetic
field lines and penetrate to lower altitudes in the ionosphere. Hence, varia-
tions in ionospheric density and composition at different altitudes means that
electrons precipitating with different energies result in the different types of
auroral emissions. Figure 1.4 shows computation results of the altitude pro-
files of electrons with different energies in a model atmosphere [Rees , 1963].
For example, the primary auroral electrons have energies of 1− 10 keV, allow-
ing them to penetrate to altitudes of 100 − 150 km. Lower energy electrons
∼ 0.4 − 0.5 keV can penetrate to ∼ 200 km, below which the red-line aurora
is quenched, showing that these low energy electrons are primarily responsible
for the red-line aurora.
The prominent auroral emissions are the green-, red- and blue-line au-
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Figure 1.4: Ionisation rate per unit volume per unit of incident electron flux as a function
of altitude in the ionosphere caused by precipitating mono-energetic electrons with energies
of 0.4− 300 keV. Figure taken from Rees [1963].
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Figure 1.5: The electron transitions leading to the emission of a photon (wavelength
557.7 nm) responsible for the green aurora. a) the ground state of atomic Oxygen (3P).
b) The collision of an electron with energy > 10 keV excited the Oxygen atom into the
second excited state (1S). c) The Oxygen drops down into the first excited state (1D) after
∼ 0.7 seconds and emits a green photon.
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rora. Figure 1.5 shows the Oxygen atom electron transitions that produce the
green-line auroral emission. When an energetic electrons (> 10 keV) collide
with atomic Oxygen, the Oxygen is excited to the second excited state (1S).
When the electrons in the atom drop down to the first excited state (1D), a
photon with energy corresponding to a green-wavelength photon (557.7 nm)
is released. As described above, the green-line aurora is generated due to
the emission of a 557.7 nm wavelength photon by atomic Oxygen. The emis-
sion lifetime for this green photon is ∼ 0.7 seconds, and is typically observed
at 110 km altitude. Typical electron precipitation energies of > 10 keV are
required for this emission [Rees , 1963].
Red-line aurora is caused by a 630.0 nm photons emitted by atomic Oxy-
gen. The emission lifetime for this photon is ∼ 110 seconds, and is typically
observed around ∼ 200 km altitude. The red-line aurora is caused by low
energy electron precipitation with typical energies of < 1 keV [Rees , 1963].
Both the green- and red-line aurora are caused by forbidden Oxygen atom
electron transitions, which are defined by the selection rules between quan-
tum states. In this case, the quantum selection rules for electric and magnetic
dipole transitions are not met, resulting in a low emission rate. These forbid-
den transitions are still possible at altitudes above ∼ 100 km as the density,
and hence collision frequency, of the excited atoms is low.
Finally, the blue-line auroral emission at 427.8 nm is much fainter than
the red- and green-line. This is a prompt emission of ∼ 10−7 seconds from
molecular Nitrogen and is typically observed around 90 km altitude. The
intensity of the blue-line emission has been shown to be proportional to the
total incident energy flux from precipitating electrons, and hence is not reliant
on a single population [Dalgarno et al., 1965].
Rees and Luckey [1974] showed that ratios between the different auroral
emission lines, together with the absolute emission of 427.8 nm can provide a
good estimate of the characteristic energy of the precipitating electrons.
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Figure 1.6: A schematic of the magnetic field line reconfiguration during the Dungey
cycle. Reconnection on the dayside magnetopause opens up magnetic field lines (red) to
solar wind magnetic field (grey). They are dragged anti-sunward into the magnetotail where
they become part of the lobes (yellow). Another reconnection site at the distant neutral
line in the tail closes the open flux (green) and allows dipolarisation of the stretched field
(purple). The field convects back round to the dayside (black) to complete the cycle. Figure
adapted from Walsh [2009] (not to scale).
1.4 Magnetospheric Dynamics
1.4.1 The Dungey Cycle
The “Dungey cycle” was postulated by Dungey [1961] and describes the cou-
pling between the magnetosphere and the solar wind during southward IMF.
A schematic of the magnetic field line configuration and motion described by
the Dungey cycle is shown in Figure 1.6. During southward IMF, the mag-
netic field carried by the solar wind (grey) and the Earth’s dipole field are
anti-aligned at the dayside magnetopause. Magnetic reconnection at this lo-
cation opens up the magnetosphere allowing solar wind plasma to enter the
Earth’s magnetosphere. The newly opened magnetic field lines (red) are tied
to the magnetic poles at one end, and are connected to the solar-wind at the
other end. Through magnetic tension and solar wind flow, the field lines are
pulled anti-sunward over the northern and southern poles, into the magneto-
tail. Here they become part of the magnetotail lobes (yellow) The addition
of newly opened field lines into the lobes increases the magnetic pressure,
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Figure 1.7: Ionospheric two-cell convection pattern due to the Dungey cycle mapped into
the ionosphere. The arrowed solid lines are the plasma streamlines, the short arrows show
the direction of the electric field. The Hall current flows opposite to the plasma streamlines.
The upward and downward field aligned currents associated with the Region 1 and Region
2 current system are also indicated. Figure taken from Cowley [2000].
and pushes the oppositely aligned field lines together, forming a reconnection
point in the tail (green). The reconnected magnetic field line then relaxes and
moves Earthward due to the magnetic tension force and convection carrying
the plasma tied to the field line with it (purple). These magnetic field lines
then convect round the Earth and back to the dayside where the cycle repeats
itself (black).
The motion of the magnetic field lines over the poles at high latitudes
and back round to the dayside at low latitude produces a two-cell plasma
convection pattern in the ionosphere, shown in Figure 1.7. The plasma tied to
the magnetic field lines follows the same pattern. An electric field arises due
to the plasma drift from E = −v ×B, resulting in a duskward electric field
over the polar cap, and a dawnward electric field at lower latitudes where the
ionospheric plasma returns to the dayside. At high altitudes (> 125 km) both
electrons and ions drift in the same direction under E×B drift, however ions
move slower than electrons due to collisions in the ionosphere. This causes
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling between the ionospheric
Region 1 and Region 2 current systems, and the magnetopause and ring current. The
northern hemisphere (dashed) and southern hemisphere (solid) current circuits are shown
as observed from the tail. Figure taken from Cowley [2000].
a Hall current, which consists of the eastward current (electrojet) in the pre-
midnight sector, and the westward current (electrojet) in the post-midnight
sector.
At lower altitudes (< 125 km) the Pedersen currents, which flow in the
same direction as the convection electric field, dominate the ionospheric cur-
rent system. The Pedersen currents connect the high latitude (Region 1) and
lower latitude (Region 2) field aligned current regions which are marked in Fig-
ure 1.7. The Region 1 and Region 2 currents are magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling currents, connecting the ionosphere with different regions of the mag-
netosphere. The low latitude Region 2 currents couple to the ring current. On
the nightside the high latitude Region 1 currents couple to the near-Earth
plasma sheet, whereas on the dayside they connect to the magnetopause. The
coupling between these different regions of the magnetosphere by field aligned
currents is shown in Figure 1.8.
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1.4.2 Substorms
In the Dungey cycle [Dungey , 1961] the rates of reconnection at the dayside
and nightside are assumed to be balanced and hence the magnetosphere is in
a ‘steady-state’. However this is not often the case. During Southward IMF
the rate of reconnection on the dayside exceeds the rate of reconnection on
the night side. This allows magnetic flux to build up and be stored in the
magnetotail lobes [Axford , 1969], and is called the substorm growth phase
[McPherron, 1970].
At some subsequent point, the magnetic flux in the lobes builds up suf-
ficiently to trigger explosive reconnection at the Near-Earth Neutral Line
(NENL), around 20 − 25RE [Hones , 1976]. At this stage, the rate of re-
connection at the NENL generally exceeds reconnection on the dayside. The
explosive release of energy stored in the magnetotail is called the substorm
expansion phase [Akasofu, 1964]. The substorm expansion phase is typically
associated with the dynamic substorm aurora, and the dipolarisation of the
stretched tail magnetic field. During a substorm energetic particles are injected
from the tail into the inner magnetosphere and contribute towards the radi-
ation belts population and the ring current. Reconnection in the tail causes
the expulsion of a plasmoid, a closed bundle of magnetic flux not tied to the
Earth or the solar wind. During the substorm expansion phase there is also a
reduction of the cross-tail current at the near-Earth edge of the plasma sheet,
∼ 9− 10RE [McPherron et al., 1973]. The current is diverted along magnetic
field lines in the post-midnight sector, through the auroral ionosphere in the
westward direction, forming an additional contribution to the westward elec-
trojet, and back out into the plasma sheet in the pre-midnight sector. This
substorm current system is known as the Substorm Current Wedge (SCW),
shown in Figure 1.9.
Within substorm research, the exact sequence of events regarding the on-
set of reconnection in the magnetotail, the diversion of the cross-tail current,
and auroral breakup are hotly debated (e.g., Angelopoulos , 2008; Lui , 2009;
Angelopoulos et al., 2009). Substorms are very difficult to predict, as the phys-
ical processes which lead to substorm onset are currently not well understood.
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Figure 1.9: The diversion of the cross-tail current along magnetic field lines and into the
post-midnight ionosphere. The current flows through the ionosphere and back out along
magnetic field lines in the pre-midnight sector into the central current sheet. The ionospheric
component of the substorm current wedge constitutes the auroral electrojet. Figure taken
from McPherron et al. [1973].
1.4.3 Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling
It is possible to improve understanding of the intricacies of the magnetosphere
by studying its conjugate ionospheric processes such as the aurora. The key el-
ement in coupling the magnetosphere with the ionosphere are the field-aligned
currents which flow between these separate regions, such as those shown in
Figures 1.7-1.9.
A schematic of a scenario resulting in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
is shown in Figure 1.10. Currents in the magnetosphere are caused due to
the relative drift of ions and electrons. However inhomogeneities such as
plasma boundaries can lead to currents not being divergence free: e.g., violat-
ing Gauss’ law. For example, this can be due to irregularities in the plasma
sheet. Sunward convection of plasma sheet particles, means that there is a
significantly higher current in the westward direction at the edge of this re-
gion, than there is outside, as is shown in Figure 1.10. This current is not
equal across the boundary as there are simply not enough particles to support
it outside the plasma sheet, which means that field-aligned currents (FACs)
are necessary to close the the extra current through the ionosphere. The
ionospheric signatures produced by FACs can allow us to study the magneto-
spheric processes which lead to magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling in
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Figure 1.10: Field-aligned currents and electric fields due to a ‘bump’ in the plasma
sheet, resulting in extra current in this region. The extra current is closed through through
currents in the ionosphere. The dotted curves are lines of constant equatorial magnetic field.
Gradient-curvature current flows westward along these curves. Figure taken from Kivelson
and Russell [1995].
higher detail from the ground, than possible from single-point measurements
in space.
In this thesis, we use auroral data to quantify small-scale structures in the
aurora in order to understand their magnetospheric counterpart. This allows
us to investigate the disturbance in the near-Earth plasma sheet during the
substorm expansion phase and inform us about the physical processes leading
to the substorm expansion phase onset
Chapter 2
The Auroral and Magnetospheric
Substorm
2.1 A Global Picture of the Auroral Substorm
The idea of the auroral counterpart of the magnetospheric substorm was first
mentioned by Akasofu [1964]. Akasofu’s auroral substorm was the culmination
of auroral observations from all-sky imagers across Siberia, Alaska and Canada.
Even though no two auroral displays are alike, Akasofu recognised several
common features. The identification of these common features lead to the
discovery and definition of two (of the three now known) substorm phases, the
expansive phase and the recovery phase. Figure 2.1 shows Akasofu’s schematic
diagram of the common features of global auroral substorm, and the main
features of the expansive and recovery phases.
The auroral morphology before substorm onset, the ‘quiet phase’, is one
with quiet homogenous auroral arcs in the midnight sector of the auroral
oval, closely aligned with geomagnetic latitude. In the polar cap, at higher
geomagnetic latitudes, auroral arcs lie along the Sun-Earth line [Davis , 1962].
This is shown in Figure 2.1A.
As the name suggests, in the expansive phase a quiet auroral arc, often
the most equatorward arc, rapidly brightens (Figure 2.1B) [Akasofu, 1977],
breaks up and expands poleward (Figure 2.1C, D). The first signature of a
substorm is ‘a sudden increase in the brightness of the part of a quiet arc’
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of key signatures observed during the Akasofu’s auroral
substorm expansive and recovery phase. The centre of the circles is the geomagnetic north
pole, with the Sun towards the top of the diagram. Figure from Akasofu [1964].
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in the midnight sector of the auroral oval [Akasofu, 1964]. Often, it is the
most equatorward arc that brightens, however in some cases an arc which is
barely visible prior to the substorm is the one that brightens, as if there is a
sudden formation of an arc. Akasofu [1964] also reported that the ‘brightening
is usually accompanied by the development of a distinct ray structure’, which,
as will be explained later, is the topic of research revisited and explored in this
thesis some 53 years later. As the expansive phase develops, the arc which
initially brightened rapidly expands poleward, resulting in the development of
a bulge. The bulge then also expands eastward and westward (Figure 2.1C ).
At the western edge of the auroral bulge, folds in the auroral arc are formed.
These folds continue to move westward and are called a ‘westward travelling
surge’ (Figure 2.1C, D).
Once the auroral bulge has reached its highest latitude, it may remain
at this point for 10-30 minutes, or return equatorward. The end of auroral
expansion and the start of auroral retreat is the start of the recovery phase.
The westward surge continues to propagate westward, however at a reduced
speed. Often the surge develops into loops. In the morning sector, equa-
torward of the former bulge, any arc structure disappears to form patches
which slowly drift eastward (Figure 2.1E ). The remaining arcs slowly propa-
gate equatorward, back into the initial ‘quiet phase’ configuration. This entire
cycle varies in length depending on the activity level, however for isolated
events last ∼ 1− 3 hours.
Prior to Akasofu’s substorm, Heppner [1954, 1958] made the first link
that dynamic auroral displays were accompanied by a sharp decrease in the
north-south (H) magnetic field component. Akasofu’s expansion and recovery
phases, as we now know them, are the second and third substorm phases. The
first phase, the growth phase, was named by McPherron [1970], following the
proposition by Axford [1969] that prior to a substorm the total magnetic flux
in the tail of the magnetosphere increases due to an imbalance between the
dayside and nightside reconnection rates. McPherron [1970] reported signif-
icant deviations to the horizontal component of the ground-based magnetic
field measured in the auroral region, in the hour prior to the substorm expan-
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Table 2.1: A summary of the key, large-scale phenomena constituting the auroral and
magnetospheric substorm (after Lui , 1991).
sion phase. However McPherron [1970] also linked geomagnetic bays to the
previous studies by Heppner [1954, 1958]; Akasofu [1964, 1977]; Axford [1969]
to conclude that these deviations are linked to enhanced magnetospheric con-
vection, and the storage of energy in the magnetotail during the growth phase,
prior to the explosive release of stored energy during the expansion phase.
The equatorward motion of auroral arcs, initially reported by [Akasofu,
1964] at the end of the recovery phase, are now also considered to be a growth
phase phenomenon. An imbalance between reconnection rates on the dayside
and nightside magnetosphere causes a build up of open magnetic flux in the
magnetotail lobes. These open magnetic field lines are tied to the polar cap
and result in the expansion of the polar cap during the substorm growth
phase [Cowley and Lockwood , 1992]. The poleward edge of the auroral oval is
located at the boundary between open and closed magnetic field topology, and
hence the size of the auroral oval can by used to estimate the amount of open
magnetic flux in the system [Milan et al., 2003]. The build up of flux in the
tail during the substorm growth phase is consistent with the the equatorward
motion of auroral arcs in the midnight sector of the auroral oval.
Table 2.1 highlights the large-scale, key processes that occur during the
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Figure 2.2: a) DMSP particle data showing monoengergetic precipitation auroral elec-
trons. b) An interval where broadband energy precipitating electrons are dominant. Figure
from Newell et al. [2009].
substorm phases in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, based on Lui [1991].
2.2 Auroral Processes
The aurora are produced when electrons and protons incident on the Earth’s
ionosphere excite the constituent atoms and molecules. The typical energies
of precipitating electrons which cause auroral emissions are 1-10 keV, which
are able to penetrate to 100 − 150 km altitudes [Rees , 1963]. However lower
energy electrons of < 1 keV can result in red emissions above 200 km altitude
[Rees , 1963]. Typical electrons in the magnetosphere are much lower than the
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energies of the order of 1 keV necessary for the common auroral emissions.
Hence these electrons must undergo acceleration processes before they reach
the ionosphere in order to generate the aurora.
There are two processes which accelerate electrons up to high enough
energies in order to generate the discrete aurora. The discrete aurora can be
split into two distinct categories: monoenergetic and broadband.
The most common type of discrete aurora is monoenergetic [Newell et al.,
2009], which is associated with electron acceleration by quasi-static, field-
aligned electric fields. A potential drop will accelerate all electrons by the
amount of the potential drop, this results in electrons accelerated to a single
energy, hence the name monoenergetic. Figure 2.2a shows a typical electron
energy spectrogram (third panel) of a low altitude DMSP satellite overpass
of monoenergetic aurora. The data shows a peak of energy flux at a narrow
range of energies, however the peak energy rises and then drops as the satellite
crosses the arc, e.g., between ∼10:21:25 − 10:22:00 UT. This is also known
as an ‘inverted-V’ arc, due to this shape of the precipitating energy flux in
the energy spectrogram. In the ionosphere electron transitions in Oxygen
or Nitrogen atom/molecules require a precipitating electron with a specific
energy. Hence, electrons with different energies can result in a range of atomic/
molecular transitions. As a potential-drop accelerates electrons to a narrow
range in energies, this manifests itself in auroral signatures which can only be
observed in a single emission line, see Section 1.3.5).
At small scales resulting from finite ion gyroradius or electron inertial ef-
fects, Alfve´n waves can become dispersive, resulting in parallel electric fields.
These electric fields can efficiently accelerate electrons over long distances par-
allel to the magnetic field. Electrons are accelerated to a range of energies
dependent on the length of their interaction with the wave, thus an enhance-
ment in electron energy flux can be observed across a wide range of energies.
When incident with ionospheric molecules, multiple electron transitions can
be excited resulting in the emission of multiple auroral spectral lines.
Broadband aurora, are caused by electrons accelerated to a wide range of
energies [Johnstone and Winningham, 1982; Lotko, 1986], and are caused by
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dispersive Alfve´n waves [Ergun et al., 1998; Chaston et al., 2003], which have
field-aligned electric field components. Figure 2.2b shows a typical electron
energy spectrogram signature when the precipitating electrons have been ac-
celerated by Alfve´n waves. The electron energy flux is enhanced over a much
wider range of energies when the satellite crosses an Alfve´nic arc, e.g., between
∼14:03:25 − 14:03:40 UT.
At quiet times, Alfve´n wave-accelerated aurora only contributes 6% of the
hemispheric energy budget [Newell et al., 2009]. However the auroral precip-
itating power of broadband aurora increases by 182% during substorms, in
comparison to a 79% increase for monoenergetic auroral precipitation [Newell
et al., 2010], suggesting that Alfve´n waves may play an important role in the
substorm onset process.
2.3 Auroral Beads at Substorm Onset
Even though the definition of a substorm has been established for over fifty
years, the exact processes which lead to the onset of the substorm expan-
sion phase are still actively disputed. The onset of a substorm is seen as the
global brightening and poleward expansion of the most equatorward arc in
the midnight sector of the auroral oval. However the continuous improvement
of space- and ground-based observations of the substorm aurora has lead to
more detailed observations and analysis of the ‘distinct ray structure’ along
the substorm onset arc [Akasofu, 1964]. Similar rayed structures were reported
previously, e.g., Heppner [1954]; Davis [1962], prior to the substorm terminol-
ogy was developed. However, mentions that auroral rays were observed dur-
ing ‘aurora displays ’ which were coincident with the formation of geomagnetic
bays, suggest that rays were likely observed during intervals which we now
recognise as substorms.
For the remainder of this thesis, will will refer to the rayed structure
of auroral arcs, or azimuthal auroral forms/structures as auroral beads. It
is entirely conceivable that the auroral beads observed from space discussed
next, are synonymous to the rays perviously observed by Heppner [1954];
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Figure 2.3: Auroral observations of a substorm from the UVI experiment on the Viking
satellite. Auroral beads are visible in the earlier frames. Figure from Henderson [1994].
Davis [1962]; Akasofu [1964].
The first published images of auroral beads which were reported by Hen-
derson [1994] are shown in Figure 2.3. These are the first accounts of beads ob-
served from the space-based imagery upon the Swedish Viking mission [Anger
et al., 1987]. Regular azimuthal structuring of the brightest auroral arc are ob-
servable, especially in the earlier images taken at 20:09:13 UT and 20:10:12 UT.
The relatively slow temporal cadence of subsequent space-based imagers (e.g.,
the Far UltraViolet/ Wideband Imaging Camera (FUV/WIC) on the Imager
for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) satellite, Burch,
2000) are most-probably the reason why observations of auroral beads from
space have only been reported rarely since, e.g., Henderson [2009]. From the
original observations by Henderson [1994], it was concluded that the likely
explanation for auroral beads was a ballooning instability in the near-Earth
magnetosphere, as the beads were observed at the equatorward edge of the
auroral oval: the location that maps to the transition region from dipolar
to stretched magnetic field topology [Samson et al., 1992a], where large-scale
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pressure gradients exist.
Henderson [2009] observed auroral beads using the IMAGE FUV/WIC
imager during a substorm on 21 November 2002. The auroral beads were
observed over at least 4 minutes, however with an image cadence of 2 minutes it
is difficult to tell how long they persisted. The growth in auroral intensity was
calculated from the peak count rate in the onset region of 3 consecutive images,
spanning 4 minutes in time during which the auroral beads were observed, was
calculated as 0.00533 s−1. However this does not correspond to the growth of
the beads, rather the growth in the total intensity of the aurora. It is also
possible that this growth rate is an underestimation due to the low temporal
cadence of the imager, meaning that some of the growth in auroral intensity
was missed.
Auroral beads have been reported more frequently by data from ground
based auroral imagers, in particular the THEMIS all-sky imagers [Mende et al.,
2008]. Donovan et al. [2006] observed the formation beads using the THEMIS
ASIs with azimuthal wavelengths of ∼ 100 km along the breakup arc during
a pseudo-breakup. Sakaguchi et al. [2009] observed four substorm events with
auroral beads using 30 Hz all-sky TV cameras. In a couple of events, the beads
observed had longitudinal wavelengths of ∼ 30−60 km, however the remaining
two events had wavelengths of ∼ 100− 200 km. When mapped to ∼ 10 RE in
the plasma sheet using a Tsyganenko 89 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko,
1989], the beads with spatial scales of 30− 60 km in the ionosphere, mapped
to scale sizes of 600− 1200 km in the equatorial magnetosphere. These scales
are similar to the ion gyroradius of 1-10 keV protons in a 12 nT magnetic field,
of ∼ 500−1400 km, resulting in the conclusion by Sakaguchi et al. [2009] that
beads of this scale size are not caused by an MHD instability.
Motoba et al. [2012] observed auroral beads along the substorm onset arc
at magnetically conjugate stations in Iceland and Antarctica with wavelength
∼ 30 − 50 km. Figure 2.4a shows the beads observed from both stations at
23:09:40 UT. Figure 2.4b shows the beads mapped into the Northern hemi-
sphere at 110 km altitude along T96 [Tsyganenko, 1995] magnetic field model.
The beads almost have a one-to-one correspondence with each other, between
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Figure 2.4: a) Images taken simultaneously of auroral beads in Iceland and Syowa at
23:09:40 UT on 30 September 2011, with the top of the Figures being the Northern and
Southern pole respectively. Some geomagnetic latitudes and longitudes are indicated by
grey dotted lines. The conjugate auroral beads are labelled with a-e in each of the images.
b) Auroral beads projected to 110 km in the northern hemisphere using T96 magnetic field
model. c) Longitudinal arc intensity of average auroral brightness between 65.9o and 66.25o
geomagnetic latitude with the Iceland trace in black, and Syowa trace in grey. Figure from
Motoba et al. [2012].
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the two hemispheres. When mapped along T96 model into the equatorial
magnetosphere, the beads map to −7.75 to − 8.25 RE, with azimuthal wave-
length of 1500− 1800 km, which is similar to the gyroradius of 1-10 keV ions
as found by Sakaguchi et al. [2009]. The remarkable similarities between ob-
servations in the northern and southern hemispheres suggest that the beads
have a common driver in the equatorial region of the magnetosphere, such as
an instability.
A detailed Fourier analysis of auroral beads by Rae et al. [2010] allowed
the determination of exponential growth rates as a function of spatial scale
to be determined. The beads observed had wavelengths of ∼ 60 km mapping
to ∼ 2100 km at a radial distance of 5.6 − 6.3RE in the equatorial magne-
tosphere along a T96 magnetic field model, which is much closer than found
by Sakaguchi et al. [2009]. The in-situ magnetic field strength at geosyn-
chronous orbit measured by the approximately conjugate GOES east satellite
was ∼ 90 nT. By assuming a typical ion temperature of 10 keV, this results in
an estimated ion gyroradius of ∼ 160 km, which is more than 10 times smaller
than the estimated bead scale at this location in the magnetosphere. Rae
et al. [2010] use this information to conclude that the range of spatial scales
and growth rates are most consistent with a Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability
[Voronkov et al., 1997], or a Cross-Field Current Instability (e.g., Lui et al.,
1991). Thus, based on magnetic field line mapping to estimate the bead spatial
scale in the magnetosphere, it is difficult to determine an accurate estimate at
this highly dynamic time prior to substorm onset. Together with uncertainty
about the magnetic field strength at the location of the beads, this can result
in a wide range of ion-gyroradii, making it impossible to definitively determine
whether beads are caused by a kinetic or MHD instability phenomenon.
Hosokawa et al. [2013] used conjugate observation of auroral beads and
an all-sky TV camera and SuperDARN radar to detect large velocity shears
around the auroral beads. This is consistent with the proposed Shear-Flow
Ballooning Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997], where velocity shear and pres-
sure gradients couple together to excited the instability and produce auroral
vortices. Friedrich et al. [2001] used meridian scanning photometer data, to-
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gether with all-sky imager data to show that large-scale vortex structures in
the ionosphere form 1-5 minutes prior to the beginning of enhanced magnetic
reconnection in the tail, as determined by the poleward motion of the poleward
border of the 640.0 nm emission line.
2.4 Mapping the Substorm Onset Arc to the Magneto-
sphere
An important part of understanding the auroral beads, the processes which
cause them and why they are frequently observed in the minutes prior to sub-
storm onset, is knowing the region of the magnetosphere to which they map.
As we have seen, equilibrium magnetic field models are likely to underestimate
tail stretching at highly dynamic substorm times. Instead, the relative regions
of the magnetosphere to which the aurora map can be estimated by comparing
different auroral emissions.
It is possible to determine the relative location of the substorm onset arc
in relation to plasma boundaries, e.g., the inner edge of the plasma sheet and
the open-closed field line boundary, with use of multi-spectral auroral data.
Samson et al. [1992a] used ground-based data form the Canadian Auroral
Network for the Origin of Plasmas in the Earth’s Neighbourhood (OPEN)
Program Unified Study (CANOPUS) array of meridian scanning photometers
[Rostoker et al., 1995], in conjunction with a Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) satellite to approximate the location of the substorm onset
arc in the magnetotail. Firstly, the diffuse signature of the Hydrogen Balmer,
Hβ, emission at 486.1 nm was found to be consistent with the precipitation
of protons from the edge of the plasma sheet with energies > 20 keV using
DMSP observations, originating from the transition region in the magneto-
sphere between stretched and dipolar magnetic field lines. By studying 33
auroral substorms using ASIs and meridian-scanning photometers, Deehr and
Lummerzheim [2001] found that the substorm onset arc was located 10-300 km
poleward of the location of peak proton precipitation. This was confirmed by
observations of auroral vortices which appeared slightly poleward of the peak
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in proton aurora [Voronkov et al., 2000].
Hence, the substorm onset arc can be observed in the 557.7 nm emis-
sion line, which is embedded within the proton precipitation region. This is
equatorward of the poleward edge of the 630.0 nm emission which marks the
open-closed field line boundary [Blanchard et al., 1995], as determined by con-
jugate DMSP data [Samson et al., 1992a], hence the substorm onset location
cannot be attributed to tail reconnection. This means that the substorm onset
arc maps very closely to the inner edge of the plasma sheet, on closed mag-
netic field lines, which is a region in the magnetosphere where there are strong
pressure gradients.
2.5 Prevalent Substorm Models
The sequence of events leading to substorm onset remains highly disputed.
In particular, whether the substorm expansion phase starts with reconnection
at the Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL) at 20 − 25RE, rather than Current
Disruption (CD) at 9− 10RE in the near-Earth plasma sheet, and the initial
trigger of these processes. The NENL and CD models are the most prominent
and hotly debated substorm models, although there are many others. Here we
describe the NENL and CD models in detail, and briefly outline some of the
variations on these models.
2.5.1 Near-Earth Neutral Line Model
The NENL model of substorms began with Hones [1976]; Hones et al. [1986b],
who proposed that reconnection in the magnetotail was the initiating process
during substorms. [Hones et al., 1986b] postulated that the reconnection site
initially formed at a near-Earth location in the plasma sheet, and causes the
brightening and poleward expansion of the aurora. Figure 2.5 shows the initial
reconnection site in the near-Earth magnetosphere, located at ∼ 20 − 30RE,
N’ in panels 2-9. Reconnection at this near-Earth location was thought to be
the cause of the bright substorm aurora, and results in the tailward ejection
of a plasmoid (panels 2-8) . At the final stage of the substorm, the near-Earth
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Figure 2.5: Plasma sheet configuration during the early NENL reconnection substorm
model. N is the pre-substorm distant neutral line, N’ is the near-Earth substorm neutral
line and N” is the retreat of the neutral line during the recovery phase. Figure from Hones
et al. [1986a].
reconnection location was thought to retract tailwards, causing the poleward
expansion of the aurora (panel 10 of Figure 2.5).
This initial formulation of the NENL model was later revised by Baker
et al. [1996], as the tail reconnection site was rarely measured within 20 RE
[Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1993] and the location of the
substorm onset arc rarely mapped beyond 10-15 RE. Even during very
stretched magnetic field configurations, the original NENL model [Hones ,
1976; Hones et al., 1986b] is unable to explain the initial brightening of the
most equatorward auroral arc using tail reconnection alone. Moreover, re-
connection in the tail is not expected to directly drive field aligned currents
(FACs). Baker et al. [1996] suggested instead that reconnection causes earth-
ward and tailward outflows within the plasma sheet, which were subsequently
observed and named Bursty Bulk Flows (BBFs) [Angelopoulos et al., 1992].
As BBFs propagate earthward, the increasing plasma pressure and magnetic
field strength causes the flows to slow down (‘break ’) in the CD region at 8-
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Figure 2.6: A schematic to demonstrate the revised NENL substorm model. magnetic
reconnection initiates the substorm (1), generating high speed earthward plasma flows (2).
The flows are broken in the near-Earth region (3), triggering the substorm instability at
the near-Earth edge of the plasma sheet which results in the substorm current wedge (4).
Figure from Lui [2004].
10 RE. Here the flows drive field aligned currents, which are observed in the
ionosphere by auroral brightening, constituting the substorm current wedge.
Angelopoulos et al. [2008] reported evidence of reconnection at least 1.5
minutes prior to auroral intensification using multi-point space-based measure-
ments at different radial distances in the tail using satellites from the THEMIS
mission, thus supporting the NENL model. However the timing of the events
reported were disputed when re-evaluated by Lui [2009], who claimed that
the ‘unconventional ’ reconnection signatures observed by Angelopoulos [2008]
could also be interpreted as plasma sheet thinning. Lui [2009] found that,
when considering ‘conventional ’ signatures of reconnection, the event studied
was consistent with the Current-Disruption model of substorms based on the
sequence of events observed.
2.5.2 Current Disruption Model
In the Current Disruption Model of substorms, the substorm is initiated by a
reduction and diversion of the cross tail current into the ionosphere, forming
the substorm current wedge (e.g., Lui , 1991; Roux et al., 1991). The expansion
phase onset starts with the sudden reduction of the cross tail current due to
an instability at the inner-edge of the plasma sheet. This causes part of the
cross-tail current to be diverted along magnetic field lines and through the
auroral ionosphere. The enhancement of electron precipitation, causes the
brightening of the auroral arc in this region. The diversion of the current
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Figure 2.7: A schematic to show the substorm Current Disruption model. The substorm
plasma instability is excited in the near-Earth tail, disrupting the cross tail current and
setting up the substorm current wedge (1). This causes field dipolarisation and hence a
tailward propagating rarefaction wave (2). Current disruption can occur in multiple regions
of the tail (3), which eventually triggers reconnection at the NENL (4). Figure from Lui
[2004].
also causes a sudden relaxation of the stretched magnetic field, resulting in
poleward expansion of the aurora. Due to the dipolarisation of the previously
stretched magnetic field, the region tailward of the CD region is left depleted
of plasma, resulting in a rarefaction wave which propagates down tail. The
rarefaction wave thins the midtail plasma sheet, and triggers reconnection at
the NENL.
Hence the NENL and CD disagree on the sequence of the events which
constitute a substorm. However, whether or not the substorm is initiated by
reconnection in the tail, or current disruption is initiated locally in the near-
Earth plasma sheet, these models do agree that a plasma instability at the
inner-edge of the plasma sheet disrupts the cross-tail current, resulting in the
formation of the substorm current wedge (SCW).
2.5.3 Other Models
Various modifications to the NENL and the CD models have been proposed
to lead to the onset of a substorm. A couple of examples are given below.
• The Near-Earth Geophysical Onset Model [Maynard et al., 1996]
This model provides a new perspective on the CD model (e.g., Lui ,
1991; Roux et al., 1991) by highlighting the importance of communica-
tion between the ionosphere and magnetosphere through bouncing Alfve´n
waves. The current disruption process launches an Alfve´n wave towards
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the ionosphere, which is reflected back into the magnetosphere. Whether
Alfve´n waves bouncing between the northern and southern hemispheres
interact constructively or destructively, is hypothesised to result in a full
substorm or a pseudo-breakup respectively.
• Plasma Intrusion Model [Nishimura et al., 2010]
Nishimura et al. [2010] observed, on the basis of 249 self-selected events,
that the substorm process was initiated by a poleward boundary intensi-
fication of the auroral oval. This was followed by the equatorward prop-
agation of an auroral streamer, an approximately North-South aligned
auroral arc, towards the substorm onset arc. This streamer was proposed
to be the ionospheric projection of a magnetotail flow ejected from the
reconnection site at the NENL. This enhanced earthward plasma flow
excited a near-Earth instability, resulting in auroral breakup. However
not all substorm onsets are accompanied by the appearance of auroral
streamers [Rae et al., 2009a; Mende et al., 2011].
2.6 Plasma Sheet Evolution During a Substorm
As we have seen in the previous section, the different substorm onset mod-
els disagree over the temporal sequence of the magnetospheric events which
constitute a substorm. However, the vast majority of models agree that an in-
stability (whether locally or externally driven) at the inner-edge of the plasma
sheet is responsible for current disruption and the formation of the substorm
current wedge. Identifying and understanding the instability which causes this
process will fundamentally allow the trigger of the substorm to be identified,
e.g., whether the instability is excited due to earthward plasma flows (from
reconnection) or due pressure perturbations in the near-Earth magnetosphere,
independent of the processes in the tail.
The substorm is usually thought of as a release of magnetic energy only,
and the state of the plasma sheet is often ignored during substorm studies.
However understanding plasma sheet response to substorm activity (and vice
versa) is the only way which will allow the substorm trigger to be identified.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of thinning the the plasma sheet observed during a
substorm on 15 August 1968 by the Ogo 5 satellite. Figure from McPherron et al. [1973].
Plasma sheet parameters such as pressure gradients and magnetic and elec-
tric fields affect communication between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, as
well as communication between different regions of the magnetotail such as the
Near-Earth Neutral Line and Current Disruption region. Understanding the
communication between these regions is vital, as substorms always constitute
auroral breakup in the ionosphere, current disruption in the near-Earth mag-
netosphere and reconnection in the tail, showing that there is a fundamental
link between these processes.
During times of high solar wind driving, when the solar wind couples
with the magnetosphere due to magnetopause reconnection on the dayside,
magnetic flux builds up in the magnetotail lobes, the substorm growth phase.
The built up flux in the lobes, exerts a higher pressure on the central plasma
sheet as the total pressure in the plasma sheet balances the lobe pressure.
Using 9 years observations of the plasma sheet by the of Cluster satellites,
Forsyth et al. [2014] showed that the plasma sheet is thermodynamically adia-
batic during the growth phase: the pressure and temperature increase during
times of high solar wind driving, however the plasma density remain approx-
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Figure 2.9: The explosive growth in tail current intensity at the end of the substorm
growth phase, followed by a sudden disruption of the current. Figure from Ohtani et al.
[1992].
imately constant. This indicates that plasma sheet instabilities at the end of
the growth phase are likely to be dependent on variations in plasma pressure
and temperature, and not plasma density.
The cross-tail current also increases during the substorm growth phase
[Fairfield and Ness , 1970; Aubry and McPherron, 1971], due to the stretch-
ing of the magnetotail due to the accumulation of open magnetic flux (e.g.,
Axford , 1969; McPherron, 1970; McPherron, 1972). This is accompanied by
the thinning and earthward motion of the plasma sheet [Hones et al., 1971;
McPherron, 1972; McPherron et al., 1973]. Figure 2.8 shows the way in which
the plasma sheet thins during the growth phase. In the top panel, ∼ 60 min-
utes prior to substorm onset, the plasma sheet is thick and extends to the fifth
magnetic field line (labelled by 5). However in the middle panel, ∼ 30 min-
utes prior to substorm onset and during the substorm growth phase, there is
thinning of the plasma sheet, particularly close to earth. The magnetic field
topology has become more tail-like and the inner-edge of the plasma sheet has
moved earthward (from field line 5 to 4). In the final panel, at the end of the
growth phase, the plasma sheet has thinned significantly, with the magnetic
field lines stretching into a more tail-like configuration. The inner-edge of the
plasma sheet has moved earthward beyond field line 3.
Using Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorer Charge Composi-
tion Explorer (AMPTE/CCE, Dassoulas et al., 1985), Ohtani et al. [1992]
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investigated the magnetic field and energetic ion flux within the current dis-
ruption region at the end of the growth phase when the plasma sheet is very
thin. When the spacecraft was earthward of the current disruption region, a
distinct interval lasting ∼ 1 minute was observed, which Ohtani et al. [1992]
called the ‘explosive growth phase’. During this interval a sharp depression in
the north-south (z) component of the magnetic field and an enhancement of
ion flux tailward of the spacecraft was observed, suggesting that the cross-tail
current was explosively enhanced during this time. This enhancement in cur-
rent was attributed to the thinning of the plasma sheet. When the plasma
sheet thickness reduces down to the scale of less than an ion gyroradius, the
ions become unmagnetised. This allows them to move independently to the
magnetic field, unlike the electrons, and thus briefly enhancing the intensity
of the tail current sheet during the explosive growth phase and shortly prior
to current disruption.
Changes in plasma sheet properties during the substorm growth phase,
such as an enhancement in plasma sheet pressure, rapid plasma sheet thin-
ning and an explosive enhancement of the cross-tail current can result in a
wide range of MHD (large-scale) and kinetic (small-scale) instabilities. In
the following section we discuss a few common instabilities which have been
proposed to play a part in the substorm onset process in detail.
2.7 Common Plasma Sheet Instabilities
In order to understand the auroral beads that form azimuthally along the sub-
storm onset arc in the minutes prior to substorm onset, we need to investigate
and understand any plasma instabilities which may be capable of causing this
periodic signature. We focus on instabilities that can explain azimuthal struc-
turing in the near-Earth plasma sheet that are hypothesised to be projected
into the ionosphere by field aligned currents to cause auroral beads.
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2.7.1 The Ballooning Instability
The ballooning instability refers to a Rayleigh-Taylor type instability in the
magnetotail. In a traditional fluid, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability describes
the waves which grow on an interface between two fluids when a heavier fluid is
balanced on top of a lighter fluid. A small perturbation to the interface causes
the lighter fluid to be displaced upward, and the heavier fluid downward,
decreasing the potential energy of the system. This results in the disturbance,
or wave on the interface between the two media growing until a steady state
is reached [Rayleigh, 1882].
In the following sections we describe the different types of ballooning in-
stability proposed to occur at the near-Earth edge of the plasma sheet. The
key differences are:
• In an ideal MHD ballooning instability, the entirety of the plasma sheet
is ballooning unstable, with a very low instability threshold of β ≥ 1
[Cheng , 2004].
• When taking into account kinetic effects, the instability threshold in-
creases to β ≥ 50 [Cheng and Lui , 1998].
• In the shear-flow ballooning instability [Voronkov et al., 1997], the bal-
looning instability is initially driven by a Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex.
2.7.1.1 MHD Ballooning Instability
The classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a plasma is analogous to the Bal-
looning Instability at the inner-edge of the plasma sheet. A plasma config-
uration which is unstable to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is shown in Fig-
ure 2.10, where a (heavier) plasma is balanced on top of a (lighter) vacuum.
This configuration is supported by a magnetic field in the B0 direction, act-
ing out of the page parallel to the interface between the two fluids, which is
counteracting the gravitational force pulling the plasma down. However a per-
turbation to the boundary allows the Rayleigh-Taylor instability to develop.
The interchange mode is a special case of ballooning instability, where the
instability does not perturb the background magnetic field [Hameiri et al.,
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Figure 2.10: The plasma configuration unstable to the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
[Treumann and Baumjohann, 1997]
1991].
In the magnetotail, instead of a heavy fluid balanced on a light fluid, a
pressure gradient develops in the transition region between dipolar-like and
stretched magnetic field topology. Instead of the gravitational force acting on
the heavier fluid in the traditional Rayleigh-Taylor instability, the near-Earth
plasma sheet is in a delicate balance between the inward confinement force
due to the magnetic field line curvature, and the outward plasma pressure
[Hameiri et al., 1991]. Figure 2.11a shows the schematic of the ballooning
instability, with the higher density plasma confined to lower L-shells in a more
dipolar magnetic field region. The magnetic field line curvature confines the
higher density plasma, however a perturbation to the boundary between high
and low plasma pressure can cause the ballooning instability to be initiated.
A perturbation to the boundary induces an electric field perpendicular to the
radial perturbation, (due to E = −v ×B). This electric field causes alternate
regions of predominantly positive and negative charge to form, as is shown in
Figure 2.11a. In order to conserve quasi-neutrality, regions of negative charge
accumulation must be dissipated. Charge accumulation usually happens at an
interface between two mediums of different density. The less dense medium
may not have enough charge carriers to carry the current across the interface.
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region, charges will begin to accumulate at the boundaries of
the wave as shown. The induced perturbation electric field,
 E  , will be directed dusk-ward on the tail-ward side of the
boundary and dawn-ward on the earthward side. This pertur-
bation electric field will then tend to cause the plasma em-
bedded in the crests and troughs of the wave to E⇥B drift
earthward and tail-ward respectively, thereby enhancing the
initial deformation resulting in a potentially unstable situa-
tion. However, whether or not the magnetotail is truly un-
stable to the ballooning instability depends upon the stabiliz-
ing effect of other factors. For example, one must determine
what compression/expansion effects occur within plasma el-
ements as they are displaced Earthward or tail-ward in the
presence of gradients and curvatures in the magnetic field
(e.g. see Ohtani and Tamao, 1992). Just as in the more fa-
miliar Rayleigh-Taylor instability, it is entirely possible for
a lighter fluid to support a heavier fluid if (for example) up-
ward (downward) displacements of the fluid elements results
in sufficiently stabilizing compression (expansion) effects.
Since appropriately detailed in-situ measurements are un-
available for this event, we have no way of quantitatively test-
ing the ballooning instability criteria. However, we speculate
that such an instability may well have occurred across a rel-
atively limited azimuthal extent in the onset region of the
intensified growth phase arc (between 22:00–23:00MLT).
The negative charge accumulations (blue circles in Fig. 9)
would precipitate into the ionosphere to produce upward
Field Aligned Currents (FACs) and auroral emissions, while
the positive charges would lead to adjacent downward FACs
(see Fig. 9a). We therefore expect the instability to produce
the type of azimuthally arc-aligned periodic auroral vortical
structures that were observed at onset (top panel of Fig. 9b).
Further growth of the instability would produce a tail-ward
and/or Earthward propagation of the wave crests and troughs
until the instability saturated. Precisely this type of behav-
ior can be seen in the 14:04:15UT image (lower panel of
Fig. 9b).
Although much circumstantial evidence points to the bal-
looning instability as a likely candidate for the substorm
onset, a number of outstanding questions remain to be an-
swered: (1) “What triggers the growth of the ballooning
instability in the first place”, (2) “Why does it go unsta-
ble where it does (i.e. across a pre-midnight portion of the
growth phase arc)”, and; (3) “How does the growth of this
instability subsequently lead to the establishment of a mid-
tail X-line?”.
Over the past decade, numerous studies have been carried
out that are directly relevant to the first two of these questions
(see Miura, 2001, and Zhu et al., 2007, for detailed reviews).
In general, it is found that the ballooning mode is most un-
stable in the near-Earth magnetosphere near the region where
field lines transition from dipole-like to tail-like in character
and that, at times, the criteria for the growth of the insta-
bility are likely to be met within the Earth’s magnetosphere.
In addition, Zhu et al. (2003, 2004, 2007) find that the bal-
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the ballooning instability show-
ing the development of an initial perturbation in the surface separat-
ing dipole-like and tail-like field lines in the near-earth magnetotail.
looning mode becomes more unstable when the tail current
sheet becomes thiner. Thus one way in which the instabil-
ity could occur is if the tail current sheet thinned beyond a
certain instability threshold. This threshold could be crossed
spontaneously as the current sheet slowly thinned giving rise
to “un-triggered” or “spontaneous” substorms. Or perhaps
the threshold could be crossed more impulsively giving rise
to “triggered” substorms. For example, Birn et al. (2003)
find that magnetotail boundary deformations can lead to the
sudden formation of thin current sheets in the tail. Although
they implicated this effect as a possible trigger for the onset
of instabilities such as collisionless tearing, the lower-hybrid
drift instability, ion Weibel or modified two-stream modes,
and drift-kink modes, it is possible that it could lead to the
growth of the ballooning instability in the near-Earth region
as well. Another possibility is that pressure pulses could per-
turb the magnetospheric pressure profile enough to lead to
instability when the inner magnetosphere is already close to
the threshold. The time-dependence of the tailward propa-
gating pressure pulse may be important in such a scenario.
It is interesting to note that, while the radial localization of
the ballooning instability to the near-Earth region has been
reasonably well addressed in the literature, the azimuthal lo-
calization of the onset to the pre-midnight region (for typical
substorms) is an almost universally ignored aspect of most
theoretical studies conducted to date. Indeed this appears to
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Figure 2.11: a) Schematic of a ballooning instability due to a pressure perturbation
resulting in bunching of electrons and ions. b) This results in alternating upward and
downward field aligned currents into the ionosphere, resulting in auroral beads. Figure
dapted from Henderson [2009].
This can result in the current being diverted along magnetic field lines, caus-
ing the electron to precipitate into the ionosphere as field-aligned currents
(Figure 2.11b), producing the bright auroral beads observed in the minutes
prior to substorm onset.
Ballooning modes are the manifestation of the coupling together of the
Alfve´n mode and slow mode MHD waves described in Section 1.2.3 [Hameiri
et al., 1991; Liu, 1997]. A higher β plasma sheet, where the plasma pressure
dominates over the magnetic pressure, is more unstable to the ballooning
instability [Liu, 1997].
Cheng and Zaharia [2004] investigated the stability of the MHD ballooning
instability in the equatorial magnetosphere, and found that the tail is unstable
to ballooning when β ≥ 1, i.e., the entire plasma sheet. Figure 2.12 shows
resul s from an ideal MHD model of the ballooning instability. The square
of the ballooning mode frequency (mHz2) in the equatorial plane are shown,
where all the fi ld li es beyond 6 RE in the nightside tail are unstable (the
negative frequencies indicate the regions which are ballooning unstable). Field
lines which are most unstable to the ballooning instability, have the largest
amount of free energy, in order for the instability to grow. Azimuthal current
density contours are also shown, with the highest curren densities overlapping
with the most unstable regio of the magnetotail plasma sheet. Neglecting
kinetic effects of the instability, means that growth rates are overesti ated,
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Figure 2.12: The square of the MHD ballooning mode frequency, showing that outside
∼ 6 RE the whole tail is unstable to the ballooning instability. Contours of azimuthal
current density (in nAm−2 are shown. Figure from Cheng and Zaharia [2004].
however it provides an indication of the region of the magnetotail where the
most unstable ballooning modes are located.
2.7.1.2 Kinetic Ballooning Instability
Cheng and Lui [1998] used AMPTE/CCE observations to show that low fre-
quency ballooning instability was only observed at the end of the growth phase
in the enhanced cross-tail current region when β ≥ 50. This is much higher
than calculated by a purely MHD model of the Ballooning instability which
showed that a plasma sheet with β ≥ 1 is ballooning unstable [Cheng and
Zaharia, 2004].
2.7.1.3 Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability
The Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997], is a special type
of MHD ballooning instability, which is initially excited, and subsequently
enhanced, by a shear-flow vortex. Voronkov et al. [1997] suggested the cou-
pling of the Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, to explain the
destabilisation of the near-Earth plasma sheet due to a pressure gradient in-
stability, even though previous analysis has shown that this region is stable,
or only slightly unstable, to ballooning [Ohtani and Tamao, 1993].
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Figure 2.13: The geometry of the region where a Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability is
initiated in the GSM x− z plane. A small scale shear flow region flowing in the y direction
of width δ is embedded within a region with a large-scale earthward pressure gradient, where
the magnetic field topology is slightly stretched. Figure adapted from Voronkov et al. [1997].
The Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability is the culmination of large-scale
pressure gradients present in the equatorial magnetosphere at the end of the
growth phase, and strong shear flows observed in auroral arcs, which Voronkov
et al. [1997] suggest correspond to a narrow magnetospheric shear-flow em-
bedded within the pressure gradient region and stretched magnetic field. A
schematic of this setup is shown in Figure 2.13 in the x − z plane, with the
large scale Earthward pressure gradient indicated by the large blue arrow and
the narrow shear-flow region, vy with width δ, flowing out of the page in the
y direction.
Figure 2.14 shows a schematic in the GSM x-y plane demonstrating the
constructive interaction of a narrow shear-flow region resulting in a shear-flow
vortex which moves plasma from a high to a low pressure region. In the linear
stage of the instability, a small-scale shear flow region develops into a Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability which causes the formation of a vortex. This vortex
drives radial plasma flows, causing plasma from a region of higher cross-tail
velocity(Vy1) and higher pressure to move to a region of lower cross-tail veloc-
ity (Vy2) and lower pressure, hence disturbing the pressure equilibrium. These
perturbations in pressure are unstable to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, by
initiating the flow of plasma ‘parcels’ against the pressure gradient. The veloc-
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Figure 2.14: A gaussian shear flow causes the formation of a vortex. This causes radial
motion of high pressure plasma, causing a pressure perturbation. The Rayleigh-Taylor cell
constructively adds to the shear flow vortex. Figure adapted from Voronkov et al. [1997].
ity flows initiated by the shear-flow vortex in the radial (−x) direction (arrow
a) cause plasma from a higher pressure region to move to a lower pressure
region (cell A). This pressure imbalance allows the ‘bubble’ of higher pressure
plasma to expand outwards in all directions, but most importantly initiates
plasma motion in the −y direction (arrow b) into cell B, i.e., in the same
direction as the shear flow vortex. Hence, the density of plasma in cell B is
enhanced. This results in an imbalance in the force equilibrium. Magnetic
field line curvature in the equatorial plane results in effective centripetal ac-
celeration in the earthward direction, proportional to the particle density, ρ.
This is balanced by the tailward plasma pressure. The increase in density,
ρ, caused by plasma flowing into cell B, results in an increase in the earth-
ward effective centripetal force, causing plasma to move Earthward in the +x
direction (arrow c), out of cell B, towards the higher pressure region
This plasma motion, initiated by the velocity perturbation due to the
shear flow vortex, results in constructive interference between the shear-flow
vortex, and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, resulting in the hybrid SFBI with
enhanced growth rates, higher than the individual Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-
Helmholtz modes alone. In this scenario the shear-flow acts as a trigger
for the explosive release of energy due to a pressure gradient. Figure 2.15
shows the growth rates, γ, for the hybrid mode (solid line), Kelvin-Helmholtz
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Figure 2.15: The growth rate of the hybrid Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability (solid line),
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (dashed line) and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (dotted line)
obtained from linear analysis of the ideal MHD equations. Figure from Voronkov et al.
[1997].
mode (dashed line) and Rayleigh-Taylor mode (dotted line) as a function of
wavenumber, k, where the x axis is normalised by the width of the shear-
flow region, δ. This shows that the hybrid mode exhibits higher growth rates
than both the Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor mode for a wide range of
wavenumbers. The maximum growth rate exhibited is 0.2 s−1 and the hybrid
instability is suppressed above k ≥ 2/δ, as the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex does
not evolve above these scales. The constructive interaction of the shear flow
vortex, with a large-scale pressure gradient which excites a Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, results in the increased growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex.
2.7.2 Cross-Field Current Instability
The free energy source for the cross-field current instability is the relative
drift between ions and electrons, i.e., the high current density of the cross-
field current at the end of the substorm growth phase, which results in the
disruption of the current in the magnetotail, resulting in its diversion into the
ionosphere. The cross-field current instability is composed of the Modified Two
Stream Instability (MTSI) model and the Ion-Weibel instability (IWI) mode.
The MTSI is driven by an imposed current in a system where electrons are
magnetised and ions are unmagnetised, resulting in a different drift velocity
between the two species. This leads to wave-particle interactions if a wave has
a phase velocity lower than the majority of the particles, resulting in energy
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Figure 2.16: The growth rate,γmax, and frequency, ωr, of the cross-field current instability
as a function of wavenumber, k at the inner edge of the plasma sheet with a relative ion
drift speed of 1500 kms−1.ne = ni = 0.6 cm−3, Ti = 12 keV, Te = 3 keV, and Bz = 25 nT.
Figure from Lui et al. [1991].
being transferred from the particles to the waves, and the waves to grow. The
waves excited by the MTSI are perpendicular to the magnetic field. The IWI
instability is driven by a higher relative drift between ions and electrons than
the MTSI, and results in waves parallel to the magnetic field. The waves
grow due to ion bunching due to v × δB motion. This bunching enhances the
original relative drift between the species, and the magnetic field component
of the wave. Thus, the angle of the resultant excited waves of the CFCI is
dependent on the relative ion drift velocity. Often, both instability modes
are excited causing waves to propagate at the range of angles relative to the
background magnetic field direction.
The cross-field current instability is excited when the plasma sheet thins
to a thickness comparable to the ion gyroradius. At these scales the ions
become demagnetised and are able to drift duskward at higher speeds, while
the electrons are frozen to the magnetic field, resulting in an increase in the
cross-field current.
Lui et al. [1991] investigated the cross-field current instability for a range
of plasma sheet parameters found to be representative of the inner-edge of
the plasma sheet, as observed by AMPTE/CCE. These values are: ne = ni =
0.6 cm−3, Ti = 12 keV, Te = 3 keV, and Bz = 25 nT [Lui et al., 1992].
Figure 2.16 shows the resulting waves which are excited with a relative ion
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drift speed of 1500 kms−1. At this drift speed the modified two stream and
ion-Weibel modes are substantially intermingled, with the highest growth rate
occurring at θ = 57o, which means that the waves are dominated by the
modified two stream instability. In this case the growth rate, γ, peaks at
0.4 s−1, at k = 7.0× 10−6 m−1.
2.8 Wave Observations linked to the Substorm Insta-
bility
As we have already seen, auroral beads a frequently observed along the sub-
storm onset arc in the minutes leading up to substorm onset. The exponential
growth of auroral bead wave power as documented by [Henderson, 2009; Rae
et al., 2010] and conjugate observations at ground stations in the northern and
southern hemisphere [Motoba et al., 2012] is strong evidence that they are the
ionospheric projection of a magnetospheric instability. It is clear that there
are many processes at play during a substorm, however it is not clear how
the aurora, plasma dynamics in the plasma sheet, and the elevated activity
of MHD waves relate to each other. This restricts our understanding of the
importance of each of these processes in the detonation of the substorm.
The following section highlights observations of waves from the ground
and space, which are likely to be a direct consequence of the instability.
2.8.1 Ground-Based ULF Wave Observations
Substorms have long been linked with Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) MHD
waves (e.g., Jacobs and Sinno, 1960; Saito, 1969 and references therein), in
particular waves in the Pi1-Pi2 frequency band. The ULF wave frequencies
were classified by Jacobs et al. [1964], with ‘Pi ’ used for waves with an irregular
pattern. Pi1-Pi2 pulsations have periods in the range 1-150 s. [Jacobs et al.,
1964]. ULF waves have been studied extensively in the period surrounding
substorm onset, particularly using data from ground based magnetometers
(e.g., Olson and Rostoker , 1975). Deflections in the ground-magnetic field
during a substorm, such as the formation of the H-bay are accompanied by
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Figure 2.17: (top) ULF wave contours every 32 s for substorm on 28 February 2006.
(bottom) Original THEMIS ASI data (left) and temporal difference images (right). Figure
from Rae et al. [2009b].
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low frequency oscillations in the magnetic field (‘geomagnetic micropulsations ’
after Jacobs and Sinno [1960]). Studies have also shown that Pi2 waves (40-
150 s period) can be used as an indicator of the location of the SCW [Lester
et al., 1983].
By using a wavelet analysis technique on data from ground based mag-
netometers from the Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic
Activity (CARISMA) [Mann et al., 2008] and THEMIS [Russell et al., 2008]
arrays, Milling et al. [2008] demonstrated that waves in the 12-48 s frequency
band were the first to rise above a pre-determined threshold during a sub-
storm onset. The growing waves were first observed at a single magnetometer
station, and were subsequently observed at surrounding stations. Hence, the
waves were initially localised in the ionosphere, however the onset of waves sub-
sequently expanded away from their epicentre [Milling et al., 2008]. The Au-
tomated Wavelet Estimation of Substorm Onset and Magnetic Events (AWE-
SOME) technique was developed by Murphy et al. [2009], based on the work
by Milling et al. [2008], to automate the determination of ULF wave epicen-
tres. An example of such a ULF wave epicentre identified by AWESOME is
shown in Figure 2.17a, showing a 2D minimum curvature fit to the first onset
time of 24-96 period ULF waves reported by Rae et al. [2009b]. The onset
region of the ULF waves was observed to be near the FSIM magnetometer
station (dark blue contours). ULF waves were subsequently observed by the
other magnetometers surrounding FSIM (light blue and green contours).
In conjunction with the ULF wave epicentre, Rae et al. [2009b] also ob-
served auroral beads in WHIT ASI (located approximately between FSIM and
GAKO magnetometer stations) 1-3 minutes prior to auroral breakup, shown
in Figure 2.17b. The auroral beads were colocated in time and space with the
ULF wave epicentre, suggesting that the two signatures are linked. However
in the event studied by Rae et al. [2009b] there were multiple activations of
ULF waves and auroral beads prior to substorm onset. This shows that not
all localised magnetic and auroral activations necessarily lead to a substorm
onset, and that other processes in the magnetosphere also play a vital role.
It is well documented that auroral intensities start growing exponentially
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Figure 2.18: ULF wave frequencies in 6-24, 12-48, 24-96 and 48-192 s band on a logarithmic
scale, together with the GILL ASI intensity (black). Figure taken from Rae et al. [2012].
at substorm onset, e.g., Henderson [2009]. Rae et al. [2011] showed in a
superposed epoch analysis that ULF waves also exhibit exponential growth in
the minutes surrounding substorm onset. So, how is the exponential growth
of the aurora related to exponential growth in the ULF waves? A comparison
between ULF wave growth and auroral intensity from the conjugate GILL
ASI during a substorm is shown in Figure 2.18 [Rae et al., 2012]. ULF wave
amplitudes for different frequency bands are shown in colour and follow the
same exponential increase as the auroral intensity, suggesting that ULF waves
and the aurora are strongly linked, at least during substorm onset. This
suggests that the waves, and precipitating particles have the same source.
2.8.2 In-Situ ULF Wave Observations
To confirm that ULF waves originate in space Rae et al. [2009a] report ULF
waves from magnetometer stations on the ground, auroral beads in the iono-
sphere and conjugate ULF wave observations by GOES-12 at geosynchronous
orbit. The measurements at geosynchronous orbit of the magnetic field com-
ponent parallel to the Earth’s spin axis, and the orientation of the magnetic
field, show perturbations and a field rotation within ∼ 20 s of ULF wave onset
on the ground. This is the first evidence that the ULF wave observed on the
ground are linked to a waves in space.
The first attempt to quantitatively link ULF wave observations on the
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Figure 2.19: Three components of low frequency magnetic field perturbations prior to
current disruption. Figure taken from Cheng and Lui [1998].
ground with ULF wave observations in near-Earth space was performed by
[Walsh et al., 2010], by extending the AWESOME algorithm [Murphy et al.,
2009] to detect ULF wave onset from spacecraft data. During a substorm on 1
October 2005 Walsh et al. [2010] show ULF wave growth observed by ground
magnetometer and GOES-12 and Double Star TC-2 satellites located within
the substorm current wedge. ULF wave onset was first observed on the ground,
followed by ULF wave onset observed by the Double Star and GOES satellites
in space around 4 minutes later. If a localised instability in the near-Earth
plasma sheet is responsible for the growth of ULF waves during substorm
onset, then it is possible that the spacecraft were slightly earthward of the
current disruption region at the time of current disruption. This is consistent
with observation the dipolarisation of the magnetic field several minutes later.
Hence, the later observations of ULF waves in space can be attributed to a
spatial effect as the spacecraft were not in the CD region at the start of the
substorm.
Low frequency perturbations associated with substorm onset have also
been observed at locations other than geosynchronous orbit of the magneto-
tail. Cheng and Lui [1998] report a low frequency perturbation in the mag-
netic field observed by AMPTE/CCE at 23.5 MLT at a radial distance of
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8RE starting ∼ 1.5 minutes prior to substorm onset. Figure 2.19 shows the
three components of the magnetic field perturbation, before which almost no
magnetic field fluctuations were observed. The relative phases of the three
magnetic field components are in agreement with the structure expected by a
linear ballooning instability. The ion gyroradius was comparable to the per-
pendicular wavenumber measured, leading to the conclusion that the magnetic
field perturbations were caused by a kinetic ballooning instability wave, with
wave period 50-75 sec.
Saito et al. [2008] report multiple observations of ballooning mode waves
around 10 − 12RE in the magnetotail observed by Geotail prior to magnetic
field dipolarisation during a substorm. The waves were identified by wavelet
analysis of magnetic field fluctuations, with the dominant magnetic field per-
turbation in the Bx direction. The wavelengths of the ballooning mode were
of the order of the ion Larmor radius, and the waves were observed during
high plasma beta conditions, β > 20.
In summary, not only has ULF wave growth as measured from the ground
been inextricably linked with the exponential growth of total auroral intensity
at substorm onset, and observations of auroral beads, these observations have
also been linked to space. There have been multiple observations of ULF wave
growth in different regions of the magnetotail associated with substorm onset,
showing that the ULF wave perturbations measured on the ground are likely
to be a direct consequence of the substorm instability, and play an important
part in the processes eventually leading to substorm onset.
2.9 Thesis Summary
As we have seen, there are multiple ionospheric and magnetospheric distur-
bances, which altogether constitute a substorm. However the various substorm
models, and in particular the sequence of events leading to substorm onset
remain hotly debated. It is widely agreed that the instability in the near-
Earth magnetosphere results in the disruption and diversion of the cross-tail
current into the ionosphere, where the bright substorm aurora are observed,
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whereas the location where the instability is initiated, whether locally in the
near-Earth plasma sheet, or remotely by flow bursts initiated by NENL recon-
nection is not. This process of current disruption is accompanied by wave-like
fluctuations in the aurora (auroral beads), ULF waves observed using ground
magnetometers, and infrequent observations of ULF waves in space.
In this thesis detailed analysis of auroral beads is performed to narrow
down the substorm instability leading to the current disruption process. This
is preferable to in-situ studies of ULF waves, as the THEMIS ASI array, al-
lows waves to be studied with global coverage and at high spatial and tem-
poral resolution. By understanding the signatures and associated physics of
substorm onset on the ground, we can extrapolate this information by us-
ing conjugate ground- and space-based observations in the future to solve the
half-century-old substorm debate and improve understanding of fundamental
magnetospheric dynamics.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation and Methods
As we have already seen in previous chapters, the magnetospheric pro-
cesses leading to the substorm, result in the deposition of ∼ 1015 J of energy
in the form of auroral particle precipitation into the ionosphere over approxi-
mately 5 hours [Østgaard et al., 2002]. This can be observed in the bright and
dynamic substorm aurora, as was first recognised by Akasofu [1964]. Observa-
tions of the substorm aurora from space and the ground have since uncovered
further detail of the auroral substorm sequence. As we saw in Section 1.4.3,
magnetosphere dynamics can result in field-aligned currents into the iono-
sphere, providing an auroral counterpart to processes happening in space. In
this thesis we explore ground-based auroral datasets and novel analysis tech-
niques to uncover the physical magnetospheric processes in the minutes prior
to substorm onset in unprecedented detail. In Chapters 4 and 5 we present
statistical analysis of auroral data obtained from the THEMIS All-Sky Im-
agers between 2006-2014 (see Section 3.1). In Chapter 6 we present a case
study of an auroral substorm observed using the MOOSE imagers at Poker
Flat (see Section 3.2).
3.1 THEMIS All-Sky Imagers
The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
(THEMIS) mission [Angelopoulos , 2008; Sibeck and Angelopoulos , 2008] con-
sists of five magnetospheric satellites, launched in 2007, in highly elliptical
orbits in the equatorial plane and originally ∼ 20 ground-based All-Sky Im-
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Figure 3.1: Map of North America with the All-Sky Imager’s location and field-of
view project to 110 km altitude. Lines of constant magnetic latitude are indicated
by the dashed lines, and meridians of local magnetic midnight for a selection of UTs
is also shown. The figure is valid from January 2009 - present and was taken from
http://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/gbo/display.py.
agers (ASIs Mende et al., 2008) positioned in Northern Canada and Alaska
(see Figure 3.1). The aim of the THEMIS mission is to uncover the causal
sequence of events leading to substorm onset (e.g., reconnection, current dis-
ruption), including the macroscale plasma instability in the magnetosphere,
and the location of auroral breakup when mapped to the magnetosphere.
The ASI array provides coverage extending over 8 hours of local time
of the night-side magnetosphere as well as higher spatial and temporal res-
olution data than previous polar-orbiting spacecraft, such as the Imager for
Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) satellite [Burch, 2000],
could provide. This elevated resolution, together with extended coverage of
the ASI array allows auroral and magnetospheric processes to be investigated,
without relying on point-measurements provided by few satellites in the vast
volume of the magnetotail.
The ASIs consist of a combination of off-the-shelf white-light Starlight Ex-
press CCD cameras, mass produced fish-eye lenses, and purpose-built optics,
providing scientific instruments at a low cost. The schematic cross-section of
a THEMIS ASI is shown in Figure 3.2 and includes: a sunshade to protect the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic cross-section of a THEMIS All-Sky Imager. Figure taken from
[Mende et al., 2008].
instrument from direct sunlight (1), multiple lenses (e.g., 3, 6, 7), including a
fish-eye lens (2) to observe the full sky, and the CCD sensor (8).
No spectral filters are required as the ASIs are white-light imagers. This
means that image intensification is not necessary as the signal from the aurora
is bright enough. Not using a spectral filter also allows numerous stars to be
resolved, which are used for geometric and cross-imager intensity calibration.
Modelling for this type of camera shows that the imager primarily responds to
electron precipitation energies greater than 3 keV [Mende et al., 2008]. This
approximately corresponds to the 557.7 nm green auroral emission line.
The camera generates 752 × 580 pixel images which are binned (2 × 2)
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a)
b)
Figure 3.3: The distortion of the all-sky imager field-of-view due to the use of a fish-eye
lens. (a) The cross-sectional field-of-view of an imager, which shows that an equal distance
at auroral latitudes dx, corresponds to smaller angles dθ and this reducing the resolution at
the edges. (b) uniform boxes of 30 km size over-plotted, to show fewer pixels correspond to
the same amount of sky at the edge of the field of view [Mende et al., 2008].
and cropped slightly, resulting in 256 × 256 image data products. At zenith,
this corresponds to ∼ 1 km resolution, assuming 110 km emission altitude.
A 1 s exposure time is used and, together with binning, cropping and data
compression, the total time needed to generate one image is ∼ 2.5 s. This
allows the all the imagers to run at a 3 s cadence (0.33 Hz), with simultaneous
image timing across the array synchronised by GPS timing [Donovan et al.,
2006].
The fish-eye lens gives the cameras an approximate 160◦ panoramic view,
corresponding to roughly 4.5 degrees of coverage in latitude and 16−20 degrees
in longitude, which is greater than 1 hour in local time per imager. However
the fish-eye lens causes distortion and a reduces resolution at the edges of
the centre of the field of view. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3a. An equal
distance of sky, dx, corresponds to a smaller angular distance, dθ, near the
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horizon. This means that fewer pixels at the edge of the field of view cover
the same distance in the ionosphere. Figure 3.3b shows an equally spaced
30 km grid over-plotted on the ASI field of view, which also demonstrates the
reduced spatial resolution at the edge of the image.
For the studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5, we use data from the
THEMIS ASIs.
3.2 MOOSE Auroral Imagers
The Multi-spectral Observatory Of Sensitive EM-CCDs (MOOSE) con-
sists of five Andor Ixon DU-888 imagers with telecentric optics de-
signed by Keo Scientifiic and funded by the National Science Foundation
(http://moose.space.swri.edu). The MOOSE imagers are generally co-located
at Poker Flat, Alaska, however depending on specific rocket or auroral cam-
paigns they can be moved to different locations and set-up in a variety of
configurations. The location of Poker Flat is 190 km South-West of Fort
Yukon, a THEMIS ASI station, allowing the MOOSE ASIs to improve the
Western edge of the THEMIS ASI array coverage. In comparison to THEMIS,
MOOSE provides data at much higher cadence (×10) and enhanced spatial
resolution (×2). Spectral filters are used to provide multi-spectral informa-
tion allowing specific events to be studied in more detail than is possible using
solely THEMIS ASI data.
For the study presented in Chapter 6, four of the MOOSE imagers were
positioned at Poker Flat, Alaska, with the following filters and lenses:
• Three All-Sky lens modules (180◦ FOV), providing 512×512 pixel images
at 3.3 Hz frame rate with filters to show the following auroral emissions:
– Green at 557.7 nm
– Red at 630.0 nm
– Blue at 427.8 nm
• One narrow-field 210 mm lens module (19◦ FOV) providing 190 × 190
pixel images at a 40.7 Hz frame rate with a broadband Schott BG3 filter
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which selects only prompt emissions [Samara et al., 2012; Michell et al.,
2012]
At zenith the all-sky imagers have a spatial resolution of ∼ 500 m per pixel,
assuming an emission altitude of 110 km, which is a reasonable estimate for
the green-line emission. The narrow-field imager has a resolution of ∼ 126 m
per pixel, assuming 100 km emission altitude, in comparision to the ∼ 1 km
resolution of the THEMIS ASIs at zenith.
3.2.1 Calibration of the MOOSE Imagers
The multi-spectral MOOSE imagers at Poker Flat Alaska measure the inten-
sities of the green-, red- and blue-line aurora. In order to make direct com-
parisons between the emission intensities in the different auroral spectra, and
hence infer information about the auroral acceleration processes, the imagers
must be cross-calibrated. The calibration of the data presented in Chapter 6
of this thesis were performed by G. Grubbs [personal communication], and are
briefly described in the following section. Further information on the calibra-
tion techniques used can be found in Grubbs [2016]; Grubbs et al. [2016].
1. Bias and Dark Subtraction
A ‘dark current ’ is a source for noise in a CCD detector. If the detector is
not cooled sufficiently, thermal electrons can overcome the voltage across
the CCD, creating a current, even when there are no photons incident
on the detector. A structure in dark frames was noticed by Hirsch et al.
[2013], showing that dark frame values can be estimated if the dark/bias
signal level for at least one pixel in each row and column are known. In
auroral imagers with a fish-eye lens, the dark border around the images
(Figure 3.4a) can be used to estimate the dark/bias counts for the whole
frame. The calculated dark Frame is shown in Figure 3.4b and accounts
for approximately 10% of the raw counts at each pixel.
2. Flat-Fielding
Flat-fielding is used to reduce systematic spatial non-uniformities of an
imager. The response of the imager is measured using an image from
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Figure 3.4: An overview of the calibration processes used to calibrate the imagers with
all-sky lenses and spectral filters used in Chapter 6 [Grubbs, 2016].
when the camera is uniformly illuminated, i.e., during a fully dark sky.
The dark sky provides uniform luminosity allowing variations in the de-
tectors response to be measured. Aurora and clouds are avoided at this
time as these create non-uniformities in the image. A full hour of data is
used to remove the effects from stars, as they change location during the
hour. The results from flat-fielding are shown in Figure 3.4c and account
for approximately 10% of the raw counts per pixel.
3. Star Mapping
Freely-available software packages Astrometry.net and Star Stereo are
used, together with auroral images, to map the night sky using the stars,
as shown in Figure 3.4e. A database of known star locations is com-
pared with the stars in the image. This allows the observations of stars
to be compared with the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star
Catalog which contains apparent visual magnitudes and spectral types
[Whipple, 1966]. These known star properties are then used to calibrate
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the imagers:
4. Star Calibration
The measured and theoretical calculations of the stars in the field of view
of the imager are then used to estimate the imagers’ and filters’ response.
(a) Theoretical Photon Flux Calculation
By knowing the spectral type of a star, an estimate can be made of
the the surface temperature. The spectral radiance of a black body,
an opaque and non-reflective object, at a known temperature T and
wavelength λ can be described by Planck’s law:
Bλ(λ, T ) =
2hc5
λ5
1
e
hc
λkBT − 1
(3.1)
where Bλ is the spectral radiance emitted by the black body per unit
wavelength, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck constant
and c the speed of light. This can be used to estimate the apparent
brightness of the star at Earth assuming no atmospheric effects at
specific wavelengths [Zombeck , 2006].
However in reality the Earth’s atmosphere will also influence the
brightness and appearance of the star. Atmospheric effects which
scatter the photons from the star are accounted for using an em-
pirically derived equation for atmospheric extinction [Kasten, 1965],
which accounts for approximately 3% of the raw counts and is shown
in Figure 3.4d.
The combination of the calculated photon flux, taking into account
atmospheric effects at Earth, give an approximation of the expected
photon flux measurement for each star, at the different spectral
wavelengths. This is compared with the values measured by the
camera.
(b) Measured Photon Flux Calculation
Finally the measured photon flux is found using the star mapping
and a peak detection algorithm to find the imager’s response to the
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stars. The stars are detected, Figure 3.4f (i), and a median back-
ground is removed, Figure 3.4f (ii). The resulting signal for the star,
Figure 3.4f (iii), is then compared with the theoretical calculation
of predicted photon flux in order to find the calibration factor for
each imager and filter. This allows the raw counts measured by the
detector to be converted to Rayleighs.
The calibrated data allows for direct comparisons between different im-
agers and filters, and provides the input required in order to estimate precip-
itating electron energy.
3.2.2 The Global Airglow Model
The data of the different auroral emission lines provided by the MOOSE im-
agers allow an approximation of the characteristic precipitating electron energy
to be made using an electron transport model [G. Grubbs, personal communi-
cation]. In order to use auroral data as input for the model, the output from
the imagers need to be processed to provide in order to convert the raw counts
per pixel into Rayleighs. This is achieved by the image processing techniques
outlined in Section 3.2.1 and shown in Figure 3.4. Further information of the
modelling technique used to estimate the characteristic precipitating electron
energies during the event presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis can be found
in Grubbs [2016]; Grubbs et al. [2016].
The GLobal AirglOW (GLOW) v.97 model [Solomon, 1989, 2001] is an
electron transport model which simulates the precipitating electron distribu-
tions. This is achieved by solving the Boltzmann electron transport equation
by simulating electron motion along magnetic field lines in the ionosphere
[Nagy and Banks , 1970; Banks et al., 1974; Solomon et al., 1988]. The GLOW
model calculates field-aligned upward and downward electron fluxes as a func-
tion of energy and altitude, allowing the emission rates for 427.8 nm, 557.7
nm, 844.6 nm and 630.0 nm auroral emissions to be calculated [Kaeppler et al.,
2015]. Figure 3.5 shows the predictions made by GLOW for the 427.8 nm,
844.6 nm and 557.7 nm auroral intensity as shown in Grubbs [2016].
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Figure 3.5: Predictions for auroral intensity as a function of characteristic electron pre-
cipitation energy for (a) 427.8 nm, (b) 844.6 nm and (c) 557.7 nm from the GLOW model
for a range of values for the atmospheric constant, f0 [Grubbs, 2016].
An inversion technique was developed by Grubbs [2016] to use the GLOW
model to predict electron population characteristics when in-situ data is not
available using auroral observations from the 557.7 nm, 630.0 nm (or 844.6 nm)
and 427.8 nm emission lines, and by assuming a Maxwellian electron distri-
bution (see Strickland et al., 1993). The Maxwellian distribution describes
plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium and is given by:
f(E) =
Q
2piE30
× E × exp−E/E0 (3.2)
where Q is the total energy flux, E is energy and E0 is the characteristic energy
of the population [Meier et al., 1989; Strickland et al., 1993].
By varying the values of total energy flux, Q and characteristic energy,
E0, Grubbs [2016] generated an inversion map in order to compare the GLOW
model with auroral observations, and estimate the most likely electron precip-
itation energy. An example of an inversion map is shown in Figure 3.6. In the
example shown, the intensity ratio between 844.6 nm and 557.7 nm auroral
emissions are used to determine the characteristic precipitation energy. The
844.6 nm emission is an Oxygen transition caused by precipitating electrons
with energies below 1 keV. Hence, the ratio of 844.6 nm to 557.7 nm estimates
the characteristic precipitating energy as the 844.6 nm emission is caused by
low energy electrons, and the 557.7 nm emission is caused by high energy elec-
trons. In our study, we use 630.0 nm as an estimate for low energy electrons
instead of 844.6 nm. The absolute intensity of the 427.8 nm emission line is
used to find the total energy flux, Q, which is based on multiple studies con-
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Figure 3.6: GLOW inversion map in order to determine the precipitating electron popu-
lation characteristics from auroral observations. Figure taken from [Grubbs, 2016].
cluding that the production rate of this emission line is 220-270 R/(erg cm−2
s−1) e.g., Rees et al. [1976]; Lanchester et al. [1997]. Auroral data from the
different spectral lines are then used to determine the most likely Q and E0
from the inversion map, to find the electron precipitation characteristics at
different regions within the image.
3.3 SuperMAG and the SOPHIE Substorm list
In conjunction with auroral data, we use ground-based magnetometer data to
provide more information about magnetospheric dynamics during substorms
and an independent, unbiased substorm list. The substorm current system
causes deflections in ground-based magnetometer data, particularly in the H-
component of the magnetic field.
SuperMAG is the result of a worldwide collaboration of organisations
which operate ground-based magnetometers [Gjerloev , 2009]. In total, the
network consists of over 300 stations. The location of the magnetometers
which are part of SuperMAG are shown in Figure 3.7. The data from each
magnetometer in the array is re-sampled to a 1 min temporal resolution and
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Figure 3.7: Locations of SuperMAG magnetometers shown in red, geomagnetic coordi-
nates in blue and geographic coordinates in green. Figure taken from [Gjerloev , 2012].
rotated into a local magnetic coordinate system [Gjerloev , 2012]. The North-
South component of the magnetic field is affected by current systems such as
the ring current, and the ionospheric component of the auroral electrojet.
In order to use magnetometer data to understand magnetic perturbations
due to ionospheric and magnetospheric currents a baseline is removed which
consists of the Earth’s main field and currents in the ionospheric dynamo
region [Gjerloev , 2012]. The baseline is separated into daily variations, yearly
trends and any remaining offset. These are calculated by finding the ‘typical
value’ of the data on the different timescales, where the typical value is defined
as either the mode of the data, or the centre of a Gaussian fitted to the
probability distribution. The values for the mode and Gaussian baseline are
usually very similar, however the centre of the Gaussian is used if the mode is
affected by single point spikes [Gjerloev , 2012].
This database of magnetometer data is then used to generate auroral elec-
trojet indices: SME, SMU and SML [Newell and Gjerloev , 2011]. Tradition-
ally the Auroral Electrojet Indices are derived by 10-12 geomagnetic stations
[Davis and Sugiura, 1966] located in the northern auroral zone at 60.0− 71.0o
geomagnetic latitude. However due uneven spacing and large geographic gaps
in this array (e.g., over Russia and Europe) substorm activity is not always
reflected by these indices, especially if the substorm onset location is not di-
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rectly located over one of the magnetometers. The SuperMAG auroral indices
differ from the traditional indices mostly due to the number of ground-based
magnetic stations used in their calculation, and also by the technique of base-
line removal which does not depend on the identification of ‘quiet days ’. The
SML index value is given by the magnetometer station with the lowest value
of the H component of the magnetic field in the network at any given time.
By using ∼ 300 stations, as opposed to 12, this gives a much more reliable
estimate of substorm activity, as there are fewer and smaller gaps.
The Substorm Onsets and Phases from Indices of the Electrojet (SOPHIE)
substorm list [Forsyth et al., 2015] determines substorm phase and onset from
the SML index on the ‘basis of exceedance of a percentile in the rate of change
of SML’, without insisting that the recovery phase follows an expansion phase.
This removes the need to define an arbitrary threshold below which the data
is indicative of a substorm expansion phase. Defining an arbitrary threshold
for substorm determination is an unreliable method as substorms typically
differ greatly in size, and the uneven latitudinal and longitudinal positioning
of the magnetometer stations which contribute to SuperMAG, with the highest
density in North America and Europe, biases the detection based on a simple
threshold technique towards these local times.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of the phase identification methods and
processing using the SOPHIE technique on 10 May 2005 from Forsyth et al.
[2015]. Figure 3.8a shows the input SML. A low-pass filter is applied to the
data with a 30 minute cutoff to remove ULF wave effects from the SCW,
resulting in an uncertainty in the substorm onset timing of ±15 minutes.
Figure 3.8b shows the filtered data. Figure 3.8c shows the time derivative of
the filtered SML, dSML
dt
. A percentile threshold is chosen (in this case, 75 %),
below which the rate of change in SML is defined to be an expansion phase. A
corresponding maximum threshold is then calculated in order for there to be a
roughly equal number of expansion and recovery phases. These thresholds are
indicated by the horizontal lines in Figure 3.8c. The intervals which fall below
the minimum threshold are labelled as substorm expansion phases, and those
which rise above the maximum threshold are labelled as recovery phases. All
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Figure 3.8: An example of the phase identification techniques employed by SOPHIE from
the SML index on 10 May 2005. (a) The SML input data. (b) SML filtered using a 30
minute cutoff low-pass filter. (c) The time derivative of the filtered SML data, with the
upper and lower percentile thresholds shown by the horizontal lines, and the times the
thresholds are exceeded shown by the vertical lines. (d) The unfiltered SML data shown
with the corresponding growth- (green), expansion- (blue) and recovery- (red) phase. (e)
The unfiltered SML data shown with the corrected phases. Figure taken from Forsyth et al.
[2015].
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remaining intervals are labelled as a potential growth phases, see Figure 3.8d,
as there is always coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere,
except for a purely northward IMF, allowing the solar wind to deposit energy
into the magnetosphere, see Milan et al. [2012]. However, growth phases which
are identified for short periods between expansion and recovery phases, are
corrected to be part of either the growth or recovery phase, depending on
their relative position to the minimum SML value in the substorm sequence.
The corrected phases are shown in Figure 3.8e.
During this interval, 3 substorm onsets were identified by SOPHIE, in-
cluding two intervals which are preceded by a growth phase, and one which is
directly after a recovery phase. In the statistical study presented in Chapter
5, we only use isolated substorms which are preceded by a growth phase, and
hence only use the substorms at ∼20:40 UT and ∼21:30 UT.
3.4 Fourier Analysis
To uncover the wave-like signatures embedded in auroral arcs, we use Fourier
analysis in the spatial domain to identify the characteristic spatial scales
present along the substorm onset arc. Fourier analysis allows the determi-
nation of the amplitude, power spectral density and wavenumber of auroral
beads.
We use a variety of methods (see Chapters 4, 5, and 6) to remove the
background auroral arc intensity, allowing us to determine the spatial scales
of fluctuations which are otherwise superposed onto a large background in-
tensity (the homogenous auroral arc). The background auroral arc intensity
observed by ASIs often also has a large-scale spatial dependence which is due
to the location of substorm onset along the auroral arc, cloudy skies, or lunar
illumination.
Once the background auroral arc intensity is removed, the characteristic
spatial scale (wavenumber) is determined with use of a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), as first described by Cooley and Tukey [1965]. The FFT allows spatial
and temporal signals to be decomposed into their constituent frequency com-
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ponents. In this thesis we use the FFT as a spatial transform which allows us
to determine the wavenumber spectrum which makes up the signal.
The forward FFT is given by Equation 3.3 which transforms a spatial
series into the wavenumber domain:
F (k) = F [f(x)] = 1
N
N−1∑
x=0
f(x)e−
2piikx
N (3.3)
where N is the number of points in the original signal f(x), x is an integer
ranging from 0 to N − 1 and k is the wavenumber (defined below).
The reverse FFT is given by Equation 3.4 which transforms the wavenum-
ber domain back to the spatial domain.
f(x) = F [F (k)] =
N−1∑
k=0
F (k)e
2piikx
N (3.4)
The normalisation factor, in this case 1/N in Equation 3.3, is a result of
convention and can be written on the reverse transform instead, or as 1/
√
N
on both the forward and reverse transforms.
The positive wavenumbers, k, are given by:
k =
x
N∆x
× 2pi for 0 ≤ x < N/2 (3.5)
where ∆x is the spatial resolution of the input signal and the factor of 2pi is
because k = 2pi/λ.
The Nyquist wavenumber, the highest determinable wavenumber, depends
on the resolution of the original signal by:
kNyquist =
1
2∆x
× 2pi (3.6)
Again, where the factor of 2pi is because k = 2pi/λ.
The resultant amplitude and power of the signal are then given by:
A(k) = 2|F (k)| for positive k (3.7)
P (k) = 2|F (k)|2 for positive k (3.8)
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The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a signal is the signal power per unit
wavenumber. This is given by:
PSD(k) =
1
∆k
P (k) (3.9)
where ∆k = 2pi/N∆x
Hence, PSD is similar to the power, however the PSD satisfies Parseval’s
theorem. Parseval’s theorem states that the sum of the integration of the total
power spectral density is proportional to the integration of the original signal
squared, f(x)2. In this thesis the following definition of Parseval’s theorem is
used:
N/2∑
k=0
PSD(k) =
1
N∆x
N−1∑
x=0
|f(x)|2 (3.10)
The discrete Fourier transform assumes that the signal is infinite. If a
signal is not periodic in the sample interval, the Fourier transform of the
signal can have spectral leakage i.e., the smearing of power across multiple
wavenumber bins. Spectral leakage is the result of effectively computing the
Fourier spectrum of a signal which has discontinuities.
Windowing the dataset is used to smoothly reduce the start and end of a
signal to zero, hence removing any discontinuities. As well as reducing spectral
leakage, windowing a signal also has some undesirable properties: it widens the
spectral line, hence reducing frequency resolution, and it affects the amplitude
of the original signal.
For a window, w(x), the correction factor, W is given by:
W =
N∑
x=0
w(x)2
N
(3.11)
For a Hanning window [Press et al., 1992], which is the windowing function
used in this thesis, the correction factor is W = 0.3745.
In order to calculate the original amplitude of the signal, the correction
factor is applied to the Fourier spectrum. Hence, in this thesis the following
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definitions of power spectral density and amplitude are used:
PSD(k) =
1
∆k
2|F (k)|2
W
(3.12)
A(k) =
2|F (k)|√
W
(3.13)
Chapter 4
Statistical Characterisation of the
Growth and Spatial Scales of the
Substorm Onset Arc
Rae et al. [2010] showed in a single case study that the formation and evo-
lution of auroral beads along the substorm onset arc is consistent with the
linear stage of a magnetospheric instability, by showing that individual spa-
tial scales exhibit exponential growth. Motoba et al. [2012] observed auroral
beads along the substorm onset arc at magnetically conjugate stations in the
northern and southern hemispheres. This conjugacy suggests that the beads
have a common driver in the equatorial region of the magnetotail. In this
chapter, using data of isolated substorm onset arcs observed by the THEMIS
ASIs, we present a detailed analysis of clear visually-identified auroral beading
events to uncover whether beads which form along the substorm onset arc
are commonly consistent with a plasma instability in the minutes prior to
substorm onset. We use Fourier Analysis techniques to investigate the growth
and spatial scales of the auroral beads to determine whether an instability
is responsible for the beading signature, and infer which instability is most
consistent with the observations.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in the Journal
of Geophysical Research with the citation Kalmoni, N. M. E., I. J. Rae, C.
E. J. Watt, K. R. Murphy, C. Forsyth, and C. J. Owen (2015), Statistical
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characterization of the growth and spatial scales of the substorm onset arc, J.
Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 120, 85038516, doi:10.1002/2015JA021470.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 The Substorm Controversy
The causal sequence of events leading to energy release and auroral breakup
during substorms remains unknown, primarily due to a lack of spatial and tem-
poral resolution when investigating the physical processes occurring within the
first 2 minutes of substorm onset in such a vast 3D volume of space [Ohtani ,
2004]. The discrepancy and uncertainty in timings between magnetospheric
processes and auroral signatures prior to the expansion phase has caused a
controversial and currently unresolved debate over the physical process lead-
ing to the substorm expansion phase onset [Angelopoulos et al., 2008, 2009;
Lui , 2009]. This debate has predominantly focussed on two substorm on-
set paradigms: (1) Magnetic reconnection at the Near Earth Neutral Line
(NENL) [Hones , 1976; Baker et al., 1996] causing Earthward plasma flows
which destabilise the central plasma sheet. Further complexity to the NENL
model has since been added e.g., Nishimura et al. [2010]; Sergeev et al. [2012]
where the impacts of flow bursts on auroral breakup are discussed; (2) a near-
Earth magnetospheric disturbance triggering Current Disruption (CD) in the
central plasma sheet [Roux et al., 1991; Lui et al., 1991], resulting in the for-
mation of the SCW and subsequently auroral breakup. Other models include
the boundary layer dynamics model [Rostoker and Eastman, 1987], near-Earth
geophysical onset model [Maynard et al., 1996], and global Alfve´nic interaction
model [Song and Lysak , 2001].
4.1.2 The Auroral Substorm and Auroral Beads
Substorm onset is marked in the ionosphere by a sudden brightening of the
most equatorward auroral arc or, in some instances, the formation of a new
arc that brightens [Akasofu, 1977] and is followed by auroral breakup. Early
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observations of substorm aurora provided by the Viking mission [Anger et al.,
1987] enabled the discovery of small-scale azimuthal auroral fluctuations, nick-
named ‘auroral beads’ [Henderson, 1994] or subsequently azimuthal auroral
forms (after Elphinstone et al., 1995) which form along the onset arc in the
minutes leading up to auroral breakup. Auroral beads observed with space-
based imagery have only been sporadically reported since [Henderson, 2009].
However, the continental-scale spatial coverage provided by THEMIS all-
sky imagers (ASI) [Mende et al., 2008] together with their high spatial and
temporal resolution has led to the rediscovery of small-scale azimuthal auroral
beads forming along the onset arc [Friedrich et al., 2001; Samson et al., 2003;
Liang et al., 2008; Sakaguchi et al., 2009; Rae et al., 2009b, 2010]. Motoba
et al. [2012] observed magnetically conjugate auroral beads in ASI data from
both Northern and Southern hemispheres, suggesting that the beads have a
common driver originating in the magnetosphere.
In addition to these wave-like signatures in the aurora, simultaneous mag-
netic pulsations of ULF waves have also been observed in the minutes sur-
rounding substorm onset [Milling et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Rae et al.,
2009a,b; Mann et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2010; Rae et al., 2011]. Moreover
the ULF pulsations are repeatably observed at frequencies similar to those
observed in the auroral beads [Rae et al., 2012], suggesting an inextricable
link between the auroral and magnetic waves.
The previously discussed studies of auroral beads were limited to descrip-
tions of the initial azimuthal wavelength and it’s temporal evolution. In con-
trast, Rae et al. [2010] provide optical analysis of substorm auroral arc az-
imuthal wavenumber spectra during a single event, which demonstrates that
the beading of the substorm onset arc is characteristic of an instability. To-
gether with the magnetically conjugate observations of beads by Motoba et al.
[2012], this lead to the conclusion that beads are driven by an instability in
the near-Earth plasma sheet. Rae et al. [2010] report that the frequency, spa-
tial scales and growth rates of the auroral structures are most consistent with
either a Cross-Field Current Instability (which predicts growth rates to peak
at ∼ 0.27−0.4 s−1 depending on the location of the instability in the tail) [Lui
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et al., 1991; Lui , 2004] or a Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability (which predicts
growth rates to peak at ∼ 0.2 s−1) [Voronkov et al., 1997]. However, Rae
et al. [2010] could not identify which of these two instabilities acted during
this event, nor could they definitively rule out the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ity, e.g., [Yoon et al., 1996] or entropy anti diffusion instability, e.g., [Lee et al.,
1998] due to unknown magnetotail conditions.
In this chapter we perform a more quantitative optical analysis to that
first outlined in Rae et al. [2010] over multiple events that display wave-like
auroral beads along the substorm onset arc in the minutes leading to sub-
storm onset. By extending the analysis technique outlined in Rae et al. [2010]
to multiple observations of auroral beads, we are able to determine whether
different observations of beads are also indicative of an instability, and if so,
whether the same instability is likely to be responsible for all auroral beads
studied. Hence, for each substorm and pseudo-breakup event, we characterise
the spatial and temporal scales of auroral bead growth and azimuthal propaga-
tion. This allows the statistical relationship between wavenumber and growth
rate of auroral beads to be found, which we then compare with theoretical
predictions of instability characteristics.
4.2 Optical Analysis
An example of a typical isolated substorm onset event used in this study
occurs at 04:57:00 UT on 2nd October 2011 (2011-10-02) and is presented in
Figure 4.1. This event is characterised by a sudden brightening of the auroral
arc at ∼04:57:30 UT followed by poleward auroral expansion. Figure 4.1a-
f shows the raw auroral intensity from the ASI at Gillam (GILL) and the
formation and evolution of auroral beads during the event. For the events
presented in this study, we visually identify a static region of the ASI which
contains the substorm onset arc for as long as possible, which is used for the
subsequent analysis. This requires the arc to remain reasonably stationary
prior to auroral breakup, with little or no latitudinal motion towards the end
of the growth phase. In this particular event, this region is indicated by
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
04:57:39 UT 04:57:57 UT
05:00:00 UT04:58:30 UT04:58:18 UT
Figure 4.1: Auroral beads along the onset arc during the auroral substorm observed at
GILL ASI on 2011-10-02. Lines of geomagnetic latitude at 67.8◦ and 68.4◦ and geomagnetic
longitude at −33.0◦ and −24.0◦ define the field of view of our analysis and show the onset arc
is aligned with constant geomagnetic latitude. We track the temporal and spatial evolution
of the auroral beads within this box in our subsequent analysis. The formation and evolution
of the beads is observed with time. After 04:58:30 UT (e) the aurora expands poleward out
the box, as can be seen at a later time in (f ).
the white box in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1a shows the initial visually identifiable
formation of bead-like azimuthal structure along the most equatorward auroral
arc. Subsequently, the beads brighten and are visible at regular intervals along
the auroral arc (Figure 4.1b-d). In Figure 4.1e, the arc brightens further
and starts to move poleward and finally, in Figure 4.2f the arc shows non-
regular structuring (or ‘breaks-up’) and expands poleward out of the field of
view of the analysis box. We limit our analysis to the time interval before
the aurora expands outside of the white box. Figure 4.2a shows a north-
south slice (keogram) which demonstrates the sudden brightening and slight
poleward expansion of the aurora indicative of a substorm pseudo-breakup.
4.2.1 Along-Arc Keogram
In general, the substorm onset arc is closely aligned with geomagnetic latitude
[Akasofu, 1964], a fact we utilise in order to characterise the spatial and tem-
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Figure 4.2: A step-by-step demonstration of the optical analysis for a substorm at Gillam
on 2011-10-02. (a) North-South Keogram to show auroral brightening and poleward prop-
agation. (b) East-West Keogram along a line of geomagnetic latitude (as a function of
longitude) to track periodic azimuthal structure along the onset arc. (c) Power Spectral
Density as a function of longitudinal wavenumber measured in the ionosphere, klon,i.
poral behaviour of the auroral bead evolution through substorm onset within
our denoted field-of-view. Figures 4.2b, c demonstrate our analysis as per-
formed on the 2011-10-02 substorm observed at GILL shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.2b shows auroral intensity within this box as a function of geomag-
netic longitude (east-west keogram) along the onset arc. The clear formation
of auroral beads along the substorm onset arc are first observed at the same
time as the rapid auroral brightening (∼04:57:30 UT in Figure 4.1a). The
periodic auroral beads initially have a westward phase propagation (to more
negative longitudes), but interestingly develop eastward phase propagation (to
more positive longitudes) around 20 s later.
4.2.2 Power Spectral Density
In order to calculate the Power Spectral Density (PSD) from the along-arc
keogram, the data has to be processed in a number of ways. Firstly back-
ground of the auroral arc is removed from the data. Hence, the auroral
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Figure 4.3: Detrending the longitudinal keogram by smoothing. (a) Auroral intensity
as a function of longitude at 04:57:00 is shown in black. The background intensity from
smoothing the series over 5◦ in longitude is shown in red. (b) The detrended data found by
subtracting the signal from the background.
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signature is detrended, so that we are left with the signature of the beads
only. This results in an spatial series of the beads, which is centred around
zero, allowing us to perform Fourier analysis on the signal of the beads only,
without contamination from the background arc. We detrend the data by
smoothing over 5◦ in longitude. This removes the beading signal, and gives
the background arc intensity. Depending on the location where the initial
substorm brightening occurs, the background arc intensity can also vary with
longitude. This procedure is shown in Figure 4.3a, where the original signal
(black) and smoothed function (red) are plotted. In order to detrend the data,
the smoothed signal is removed from the original signal. The detrended signal
is shown in Figure 4.3b. This means that the beaded features are centred
around the zero axis, removing high powers from the zeroth-wavenumber bin
in the Fourier transform. A Hanning window is applied to the detrended data
to reduce spectral leakage, as is shown in Figure 4.3c. The resulting signal is
then Fourier transformed to calculate the PSD. The PSD of the signal at a
single point in time, 04:57:00 UT, is shown in Figure 4.3d, where a clear peak
in PSD can be observed at klon,i = 0.7 × 10−4 m−1. Figure 4.2c shows the
temporal evolution of the spatial Fourier transform in the longitudinal direc-
tion in order to quantify the spatial periodicity of the auroral beads during
this substorm. The dynamic PSD shows that the highest powers are located
at klon ≈ 0.5− 1.5× 10−4 m−1 during the initial beading interval.
4.2.3 Exponential Growth
In order to determine whether auroral beads are a signature of an instability,
we determine whether they exhibit exponential growth, as the linear stage of
an instability is defined as the duration during which the wave amplitudes
grow exponentially in time [Treumann and Baumjohann, 1997]. It is visible
from Figure 4.2c that the PSD grows over a wide range of klon. Hence, for each
klon, we identify whether this corresponds to exponential growth. An example
of an exponentially growing wavenumber (klon = 0.9× 10−4 m−1) is shown in
Figure 4.4, where we show PSD as a function of time on a logarithmic scale.
On a logarithmic scale a period of exponential growth is identified by a linear
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Figure 4.4: Exponential growth rate determination. The log of the power from the power
spectral density (Figure 4.2c) for a single wavenumber, klon = 0.9×10−4 m−1 as a function
of time shows the times between which there is exponential growth denoted by the linear
fit (red). The growth rate is given by the gradient of the fit.
trend, hence we develop a linear fitting algorithm to detect exponential growth
of the power spectral density time series, based upon the least absolute de-
viations technique. The least absolute deviations linear fitting technique is a
robust fitting method which minimises the sum of the absolute vertical resid-
uals by giving equal emphasis to all observations and therefore minimising
its sensitivity to large outliers in the data. The algorithm detects the time
period of exponential growth by applying a linear fit to a window of the data
which systematically varies in size and location. The linear fit with the lowest
absolute deviation parameter from the data provides approximate growth du-
ration and start- and end-time (given by the start and end of the linear fit).
The linear fit also allows us to determine the growth rate from the gradient
of the fit for each klon. Additionally, the linear fitting algorithm must detect
exponential growth:
1. For a duration longer than 30 s, since this is the typical temporal period
of an auroral bead fluctuation [Rae et al., 2010],
2. Which occurs before the aurora expand poleward out of the analysis
field-of-view,
3. Over at least one order of magnitude in PSD.
If not all the criteria are met, then no growth rate is calculated for that
particular wavenumber.
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4.2.4 Substorm Onset Window
In order to estimate whether any exponential growth identified by the linear
fitting technique is related to the substorm onset process, we define a substorm
onset window. This ensures that wavenumbers which start to grow much
earlier or much later than substorm onset are not taken into account, as we
assume they are not part of the linear evolution of the instability.
We define the onset window start time as the mean exponential growth
start time for any wavenumber detected to exhibit exponential growth for at
least 30 seconds by the linear fitting algorithm, ±1.5σ, where σ is the standard
deviation of the growth start times. The mean exponential growth start time
is denoted by the first vertical black line (average start time over all klon as
discussed above) in Figure 4.5a. The second vertical black line denotes the
time at which the auroral beads expand poleward outside the analysis field-
of-view marked in white in Figure 4.1.
In summary, in order for an individual spatial scale to be classified as
exhibiting exponential growth, the following criteria need to be satisfied:
1. The exponential growth duration must be continually present over 30 s,
since this is the typical temporal period of an auroral bead fluctuation
[Rae et al., 2010].
2. The exponential growth duration must occur prior to the auroral arc
expanding poleward out of the analysis field-of-view (white box shown
in Figure 4.1). The time for this event is shown by the second vertical
line in Figure 4.5a.
3. The start time of exponential growth must be within the window identi-
fied to contain substorm onset, i.e., mean start time ±1.5σ.
Figure 4.5a shows the duration for which each individual wavenumber
satisfies the above criteria. The duration of exponential growth detected is
shown by the coloured bars in Figure 4.5a, and the bars are coloured according
to the growth rate, gradient of the linear fit, that mode has. Generally, higher
spatial scales exhibit slower growth. Figure 4.5a also shows that different
wavenumbers grow exponentially for a varying length of time. Figure 4.5b
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Figure 4.5: Determination of periods which exhibit exponential growth and associated
growth rates (a) periods of exponential growth for each klon,i, where the duration of expo-
nential growth is marked by the length of the horizontal line and the growth rate denoted by
the colour. The interval encompassing substorm onset is marked by the vertical lines. Only
wavenumbers that grow for over 30s and start within 1 standard deviation of the median
start time are used and (b) Growth rate as a function of azimuthal wavenumber for those
wavenumbers that demonstrate exponential growth according to (a).
shows the calculated growth rates as a function of klon in the ionosphere (klon,i)
and the magnetosphere (klon,m). From this plot we can infer the most unstable
wavenumber, which is defined as the wavenumber which exhibits the highest
growth rate. The most unstable wavenumber, the range in growth rates, and
the wavenumber profile, allow us to compare our observations with plasma
instability theory (see Section 4.3) in order to identify which instability agrees
with our observations.
4.2.5 Magnetic Field Line Mapping
Magnetic field line mapping allows us to map the auroral bead spatial scales,
as measured in the ionosphere, to the magnetotail to determine their mag-
netospheric scale size. In the ionosphere, the substorm onset arc can form
at a variety of geomagnetic latitudes, usually in the range 60o − 71o [Frey
et al., 2004]. When scaled to the equatorial magnetosphere, auroral arcs are
mapped depending on their latitude in the ionosphere, and extent of stretch-
ing of the magnetic field lines in the tail. In order to estimate the region of
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Figure 4.6: Mapping of a field line into the magnetotail in the x− z plane using the T89
model [Tsyganenko, 1989] ranging from Kp = 0 (blue) to Kp = 7 (red). Courtesy of C.
Forsyth.
the magnetosphere to which auroral arcs map, magnetic field line modelling
is used.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of a T89 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko,
1989], which depends on the Kp parameter. The magnetic field has a dipolar
field at low Kp = 0, indicated by blue field line. As Kp is increased up to
Kp = 7, indicated by the red field line, the magnetic field becomes more
stretched. Magnetic field mapping also depends on the ionospheric latitude,
with magnetic field lines at lower latitudes mapping closer to Earth than those
at higher latitudes.
Magnetospheric field line mapping models are based on a static magne-
tosphere. At substorm times this assumption does not hold, as the magneto-
sphere becomes highly dynamic, with a global reconfiguration of the magnetic
field topology. This means that field line mapping can only be used as a guide-
line to measure the extent of magnetotail stretching, which is instructive in
this study in order to estimate the magnetospheric wavenumber and remove
latitudinal effects from the scaling of the ionospheric wavenumber. At the end
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of the substorm growth phase, the magnetotail is significantly stretched due
to magnetic flux build up in the magnetotail lobes, this means that field line
stretching is likely to be underestimated. In this study we require that events
have an undisturbed growth phase, allowing us to assume that any errors
in the mapping are systematic. Although this may not provide an accurate
estimation of the magnetospheric spatial scales, it allows the direct compari-
son of events. We use both the T89 [Tsyganenko, 1989] and T96 [Tsyganenko,
1995] models to map the auroral arcs to the magnetosphere, and conclude that
there is negligible difference between the results obtained from either model.
We present the results obtained by the T96 magnetic field, which depends
upon solar wind dynamic pressure and yGSM and zGSM components of the
IMF and the geomagnetic Disturbance Storm-Time index (Dst) [Tsyganenko,
1995].
Figure 4.2 demonstrates that although the sudden brightening of the au-
roral arc can be visually identified at 04:57:30 UT, the analysis of the spectral
content of the aurora (Figure 4.5) shows that exponential growth of individ-
ual wavenumbers commences around 04:56:15 UT, some 75 seconds earlier.
The growth rates peak at 0.045 s−1 at longitudinal wavenumbers measured
in the ionosphere of klon,i = 2.0 × 10−4 m−1 (λi = 30 km) in this event, or
klon,m = 6.0 × 10−6 m−1 (λm = 1000 km ≈ 0.15RE) when mapped into the
magnetosphere using a T96 model [Tsyganenko, 1995].
4.3 Statistics of Auroral Beads
We use the technique outlined in the Section 4.2 to analyse the growth rates
and spatial scales of each of 17 isolated substorm and pseudo-breakup onset
arcs, all of which contain visually-identifiable auroral beads which form along
a pre-existing arc. Our events are selected from previously published auroral
substorms which display clear signatures of beads such as Liang et al. [2008];
Sakaguchi et al. [2009]; Rae et al. [2010], and a list of substorm onset arcs
detected by K. R. Murphy [personal communication]. We choose only events
whose longitudes are close to the centre of the field-of-view of the ASIs so that
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the beads are generated within the analysis box and remain in the same ASI
for the duration of the exponentially growing phase.
Table 4.1 provides our event list and relevant characteristics including
magnetic local time (MLT), magnetic latitude and longitude of the arc, direc-
tion of bead propagation, and whether the auroral arc brightened and moved
polewards (and is thus defined to be a substorm, afterAkasofu, 1964) or if the
arc brightened but did not proceed to poleward expansion and full auroral
break-up (pseudo-breakup). These characteristics were all identified from the
auroral data only, and analysed in the same manner as the case study pre-
sented in Section 4.2. Of particular note is that all 17 wave-like auroral events
occurred in the pre-midnight sector. There is no consistent azimuthal phase
propagation; the direction of bead propagation varies between eastward (8
events), westward (3 events), both directions (3 events) and non-propagating
(3 events), and so there is only a slight preference towards Eastward propa-
gation (i.e., towards midnight in the pre-midnight sector). The magnitude of
growth rates measured varies widely between events; maximum growth rates
range over an order of magnitude between 0.03−0.3 s−1, with a median growth
rate of 0.05 s−1. However, for each individual event it was usually possible to
discern a peak in growth rates at a particular spatial scale. The upper growth
rates are not limited by the temporal cadence of the ASI as we require a mini-
mum duration of growth of 30 s, allowing us to observe persistent growth rates
above the cadence of our imager if present.
Using global auroral imaging, Henderson [2009] estimated the growth rate
of 0.005 s−1 from the total auroral intensity changes over three consecutive
images spanning 4 minutes. Henderson [2009] notes that ‘as described by
Cowley and Artun [1997], the growth could have been associated with an even
faster “explosive” instability that leads to a “detonation”’. Henderson [2009]
also consider the total auroral intensity observed by the imager to determine
their growth rate, including the background homogenous auroral arc (which
we remove by detrending the data prior to Fourier analysis), and the sum of
the entire range of spatial scales excited by the auroral beads. We propose
that averaging over these separate signatures, as well as the lower cadences
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Figure 4.7: (left) A boxplot statistical analysis of growth rate as a function of spatial scale,
where medians are denoted by the blue line, the large boxes represent the range of upper
and lower quartiles and the smaller boxes represent the upper and lower deciles and (right)
Growth rate probability occurrence plot as a function of (a) wavenumber klon,i measured in
the ionosphere, (b) klon,i mapped to space using T96 magnetic field model, klon,m and (c)
Growth rates normalised to maximum growth rate for each event as a function of klon,m.
Subscripts i and m denote ionosphere and magnetosphere respectively.
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Table 4.1: Event list from Kalmoni et al. [2015]. The substorm and pseudo-breakup event
list used in this study, including date, ASI station, substorm time and MLT, onset arc initial
magnetic latitude and longitude, bead propagation direction and whether this auroral arc
brightened but did not expand polewards (pseudo-breakup) or whether the arc expands
poleward and “breaks-up” (substorm), after Akasofu [1964].
of the imager, results in a lower growth rate than observed when analysing
individual spatial scales. Since our ASI analysis is at a significantly higher
temporal resolution and we can resolve individual wavenumbers, we conclude
that it is very likely that Henderson [2009] has indeed underestimated the
growth rates. We discuss the ramifications of this result further below.
Figure 4.7 shows growth rates as a function of klon in two formats. Fig-
ure 4.7 (left) shows box plots of the statistical analysis of growth rate as a
function of spatial scale, where median occurrence is highlighted as blue hori-
zontal lines, the large boxes represent the range of upper and lower quartiles
(25th - 75th percentiles) and the smaller boxes represent the upper and lower
deciles (10th - 90th percentiles). Figure 4.7 (right) shows the probability oc-
currence statistics of growth rate as a function of spatial scale to demonstrate
how likely a particular growth rate and klon will be observed.
Figure 4.7a shows statistics of growth rates as a function of ionospheric
wavenumber, klon,i, which are calculated assuming an emission height of
110 km altitude. It is evident from both the (left) median and (right) proba-
bility distributions that growth rates as a function of ionospheric wavenumber
appear relatively flat and the median varies between 0.04− 0.05 s−1 as a func-
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tion of klon,i. The Mann-Whitney U-test [Mann and Whitney , 1947] confirmed
that the small difference observed in median growth rates is not statistically
significant. This means that there is no preferred or more unstable wavenum-
ber than others as deduced solely from ionospheric measurements, and so it
is equally likely that statistically a range of spatial scales as measured in the
ionosphere exhibit similar growth rates.
However, our hypothesis is that auroral beads are the ionospheric mani-
festation of a magnetospheric plasma instability, as previously concluded by
Rae et al. [2010]; Motoba et al. [2012]. To investigate the growth and structur-
ing of magnetospheric waves that could be responsible for these ionospheric
auroral beads, we map the azimuthal bead structure from the ionosphere into
the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere using the T96 [Tsyganenko, 1995]
magnetic field model, to estimate the spatial scales of the beads depending
on the latitude of the arc and stretching of the magnetotail. As substorm
mapping is notoriously unreliable during dynamic times, we chose only events
that demonstrate steady equatorward motion of the growth phase arc prior to
rapid auroral brightening, indicative of a classic substorm growth phase. This
will not eliminate errors, however this does allow us to assume that the mag-
netic field model systematically underestimates substorm auroral bead spatial
scales in the magnetosphere. The mapped spatial scales are therefore directly
comparable between events even if the absolute value is likely to be lower than
its actual magnitude, e.g., Pulkkinen et al. [1991]. Using the T96 model to
estimate the source location of the auroral arcs, we find that the arcs map to
a range of distances between 8-18 RE in the equatorial plane of the magne-
tosphere, with the majority lying between 9-12 RE. Beyond 9 RE the model
predicts magnetic field strengths in the plasma sheet which are < 20 nT.
Using this assumption, Figure 4.7b shows the statistics of mapping klon,i
along a T96 magnetic field to estimate klon,m. Again, growth rates appear
relatively flat as a function of azimuthal wavenumber, suggesting that there is
no preferred wavenumber observed during these events in the magnetosphere
either. We propose that the lack of a clear statistical wavenumber versus
growth rate profile might be a result of the tail being in differing states during
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each substorm creating a continuum of unstable wave numbers; statistically
this would result in the flat distribution we observe. However the Mann-
Whitney U-test on this distribution suggests that the growth rates in the
ranges klon,m = 2.5− 5.0× 10−6 m−1 are larger than the others, and that this
result is statistically significant to a 95% certainty.
As noted previously, in general there is a well-defined peak in growth rate
in individual case studies, but the size of the growth rate varies dramatically
from event to event and by over an order of magnitude. Assuming that one
specific magnetospheric instability explains the azimuthal auroral beading and
auroral substorm onset, it is entirely conceivable that the rate of growth is de-
pendent upon unknown magnetospheric parameters such as plasma density or
temperature [Forsyth et al., 2014], or that solar wind driving affects the iono-
spheric response [Sergeev et al., 2014]. In other words, even though we cannot
determine the specific magnetotail characteristics during each substorm, we
assume that a single magnetotail instability could explain our results and in-
vestigate the implications. It must be noted that our observations demonstrate
that only one instability is operating in the first few minutes of auroral beading
since the exponential growth of each wavenumber bin exhibits only one well-
defined growth rate during this interval. After the aurora expands outside of
our analysis domain, any number of additional instabilities may be operating.
We make the assumption that a single instability may excite waves at
similar spatial scales to grow at different rates, therefore resulting in the
same wavenumber versus growth rate profile, but with different growth rate
magnitudes between events. Directly comparing observations, without scaling
growth rates could lead to a flat statistical distribution, as observed. Hence
in Figure 4.7c we normalise the growth rates during each event to the largest
growth rate in that event to investigate whether the magnetospheric spatial
scales are repeatable across events. Figure 4.7c shows a discernible peak
in growth rates at klon,m ≈ 2.5 − 3.75 × 10−6 m−1 in both occurrence and
medians, which corresponds to an azimuthal magnetospheric wavelength of
λ⊥ ≈ 1700− 2500 km (where λ⊥ = 2pi/klon,m). This is comparable to the ion
gyroradius for ∼ 2 keV ions in a 3 − 4 nT field (ρi ≈ 1600 − 2200 km) and
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therefore provides evidence that the ions may play an important part in the
evolution of the instability, however this value is highly dependent on mag-
netic field strength estimates. The Mann-Whitney U-test confirms that the
peak observed in this wavenumber range is statistically significant to a 98%
certainty when the growth rates are normalised. We reiterate that the wave-
length is likely to be underestimated due to magnetospheric mapping during
the substorm growth phase, discussed above [Pulkkinen et al., 1991]. We fi-
nally note that using a different empirical magnetic field model such as T89
does not change the result that there is a distinct peak of growth rates with
magnetospheric wavenumber, across a similar range.
4.4 Comparison with Candidate Plasma Instabilities
Previous studies of auroral beads suggest that this auroral phenomenon is
triggered by a magnetospheric instability, e.g., Rae et al. [2010]; Motoba et al.
[2012]. However, to date there has been no explicit quantitative and statistical
comparison of values of the temporal (i.e., growth rates) and spatial (i.e.,
azimuthal wavenumbers) evolution of the beads in order to compare with
instability theory.
Lui [2004] and references therein identified numerous plasma instabilities
which may be involved in the initiation of substorm onset. Our observations
allow us to rule out several promising plasma instabilities for our substorm
events:
• The tearing instability [Coppi et al., 1966] and the drift kink/sausage
instability [Zhu and Winglee, 1996] have too slow growth rates and a
radial wavenumber structuring;
• The current-driven Alfve´nic instability [Perraut et al., 2000] and lower-
hybrid drift instability [Yoon et al., 1994] predict growth rates and fre-
quencies which are larger by an order of magnitude than those observed.
In a previous study of an isolated event, Rae et al. [2010] were unable to rule
out the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which is predicted to have growth rates
that peak at low klon by Yoon et al. [1996]. However statistical observations
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Figure 4.8: The growth rates as a function of wavenumber for the Cross-Field Current
Instability, as found by Lui et al. [1991], with inner-edge (green) plasma sheet parameters:
V0 = 0.5vi, Te = 3 keV, Ti = 12 keV and ne = ni = 0.6 cm
−3, and mid-tail (orange)
plasma sheet parameters: V0 = vi, Te = 0.2 keV, Ti = 2 keV and ne = ni = 0.3 cm
−3. The
growth rates as a function of wavenumber for the Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability (blue),
as found by Voronkov et al. [1997], where ρ = 4.06× 10−21 kg m−3, B = 40 nT and shear
flow width, d = 650 km. The SFBI predicts lower growth rates than the CFCI with a peak
at wavenumbers of klon,m ≈ 3.0× 10−6 m−1.
allow us to rule this out, because the growth rates associated with this in-
stability are over of an order of magnitude greater than the rates we observe
[Hallinan and Davis , 1970]. The Kelvin-Helmholtz, tearing and Alfve´nic in-
stabilities have been ruled out on a combination of the growth rate magnitude
and the spatial structuring of the excited waves, meaning that the systematic
errors acquired by magnetospheric mapping do not affect this conclusion.
This leaves the Cross-Field Current Instability [Lui et al., 1991; Lui , 1996,
2004] and the Ballooning Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997; Pu et al., 1999;
Zhu et al., 2004], both of which can explain azimuthal structuring of the on-
set arc and growth rates consistent with time scales observed. We directly
compare Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997] and Cross-
Field Current Instability with our observations. Figure 4.8 provides a direct
comparison between the growth rates of the CFCI for inner-edge and mid-tail
plasma sheet parameters found by Lui et al. [1991] and the SFBI found by
Voronkov et al. [1997].
The challenge with studying the plasma instabilities invoked in substorm
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onset is to determine where the instability is initiated in the magnetotail.
The Cross-Field Current Instability as outlined in Lui et al. [1991] is studied
using plasma sheet parameters observed in a statistical study of 15 current
disruption events outlined in Lui et al. [1992] at radial distances of 7.4 − 8.8
RE. As previously stated we estimate that the auroral onset arcs do not map
this close to Earth, but to the the region 9− 12 RE more typically associated
with the substorm onset initiation. This location is where the field changes
from dipole-like to a more stretched tail-like configuration, e.g., Samson et al.
[1992b]; Rae et al. [2014]. Hence, the current disruption events observed from
space in Lui et al. [1992] may have been initiated at larger radial distances
in the tail and propagated Earthward where they were observed. Later, the
instability is observed closer to Earth as the substorm current wedge (SCW)
expands radially and azimuthally. Lui et al. [1991] present growth rates as a
function of magnetospheric wavenumber of the Cross-Field Current Instability
in the near-Earth and mid-tail plasma sheet. In the near-Earth region the Bz
component of the magnetic field is 25 nT. Assuming a T96 field; Bz = 25 nT
maps to ∼ 8.5 RE in the tail. This agrees with the locations where the
instability was observed by Lui et al. [1992] and, although slightly closer to
the Earth than our magnetic field mapping, implies the substorm onset arc is
broadly consistent with the magnetic field magnitudes in the transition region
between stretched and dipolar field lines Samson et al. [1992b]; Lui et al.
[1991]. In [Lui et al., 1991], modelling of the CFCI in the the mid-tail region
assumes Bz = 5 nT, however this maps to ∼ 13 RE in the tail using a T96
field, i.e., significantly further tailward than our events map. There is a similar
problem with the Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability (SFBI) as described by
Voronkov et al. [1997], which does not quantitatively specify a region where
the instability is likely to be triggered, but simply states ‘the inner edge of the
plasma sheet’ where ‘magnetic field lines are slightly stretched tail ward’. The
analysis of Voronkov et al. [1997] uses a value of Bz = 40 nT which, from the
T96 model maps to 7.6 RE in the tail.
The magnetic field properties investigated for both the CFCI [Lui et al.,
1991] and the SFBI [Voronkov et al., 1997] map to significantly different regions
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than our events map to using a T96 model. The CFCI maps either tailward of
our events for mid-tail parameters, or earthward of our events for near-Earth
parameters. The SFBI maps significantly Earthward of our events to 7.6RE.
Providing that our mapping is also prone to significant errors, it is difficult to
establish which instability is more likely based on locations in the tail alone.
When considering the plasma β as a indication for regions of the tail
which are more/less likely to be unstable to these instabilities there is similar
uncertainty. Zhu et al. [2004] find that the ballooning instability is excited
for plasma β values in the range of ∼ 1 − 100. In plasmas with a higher
β the high plasma pressure and associated compression stabilises the linear
ballooning instability. The plasma parameters given by Lui et al. [1991, 1992]
give a beta values of β = 4.4 which lies in this range. However it is unclear
how different magnetic field strengths affect the growth rates of this instability.
There is a large region of the plasma sheet that satisfy these β values [Walsh
et al., 2013], which suggests that a large area of the plasma sheet could be
unstable to both the ballooning instability and the CFCI, hence making it
difficult to conclude which instability is most likely to result in auroral beads
based on plasma β alone.
4.4.1 Cross-Field Current Instability
The Cross-Field Current Instability (CFCI), as its name suggests, obtains its
free energy from the cross-field current due to an increase in resistivity in the
near-Earth region of the inner plasma sheet when the edge of the plasma sheet
moves Earthward during the substorm growth phase. The plasma sheet thins
down to a thickness comparable with an ion gyro-radius, allowing the ions
to become demagnetised and drift duskward whilst electrons remain frozen to
magnetic field lines. The instability takes the form of both an ion Weibel mode
(IWI) [Lui et al., 1993] with wavenumbers parallel to the background mag-
netic field and the modified two-stream instability (MTSI) with wavenumbers
perpendicular to the background magnetic field [Lui et al., 1991]. The angle of
the waves excited is dependent on the relative ion drift speed. Higher θ (more
perpendicular) waves are generated at lower drift velocities (V0), correspond-
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ing to the domination of the MTSI, whereas the more parallel propagating
waves (IWI) excited at higher drift velocities have shorter wavenumbers (k).
If the IWI mode is suppressed by a thin current sheet, then the MTSI will
dominate leading to a more perpendicular wave propagation [Lui et al., 1991],
and so the MTSI could explain auroral beading signatures at the end of the
substorm growth phase when the plasma sheet is sufficiently thinned.
Lui et al. [1991] investigate the CFCI using parameters representative
of the inner-edge and mid tail region of the plasma sheet [Lui et al., 1991,
1992]. Lui et al. [1992] choose V0 = 0.5vi, ne = ni = 0.6 cm
−3, Ti/Te = 4,
Ti = 12 keV and Bz = 25 nT for the inner-edge of the plasma sheet, and
V0 = 3vi, ne = ni = 0.3 cm
−3, Ti/Te = 10, Ti = 2 keV and Bz = 5 nT for the
mid-tail region. Although reasonable parameters, we note that a full analysis
of magnetospheric parameters with additional observational constraints from
spacecraft data is beyond the scope of this work, but is necessary to definitively
rule the CFCI in or out. Figure 4.8 shows the growth rates from both the inner-
edge (green) and mid-tail (red) plasma parameters. The growth rates for the
inner-edge parameters are higher in comparison to our auroral observations.
However a clear peak in growth rates can be observed at klon = 7.0×10−6 m−1
(λ = 900 km). The maximum growth rate for the mid-tail parameters is lower,
however the growth rate distribution is almost flat at low wavenumbers. Lui
et al. [1991] calculate the maximum growth rates for a variety of drift velocities
(shown in Table 4.2) demonstrating that the growth rates predicted in the
near-Earth plasma sheet are much higher in comparison with our observations,
ruling out the CFCI in the near-Earth plasma sheet as a source of auroral
beads. However, the maximum rate for the mid-tail plasma sheet with a drift
velocity of V0 = 0.3vi is more consistent with our observations. We observe
rates ranging over an order of magnitude from 0.03 − 0.3 s−1 with a median
growth rate observed across all events of∼ 0.05 s−1. In order for this instability
to explain our results we estimate Bz ≈ 15 nT to reproduce a peak in growth
rate at klon,m ≈ 2.5 − 3.75 × 10−6 m−1 with a low drift velocity of V0 ≈ 0.3vi
which predicts rates of the magnitude we observe.
Figure 4.9a shows a comparison of our statistical results with the char-
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acteristics of the CFCI reported by Lui et al. [1991] for varying plasma sheet
location. Our statistical results demonstrate maximum growth rates at low
wavenumbers. The growth rates are in more agreements with the mid-tail pa-
rameters of the CFCI, however a flat wavenumber versus growth rate profile is
predicted, which is not in agreement with our observations which are clearly
peaked.
Table 4.2: Table of maximum growth rates predicted for different drift velocities for waves
in the near-Earth and mid-tail current sheet from Lui et al. [1991].
In summary the CFCI predict growth rates which are in the correct region
for plasma sheet parameters in between the near-Earth and mid-tail region
with low drift velocities. At higher Bz the peak in growth rate becomes more
pronounced and occurs at higher wavenumbers and by decreasing the drift
velocity lowers the magnitude of the growth rates. However the growth rates
for the mid-tail parameters do not explain the clear peak in growth rates we
observe when assuming that the beads are the signature of a single instability,
and hence we conclude that it is unlikely that the CFCI is responsible for
the auroral beads observed. However, further investigation of the effect of
changing the plasma parameters on the resulting spatial scales, growth rates
and shape of the distribution needs to be done in order to definitively rule this
instability in or out.
4.4.2 Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability
The Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability (SFBI) is also a hybrid instability in-
corporating the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, driven by small-scale shear flows
and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, driven by large-scale Earthward-directed
pressure gradients. Strong azimuthal shear velocities have been observed in
the equatorial regions of field line resonances. For example, Samson et al.
[1996] report of shears up to 200 km s−1 over radial distances of the order of
0.1 RE, however a pure Kelvin-Helmholtz mode has already been ruled out due
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Figure 4.9: The normalised growth rate as a function of spatial scale, in comparison to:
(left) the Cross-Field Current Instability characteristics found by Lui et al. [1991] for inner-
edge plasma sheet parameters (green) where V0 = 0.5vi, Te = 3 keV, Ti = 12 keV and
ne = ni = 0.6 cm
−3 and mid-tail plasma sheet parameters (orange) where V0 = vi, Te = 0.2
keV, Ti = 2 keV and ne = ni = 0.3 cm
−3. (right) the Shear Flow Ballooning instability
characteristics found by Voronkov et al. [1997] where ρ = 4.06×10−21 kg m−3, B = 40 nT.
Keeping these parameters constant, different growth rate curves are obtained by varying
the width, d of the shear-flow region. The growth rate curves have been normalised to 0.7
which corresponds to a growth rate of 0.2 s−1 to facilitate qualitative comparison with the
normalised growth rates from observation.
to a too low growth rate [Hallinan and Davis , 1970]. On the other hand, the
hybrid SFBI possesses significantly faster growth rates and shorter time scale
exponential growth than a pure Kelvin-Helmholtz mode, making it a suitable
candidate to compare with the growth rates obtained from our optical anal-
ysis. The substorm onset arc is tied to the boundary between stretched and
more dipolar field at the inner edge of the plasma sheet [Samson et al., 1992b],
and in precisely the region where pressure gradients control the physics behind
the Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability, again pointing towards beading being
the optical manifestation of this magnetospheric instability.
The MHD equations for the radial component of the shear flow velocity
Vx is given by:
V ′′x = k
2Vx
(
1− V
′′
0
k(ω − kV0) −
W
(ω − kV0)2
)
(4.1)
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where
W = −gρ
′
0
ρ0
− g
2
V 2f
and ω−kV0(x) is a Doppler-shifted wave frequency, V 2f = C2s +V 2a is the square
of the fast mode velocity, Cs is the acoustic velocity, Va is the Alfve´n velocity
and V0(x) the shear flow velocity, V
′′
x and V
′′
0 denotes the second derivative
with respect to x and g is the centripetal acceleration of the particles as a
result of magnetic curvature and particle inertia. When W > 0 the pressure
gradient is stable, and for W < 0 it is unstable and hence able to take part in
substorm onset.
Voronkov et al. [1997] found, using a magnetic field Bz = 40 nT per-
pendicular to the large-scale pressure gradient, and plasma sheet mass density
ρ = 4.06×10−21 kg m−3 that the growth rate peaks at 0.2 s−1 and that there is
an inverse relationship between the most unstable spatial scales and the width
of the shear flow region, d. This is in contrast to the CFCI, where an increase
in magnetic field strength or ion drift velocity increases the wavenumber at
which the growth rate peaks. This is shown in Figure 4.8 where the absolute
growth rates predicted by the SFBI and CFCI are compared directly.
Figure 4.9b shows a comparison of our statistical results with the charac-
teristics of the SFBI found by Voronkov et al. [1997] for a range of shear-flow
regions. Our statistical results demonstrate maximum growth rates at small
spatial scales which agree well if the SFBI was driven by a shear flow width
in the magnetosphere of 600 − 700 km. Shear flows of this scale have been
observed by Samson et al. [1996]. This is an extremely localised region in the
magnetosphere, but we should note that if the spatial scales of the instability
have been underestimated due to the errors in magnetospheric mapping, this
would also underestimate the size of the shear flow region predicted.
Our analysis of the SFBI suggests that there are several combinations of
plasma and magnetic field characteristics that are able to explain the temporal
and spatial characteristics of auroral beads, indicating that the SFBI could be
the source of auroral beads observed along the substorm onset arc.
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
The optical analysis technique presented in this chapter provides a quantita-
tive method to remote-sense the physics of substorm onset from temporal and
spatial analysis of substorm-related aurora. In the ionosphere, we have ob-
served the auroral beads with wavelengths of ∼ 60 km, evolving to ∼ 120 km,
in agreement with previous individual case studies e.g., Friedrich et al. [2001];
Samson et al. [2003]; Sakaguchi et al. [2009]; Rae et al. [2010]; Motoba et al.
[2012]. The statistical analysis of multiple auroral brightenings has yielded
vital new constraints on the nature of the plasma instability associated with
substorm onsets and pseudo-breakups.
Specifically, we find the following:
1. The statistical result of the analysis of auroral spatial scales demon-
strates the most unstable azimuthal wavelength of the magnetospheric
instability is at least λ⊥ ≈ 1700− 2500 km;
2. The most unstable spatial scales have growth rates ranging from 0.03−
0.3 s−1 with a median growth rate of 0.05 s−1.
3. The Cross-Field Current Instability in the near-Earth plasma sheet pre-
dicts growth rates which are too high to explain our observations
4. The Cross-Field Current Instability in the mid-tail region with low drift
velocities could explain our growth rates, however the growth rates pre-
dicted do no show a clear peak as observed.
5. The Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability, with a localised shear flow region
of ∼ 650 km and plasma sheet magnetic field strength of 40 nT can best
explain our observed results.
More work is necessary to fully investigate the range of plasma and mag-
netic field conditions that may support the instabilities identified by our anal-
ysis of the substorm aurora.
Specifically, even through the CFCI predicts waves at similar temporal
and spatial scales, further analysis of the plasma characteristics is required
in order to conclude whether combinations of the plasma sheet parameters
and drift velocities can predict a peak in growth rates at the spatial scales
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we observe. Magnetic field strengths in the region of 5 nT in combination
with relative ion drift velocities of less than half the thermal velocities predict
growth rates similar to our observations. However the most unstable spatial
scales predicted by the CFCI are lower than those observed from auroral beads.
Moreover the wavenumber versus growth rate profile for the CFCI does not
match our observations. The lack of a clear peak makes it unlikely that the
CFCI is the instability we are observing.
Assuming that only one instability is causing the substorm onset arc sug-
gests that the instability most likely to play a part in the trigger of substorm
onset is the Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability, as the peak growth rate of
0.2 s−1 at spatial scales of klon = 2.5 − 3.75 × 10−6 m−1 is predicted by this
instability with a shear flow region of ∼ 650 km. The effect of different plasma
parameters such as density, Bz and pressure gradient on the growth rate am-
plitude and shape as a function of wavenumber requires further investigation.
In our analysis we assumed that a single instability was acting in the
inner magnetosphere. For this reason we normalised the growth rates, which
showed clear peak in the statistical growth rates. However if this assumption
is incorrect and there are multiple instabilities, then we cannot justify this
normalisation. If this is the case, then the predictions form the CFCI in the
mid-tail region could agree with our observations (Figure 4.7b).
In conclusion, we show for the first time a quantitative comparison be-
tween observations of the spatial and temporal structuring of the substorm
onset arc and its relation to proposed magnetotail instability mechanisms.
We statistically demonstrate the evolution in space and time of the substorm
onset arc, providing the clearest indication yet that the substorm onset arc it-
self is both wave-driven and is inextricably linked to a magnetotail instability.
The auroral beads exhibit exponential growth across a broad range of spatial
scales in the ionosphere initially suggesting that there are no preferential spa-
tial scales for auroral bead growth. However, when we make two relatively
simple and reasonable assumptions, that magnetic field mapping introduces a
systematic error, and that substorms can grow at different temporal rates, we
find that there is indeed a preferred k spectrum peaking at low wavenumbers.
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To provide further evidence that we are measuring the ionospheric optical
manifestation of a magnetospheric instability in-situ space measurements are
required. Our results provide the strongest evidence yet that the substorm
onset arc is created by a plasma instability such as the Shear-Flow Ballooning
Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997]. We use a combination of ground-based data
and magnetic field mapping to predict the location of the instability in space
and it’s spatial scales. By doing so, we provide important estimates of the
characteristics of the magnetotail region driven unstable during the substorm
and containing the substorm onset arc.
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Chapter 5
Statistical Azimuthal Structuring of
the Substorm Onset Arc: Implications
for the Onset Mechanism
In Chapter 4, we showed that auroral beads that form along the substorm
onset arc exhibit:
• A clear peak in power at low spatial scales.
• Individual spatial scales which grow exponentially with time, with spe-
cific spatial scales growing faster than others.
Exponential growth across a wide range of spatial scales suggests that an in-
stability is responsible for the auroral beads. In this chapter we investigate
whether or not beads are a ‘special’ case by investigating how frequently they
are observed along the substorm onset arc when using an independent sub-
storm list to provide an unbiased method of selecting our events. We therefore
address whether auroral beads are a common feature during auroral substorm
onset, and how this relates to substorm onset processes in the magnetosphere.
We do this in a number of ways: firstly, we use an independent sub-
storm list (SOPHIE) to remove any bias from our event selection, rather than
purposely selecting events which have a clear beading signature as in Chap-
ter 4. Secondly, in order to increase the size of events studied, we develop
an arc-finding algorithm that identifies the substorm onset arc, allowing the
analysis to be performed on many more onset arcs, rather than using a static
113
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analysis box which requires the arcs to remain reasonably stationary during
the analysis window, and well-aligned with geomagnetic latitude.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in Geophysi-
cal Research Letters with the citation, Kalmoni, N. M. E., I. J. Rae, K. R.
Murphy, C. Forsyth, C. E. J. Watt, and C. J. Owen (2017) Statistical Az-
imuthal Structuring of the Substorm Onset Arc: Implications for the Onset
Mechanism, Geophys. Res. Lett, doi:10.1002/2016GL071826
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Using the Aurora to Remote-Sense the Magnetosphere
The substorm is a sudden brightening of the most equatorward auroral arc
in the midnight sector of the auroral oval which leads auroral breakup and
the large-scale expansion of the aurora across the auroral oval [Akasofu, 1964,
1977]. The magnetospheric dynamics linked to this process can be remotely
sensed through space and ground-based auroral campaigns [Shiokawa et al.,
1996; Mende et al., 2000, 2008; Angelopoulos , 2008; Motoba et al., 2012].
These have enabled detailed studies of the morphology of substorm aurora
and revealed the complexity of substorm observations and dynamics initially
reported by Akasofu [1964, 1977]. Structures known as auroral rays or beads
have been observed to form azimuthally along the substorm onset arc in the
minutes before auroral substorm onset, e.g., Davis [1962]; Henderson [1994].
In recent years there have been many studies of auroral beads from data ac-
quired by high temporal and spatial resolution ground-based All-Sky Imagers
(ASIs) e.g., Friedrich et al. [2001]; Kepko et al. [2009]; Sakaguchi et al. [2009];
Rae et al. [2009b,a, 2010]; Motoba et al. [2012]; Murphy et al. [2014]; Kalmoni
et al. [2015] in which beads are reported to have spatial scales, or wavelengths,
in the range 30 − 150 km in the ionosphere. Sakaguchi et al. [2009] reported
two case studies of substorm onset arcs which exhibited beading with spatial
scales of 30 − 60 km in the ionosphere. This scale closely corresponds to the
ion gyroradius of 1− 10 keV protons in the plasma sheet at 10 RE where the
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magnetic field strength is ∼ 12 nT, suggesting that the beads were not caused
by a purely MHD instability. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, calculations
of a typical ion gyro radius rely on estimates of the magnetic field strength
using equilibrium field models, e.g., Tsyganenko [1989, 1995], which are not
reliable during substorm times. Hence it is difficult to rule out MHD or ki-
netic instabilities from these calculations alone. Motoba et al. [2012] observed
beads with wavelengths of 30−50 km at magnetically conjugate stations in the
Northern and Southern hemisphere, confirming that the source of the beads
is most likely in the equatorial magnetosphere. There have also been multiple
substorm studies in which auroral beads were not reported, e.g., Angelopoulos
et al. [2008]; Nishimura et al. [2010], leading to a general consensus that au-
roral beads are only part of the auroral substorm sequence in a small subset
of substorms.
5.1.2 Auroral Beads and Plasma Instabilities
Typically the formation of exponentially growing auroral beads at substorm
onset has been associated with the development of a plasma instability in the
inner magnetosphere prior to the onset of reconnection in the tail e.g., Rae
et al. [2009a]; Murphy et al. [2014]; Kalmoni et al. [2015]. Rae et al. [2009a]
showed that auroral beads in the ionosphere and coincident ULF Pi1-2 wave ac-
tivity preceded auroral breakup. In the absence of any observational evidence
for the occurrence of reconnection, these authors concluded that a near-Earth
magnetospheric instability developed before the onset of reconnection in the
tail. Using ground-based and multi-point in-situ data Murphy et al. [2014]
presented a detailed analysis of two consecutive substorms and demonstrated
that the development of auroral beads and conjugate disturbances in the inner-
magnetosphere preceded all evidence of tail reconnection further away from
the Earth, however these were only individual case studies.
Kalmoni et al. [2015] presented a statistical study of auroral substorm
onset arcs with clear, visually-identified, auroral beads. The authors demon-
strated that, for all of these arcs, the bead amplitudes grew exponentially with
time for a common range of spatial scales, suggesting these are evidence of wave
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processes in the magnetosphere. This exponentially-growing auroral beads
signature is indicative of a plasma instability, e.g., Rae et al. [2010]. The sta-
tistically dominant magnetospheric spatial scales of k = 2.5−3.75×10−6 m−1
and growth rates of ∼ 0.05 s−1 obtained by Kalmoni et al. [2015] are consis-
tent with both the shear-flow ballooning instability [Voronkov et al., 1997] at
the inner-edge of the plasma sheet and the cross-field current instability for
typical mid-tail plasma parameters [Lui , 2004]. The majority of event studied
mapped to 9 − 12 RE in the magnetotail using a T96 model [Tsyganenko,
1995].
5.1.3 Prevalence of Auroral Beads in the Substorm Onset Sequence
In this chapter we investigate whether beads are a common feature in the
substorm onset arc, or whether they are a ‘special case’, belonging only to
the current disruption model of substorms, and not to substorms initiated by
reconnection in the tail. We perform quantitative analysis of 195 onset arcs
from an independent substorm list, SOPHIE [Forsyth et al., 2015], in order
to investigate whether azimuthal arc structure is a common feature. Through
detailed, quantitative analysis we demonstrate that well-defined spatial scales
(i.e., auroral beads) are observed in 90% of onset arcs.
5.2 Analysis Methods
In this study we used data from the ASIs [Mende et al., 2008] associated with
the NASA Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Sub-
storms (THEMIS) mission [Angelopoulos , 2008] to quantitatively and statisti-
cally characterise the azimuthal structure of auroral onset arcs. An example
of the analysis technique used to make this characterisation is shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. Figure 5.2a shows an isolated auroral substorm observed at the centre
of the Fort Yukon ASI on 9 February 2007. The three images show the evolu-
tion from a faint auroral arc at 10:16:00 UT, to a highly structured bright arc
at 10:17:00 UT, resulting in auroral breakup at 10:17:30 UT.
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Figure 5.1: Technique used to identify the latitudinal location of the auroral arc as a
function of longitude and time.(a) A latitudinal slice along a narrow longitudinal range is
used to to create a latitudinal auroral intensity profile (b, black line). A Gaussian is fitted
to the intensity profile (blue) to identify the centre of the auroral arc. This is repeated for
the full range of longitudes at each time so the extent and evolution of the arc location is
identified.
5.2.1 Arc Identification
In order to statistically study azimuthal structuring of auroral arcs, we first de-
velop a method to automate arc identification, so that the arcs can be tracked
for as long as possible. In Chapter 4, our analysis technique relied on the
assumption that auroral arcs are closely aligned with constant geomagnetic
latitude. This is typically true for arcs around 23:00 MLT, whereas auroral
arcs are often tilted south-east prior to 23:00 MLT (magnetic local time) and
north-east after 23:00 MLT, deviating from constant latitude contours by as
much as 20 degrees [Gillies et al., 2014]. This is presumably the result of
the magnetotail being more stretched around 23:00 MLT than on the dawn
and dusk flanks. Often, the onset arc will be skewed relative to constant ge-
omagnetic latitude, making routine analysis using the technique outlined in
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Chapter 4, of the azimuthal structure of the arc more difficult. We develop
an arc-finding algorithm to track the latitudinally moving onset arc as a func-
tion of longitude due to the growth phase and early expansion phase of the
substorm. To account for latitudinal skewing of the arc, we find the position
of the arc in latitude as a function of geomagnetic longitude for each image
by fitting a Gaussian function to each longitudinal slice to find the latitudi-
nal centre of the arc. Figure 5.1b (black) shows an example of a latitudinal
slice (indicated in Figure 5.1a) of auroral intensity at a narrow longitudinal
location along the arc. The latitude versus intensity profile is fitted using a
Gaussian function (blue) to determine the centre of the arc. The latitudinal
and longitudinal range of arc-fitting a pre-defined by the user, so that, as can
be seen in Figure 5.1, the poleward aurora are not included in the fit. The
arcs are tracked until auroral breakup as identified by eye, at which point, by
definition, there is no longer a discrete arc as the westward travelling surge
has formed and aurora has begun to fill the night sky. Examples of the arcs
determined by this method are outlined in white/black in Figure 5.2a. The
arc is most clearly visible in the earliest frame shown, and does not change
orientation appreciably in subsequent frames.
5.2.2 Auroral Substorm Onset Determination
The total auroral intensity is used to determine auroral substorm onset which is
our zero epoch time for this statistical study. Figure 5.2b shows the logarithm
of the total auroral intensity in the whole field of view of the Forth Yukon
imager for the duration of the event. We define substorm onset as the start
time of large-scale exponential growth of the total auroral intensity in the field
of view of the ASI. Substorm onset has been identified as 10:16:33 UT for this
event using the following definition:
Auroral substorm onset is calculated by extending the analysis window
by 2 minutes before the auroral arc is first tracked and 1 minute after auro-
ral breakup, allowing the full auroral breakup dynamics to be observed and
making the technique more robust. A linear fit to the log of the brightness is
calculated to determine the onset time using the following technique:
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The local peaks, identified by a change in sign of the gradient, in the ex-
tended total intensity-time series are found. Prior to substorm onset, many
peaks of very low amplitude are identified, however once the auroral intensity
starts to increase rapidly, fewer local peaks which have a much higher ampli-
tude are found. The first local peak which rises above a 1.0σ threshold of all
the local peaks found in the extended time series is used as the final point,
tfinal, in the linear fit. A linear fit is then calculated, starting at each time
point prior up until tfinal to determine the onset time. Auroral substorm onset
is the time of the start of the fit with the maximum Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient, or the earliest time at which the Pearson correlation coefficient exceeds
0.99. If no peak local peak matches the final point criteria tfinal, then the last
point in the time-series is used.
5.2.3 Along-Arc Keogram
In order to investigate the azimuthal structuring of the auroral arc, the auro-
ral intensity for the latitudinally-moving arc (equatorward during the growth
phase and poleward during the expansion phase) is used to create an along-
arc (East-West) keogram as a function of geomagnetic longitude. Figure 5.2c
shows the along-arc keogram for the moving arc identified by the arc-finding al-
gorithm described above. On close inspection of the keogram, auroral beading,
indicated by faint parallel features of higher intensity moving Westward (to
lower longitudes), is visible at longitudes above −94.0◦ prior to 10:16:30 UT.
However the beading signature also becomes visible in the centre of the
keogram after 10:16:00 UT at ∼ −97.0◦ longitude. These beads initially move
in both Eastward and Westward directions until 10:16:33 UT (auroral onset)
after which they all propagate together in the Eastward direction. The sudden
change in bead direction (and/or velocity) is not an uncommon observation
around the time that large-scale exponential growth of the total auroral inten-
sity commences.
We note here that any aurora observed by the THEMIS ASIs has both
an azimuthal and altitudinal extent. Hence, closer to the horizon within the
THEMIS ASI field of-view, altitudinal structuring can easily be conflated with
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Figure 5.2: Auroral substorm observed from Fort Yukon all-sky imager on 9 February
2007. (a) The substorm onset arc in the minutes before auroral breakup. The outline of the
pixels used for analysis is shown in white/ black. (b) The change in total auroral intensity
from 10:15:00 - 10:17:30 UT is shown on a logarithmic scale. (c) Along-arc keogram of the
auroral intensity shown in (a) to show the azimuthal structure of the aurora. (d) Spatial
differential of the along-arc keogram to detrend the data, making beads more easily visually
identifiable. (e) Dynamic power spectral density calculated from the differentiated keogram
shown as a function of longitudinal wavenumber at 110 km altitude and time. The times
and spatial scales where a clear peak in power spectral density is identified are indicated
by the black dots. Beading onset is indicated by the first vertical line in panels b-e at
∼10:15:09 UT. The start of the large-scale exponential growth of the aurora (auroral onset)
is indicated by the second vertical line at ∼10:16:32 UT.
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azimuthal structuring, rendering issues with any statistical studies. In order
to reduce the effect of any vertical structuring affecting our analysis as much
as possible, we do not perform our analysis on onset arcs at the edges of the
field-of-view of the auroral imagers with elevation angles less than 25o from
the horizon. The vast majority of our events have minimum elevation angles
ranging between 30o − 40o. Instead, we concentrate on substorm onset arcs
closer to zenith where any altitudinal effects will be minimised.
5.2.4 Power Spectral Density
We use Fourier analysis of the East-West keogram to identify the characteristic
structuring of the onset arc. A robust characterisation of the spatial scales
requires the signal to be detrended without being polluted by a background,
e.g., the homogenous background auroral arc. We use along-arc numerical
differentiation (with respect to longitude) to remove the background auroral
arc. This allows the study of the variations in background intensity along the
arc, with minimal background contributions, and hence the resultant dataset
is primarily of auroral bead amplitudes only. The differentiated keogram from
which the auroral background has been removed is shown in Figure 5.2d. The
intensity gradients associated with the auroral beads are identified throughout
the along-arc keogram by the coherent green and purple features indicating
a positive and negative gradient in bead intensity, respectively. This analysis
reveals the much clearer visual signatures of beads by the transition from green
to purple in the keogram.
Hence, we apply Fourier analysis to each time point of the differenti-
ated keogram containing signatures of the beads only (Figure 5.2d) using the
method outlined in Kalmoni et al. [2015] and Chapter 4 of this thesis. How-
ever, as we perform the analysis on the differentiated keogram (rather than de-
trended keogram in Chapter 4), this results in a whitened PSD i.e., multiplied
by a factor of k2. The whitened PSD gives the appearance of higher spatial
scales having significantly higher amplitudes and therefore broadens spectral
peak from the a regular bead signature which is quasi-monochromatic.
Figure 5.3a shows an example of a slice through the whitened PSD plot
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Figure 5.3: Slice of whitened and unwhitened PSD at 10:16:51 UT through Figure 5.2e.
The peak appears less broad in the unwhitened spectrum. The characteristic spatial scale
for this time is identified by the highest peak and is indicated by the black dot.
at 10:16:51 UT. The difference in the appearance of the dominant peak when
the resulting PSD spectrum is unwhitened, by dividing the PSD through by
a factor of k2, is shown in Figure 5.3b. The unwhitening of the spectrum
suppresses the power at higher spatial scales, and enhances the dominant peak
identified.
We identify the temporal evolution of characteristic spatial scales from
the dominant peaks in PSD. Figure 5.2e shows the PSD, the time evolution
of the spatial Fourier transform of the differentiated along-arc keogram, quan-
tified as a function of wavenumber, k. The PSD evolves from higher to lower
wavenumbers (smaller to larger wavelengths) through the late growth phase
and early expansion phase and grows around 3 orders of magnitude in the
process.
In this study we use the dynamic PSD to calculate to following parameters
to determine whether auroral beads are embedded within the substorm onset
arc, and, if so, their evolution:
• Characteristic spatial scale as a function of time: The location
of local peaks in the PSD in k-space allows us to determine whether
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the auroral arc has a characteristic spatial scale, or wavenumber, at a
particular time. A dominant peak in PSD at a specific time indicates
that there is a characteristic spatial scale embedded within the onset arc,
and hence that the arc has auroral beads.
The characteristic spatial scales are found as follows: all peaks in the
whitened PSD at each time-point are identified by a change in sign of the
gradient. The characteristic spatial scale is defined if the peak amplitude
exceeds 1.3σ of all the identified peaks. The 1.3σ cut-off level was chosen
after trialling this technique for multiple events, as it depends on the
total number of peaks identified, which varies between times and events.
We allow up to 2 characteristic spatial scales to be identified at any time,
in order to allow the possibility of two superposed spatial scales to be
identified if present. The lowest two wavenumber bins from the Fourier
transform are discounted when finding peaks, as these correspond to the
zeroth-, and 2pi/N∆x wavenumber bins, where N is the total number
of bins used for arc tracking (N = 50 in this event) and ∆x is the bin
size (∆x ≈ 8000 m in this event). For this event k1 = 0.15× 10−4 m−1,
corresponding to a wavelength of λ1 = 400 km, which is comparable to
the length of the arc studied, hence this wavenumber would correspond
to ∼ 1 bead along the arc which too large in comparison to the coverage
of the auroral arc and hence does not correspond to auroral beads.
The characteristic spatial scales identified are indicated in Figure 5.2e
by the black dots in the amplitude spectra.
• Time of bead onset: The time at which beads start to form along the
onset arc, relative to auroral onset allows the inference of the auroral
sequence of events leading to substorm onset. The time of bead onset
is defined as the first time point in a 30 second sliding window where a
characteristic spatial scale is identified for 80% of the time points within
the window, to determine whether a persistent beading signature is iden-
tifiable for at least 30 s, as this is the typical period of the beads [Rae
et al., 2010]. The 80% cut-off is chosen, incase a characteristic spatial
scale is not identified for a particular time, even if beads are present at
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that time.
• Bead amplitude as a function of time: Identifying the bead ampli-
tude allows us to investigate how the beads evolve through onset, and
understand why they have not been identified frequently in the past. The
amplitude of each characteristic spatial scale is calculated by converting
PSD to amplitude (outlined in Section 3.4).
5.2.5 Event Selection Criteria
The analysis and methodology described above is applied to ∼ 200 indepen-
dently identified substorm onset arcs in order to statistically quantify the
azimuthal structure of such arcs. The substorms are identified using the SO-
PHIE algorithm [Forsyth et al., 2015] from the years 2006 − 2014 inclusive.
The SOPHIE algorithm identifies substorms by identifying growth, expansion
and recovery phases using the SuperMag SML index [Newell and Gjerloev ,
2011; Gjerloev , 2012] and provides an independent and hence unbiased sub-
storm list from which events are selected without any pre-condition of clear
auroral beading signatures, as in Chapter 4. In order to limit our study to
clearly identifiable substorm onsets that are not part of any preceding activity,
the following selection criteria was used:
a) The SOPHIE substorm expansion phase was preceded by a SOPHIE
growth phase.
b) There was a clear visually identified auroral breakup in the field of view
of one of the ASI at the SOPHIE onset time ±15 minutes.
c) There is a pre-existing arc in the lead up to substorm onset which be-
comes the onset arc, or the sudden formation of an arc [Akasofu, 1964,
1977].
d) If the SOPHIE onset is not an isolated auroral substorm, then the first
auroral substorm in the sequence is used.
e) The initial auroral brightening is observed within the field of view of the
analysis ASI (135 events) or propagates into the field of view from the
East/ West (i.e., if there is no data in the exact onset location as the sky
is overcast) (60 events).
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Events are tracked for a varying duration of time for each substorm, depend-
ing on whether the onset arc develops from a pre-existing growth phase arc,
whether the arc suddenly forms at auroral onset and how quickly it breaks up.
Each onset arc is tracked until auroral breakup, which is visually identified,
at which point there is no longer a discrete arc as the westward travelling
surge has formed and aurora has begun to fill the night sky. The THEMIS
ASI resolution at zenith is ∼ 1 km, however in order to track the full extent
of the auroral arc we use data from a large range of elevation angles. Data
closest to zenith is averaged across a few pixels to match the resolution at
lower elevation angles. The extent of averaging required varies from event to
event depending on the location of the auroral arc in the ASI. This provides
equally spaced azimuthal bins necessary for subsequent Fourier analysis of the
East-West keogram. The smallest spatial scale limit for each arc studied is set
by Fourier Nyquist wavenumber, which depends on the size of the azimuthal
bins used to track the auroral arc.
5.3 The Azimuthal Structuring of the Onset Arc
5.3.1 Superposed Epoch Analysis
Figure 5.4 shows a superposed epoch analysis of the results for all 195 events
analysed, where auroral substorm onset corresponds to the zero epoch time
as discussed. Figure 5.4a shows the number of data points used to make
Figure 5.4b, c. Note that the number of points can exceed the number of
events (195) used in the study, as the individual PSDs (e.g., Figure 5.2e) are re-
binned into a uniform common k versus time grid to create the statistical plot
in Figure 5.4b. This means that for events with a low Nyquist wavenumber,
multiple points for the same event can fall into a single statistical bin. In the
range from −2.5 to +1 minutes and up to k = 3.0× 10−4 m−1 there are over
100 data points per bin (shown in white in Figure 5.4a). This shows that the
results between these values presented in Figure 5.4b - d are not statistical
outliers.
Figure 5.4b shows the median PSD, calculated from all 195 arcs as a func-
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Figure 5.4: Statistical results from the analysis of 195 substorm onset arcs. The epoch time
is auroral onset (the second vertical line in Figure 5.2 b - e as defined for that event). (a)
Number of points in each bin. The white area indicates over 100 points/bin: this coverage
is achieved from -2.5 to +1 minutes surrounding onset and up to k = 3.5 × 10−4 m−1.
(b) Median statistical Power Spectral Density as a function of along-arc wavenumber and
time. Low wavenumber are enhanced 2 − 3 minutes before auroral onset, after which all
wavenumbers grow. (c) Horizontal slices of the PSD for 5 representative wavenumbers: k =
0.3 (black) , 0.9 (blue), 1.5 (red), 2.1 (yellow), 2.9 (purple) ×10−4 m−1. (d) Statistics of
the peak wavenumbers identified (the black dots in Figure 5.2e). Median peak wavenumber
as a function of time is shown by the black line, upper and lower quartiles within the pink
shading. Minimum and maximum values identified for each time point are shown by the
green dots. Note the y-axis has been extended up to k = 8.0 × 10−4 m−1 in this panel.
(e) Cumulative probability of the bead onset time showing the proportion of events which
exhibit beading relative to auroral substorm onset.
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tion of wavenumber. The median PSD exhibits a peak at low wavenumbers,
indicating that beads are statistically evident in the independently selected
substorm onset arcs analysed. The statistical analysis shows a tendency for
PSD to peak at low characteristic wavenumbers, k = 0.4 − 1.2 × 10−4 m−1
(λ = 50 − 160 km), with 80 km spatial scales being the most common. We
note here that the broader spectral peak may be due to a combination of sta-
tistical averaging over many events, and the effect of using whitened PSDs
(e.g., Figure 5.2e) to generate this statistical plot. In general, enhancement
of PSD at these wavenumbers exists 2 − 3 minutes prior to substorm onset.
Around 2 minutes prior to substorm onset, the statistical wave power grows
over a large range of spatial scales up to k = 2.0× 10−4 m−1.
In Figure 5.4c, we also show growth through specific wavenumbers to
demonstrate that growth over a wide range of wavenumbers commences at
approximately the same time. Hence, the appearance of growth at higher
wavenumbers occurring later in Figure 5.4b is an effect of the colour scale
plot, as the lower wavenumbers have a higher background power than the
higher wavenumbers. Figure 5.4c shows horizontal slices on a logarithmic
scale through 5 representative wavenumbers shown in Figure 5.4b for k = 0.3,
0.9, 1.5, 2.1, 2.9 ×10−4 m−1. The overall exponential trend in PSD growth
is consistent with the linear stage of a plasma instability, as has been previ-
ously shown in individual case studies [Rae et al., 2010; Kalmoni et al., 2015].
Growth in the statistical PSD of the beads is observed prior to large-scale au-
roral substorm onset (Figure 5.2b) over a wide range of spatial scales. This is
the exponential growth of the beads, which starts prior to the large-scale expo-
nential growth of total auroral intensity (which includes both the background
auroral arc intensity and the auroral beads). Hence, the median of auroral
bead power at each wavenumber shows exponential growth in the minutes
before the more generally accepted definition of auroral onset.
Figure 5.4d shows the statistics of the characteristic spatial scales iden-
tified using the method described in Section 5.2.4 which are denoted by the
black dots in Figure 5.2e. The median spatial scale remains approximately
constant at k = 0.8× 10−4 m−1 (λ = 80 km) at all epochs. There is no clear
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Figure 5.5: Histogram showing the sum of the distributions of characteristic spatial scales
for each event. The total distributions for pre- (left) and post- (right) onset times, with the
median wavenumber value for the distributions reducing from kpre,med = 0.87× 10−4 m−1
(λpre = 72 km) to kpost,med = 0.73 × 10−4 m−1 (λpost = 86 km), and hence statistically a
slight reduction in the characteristic spatial scales after onset.
change in the median (black), upper and lower quartiles (pink), and minimum
(lower dotted) values of the distributions of characteristic spatial scales be-
fore and after substorm onset. This suggests that, at least in each event, one
single instability dominates for the duration of the analysis, or that multiple
instabilities which excite the same characteristic wavenumber must be present.
Auroral beads were detected by our automated algorithm for over 90%
of events analysed. The cumulative probability of auroral beading is shown
in Figure 5.4e. This is calculated from the beading onsets described in Sec-
tion 5.2. Characteristic azimuthal spatial scales are detected for 70% of events
prior to auroral onset, increasing to 90% at 2 minutes post onset, demonstrat-
ing that instabilities are integral to the substorm onset process.
5.3.2 Characteristic Spatial Scales
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the characteristic spatial scales identified
2 minutes prior (left) and 2 minutes post (right) substorm onset. The distri-
butions shown are the sum of the characteristic spatial scales identified by the
analysis described in Section 5.2.4 and shown by the black dots in Figure 5.2e
of all events analysed. The peak of the distribution is kmax = 0.5× 10−4 m−1
both before and after substorm onset. However there is a reduction in the
median wavenumber from kpre,med = 0.87 × 10−4 m−1 (λpre = 72 km) prior
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to onset, to kpost,med = 0.73 × 10−4 m−1 (λpost = 86 km). A narrowing of the
distribution after onset, with an increase in height of the peak, also shows
this effect, as the beads statistically transition from smaller to larger scales
through onset. This decrease in wavenumber is also visible in the example
event presented in Figure 5.2e where the identified characteristic wavenum-
bers are lower after onset. This shows that beads are a ubiquitous signature of
the substorm onset arc, and are an indication that the instability causing the
beading signature evolves from smaller to larger spatial scales as it progresses.
In order to understand why beads have previously been under-reported, we
examine the relative amplitude of the detected beads to the auroral arc on
which they occur.
5.3.3 Auroral Bead Amplitude
Figure 5.6a shows the occurrence probability of fractional bead amplitude
(bead amplitude / arc intensity) as a function of arc intensity for pre- (i) and
post- (ii) onset times. The arc intensity is defined as the median background
arc auroral intensity at that time. The increasing trend in the distribution
shows that bead amplitude and arc intensity grow independently from each
other.
Figure 5.6b shows the probability of fractional bead amplitude (bead am-
plitude / arc intensity) as a function of bead amplitude in the same format
as Figure 5.6a. The distribution shows that for larger bead amplitudes, the
beads constitute a larger fraction of the total arc intensity, which means that
they are more easily visually identifiable. Figure 5.6b also demonstrates that
there is a higher likelihood of high bead amplitude post-onset (ii) compared
to pre-onset (i). This demonstrates that both absolute bead amplitudes and
bead amplitude relative to the background arc intensity grow during substorm
onset. Prior to substorm onset the distribution has a tail of low bead ampli-
tudes, which are less than 40 counts above of the background arc, and 1% of
the total arc intensity (bottom left of Figure 5.6b(i)). Very few points in the
distribution have amplitudes above 2000 counts and extend above 30% of the
total arc intensity (top-right of Figure 5.6b(i)). Post-onset, Figure 5.6b(ii), it
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Figure 5.6: (a) Occurrence probability of the ratio of bead amplitude to median arc
intensity as a function arc intensity. for each time point where a peak wavenumber is
identified (e.g., Figure 5.2e). Amplitude for pre onset (i) and post-onset (ii) times shown
as a 2D histogram. Fractional bead amplitude is lower for low arc intensity, showing bead
amplitude dominates the fraction. (b) Probability of the ratio of bead amplitude to median
arc intensity as a function of bead amplitude for pre-onset (i) and post-onset (ii) times shown
as a 2D histogram. Higher counts are observed towards the lower-left of the distribution
prior to onset, this shifts to higher counts at higher amplitudes towards the top-right of
the distribution after onset. (c) 2D histogram difference between the pre- and post- onset
probabilities. (d) The probability distribution of the fractional bead amplitude for beads
before (purple) and after onset (green).
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is clear from the lower left of the two dimensional histogram that fewer events
have such low bead amplitudes, and that there are more events with higher
bead amplitudes and fractional bead amplitudes, showing that the bead am-
plitude grows through substorm onset. Clearly, the auroral arc intensity also
grows. However a change in both the absolute bead amplitude, as well as
the fractional bead amplitude between the pre- and post- onset distributions,
demonstrates that not only that there is an increase in bead amplitude during
the substorm onset process, but also that the bead amplitude and arc intensity
grow independently from each other.
In Figure 5.6c we show the difference in the pre- and post-onset distri-
butions. The difference in the distribution confirms that there is a decrease
in the percentage of points in the distribution where the bead amplitude is a
small fraction of the background arc intensity, and an increase in the num-
ber of points where the bead amplitude is a larger fraction of the background
arc intensity. Figure 5.6d shows the probability distribution of the fractional
bead amplitude. The pre-onset fractional bead amplitude distribution shifts
towards higher fractional amplitudes after onset. This change confirms that
the bead amplitude and arc intensity are changing independently of each other
during the onset process. Pre-onset, 88% of the events have beads with am-
plitude of less than 10% of the arc intensity, post onset this number decreases
to 76%. Despite the fact these onset arcs are almost always azimuthally struc-
tured, the majority of auroral beads have an amplitude lower than 10% of
the background arc. This low fractional bead amplitude explains why beads
are not frequently reported during substorms, as low amplitude beads will not
be visually identified unless quantitative auroral analysis techniques, such as
those described in this Chapter are used.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we present evidence that azimuthal structuring known as ‘auro-
ral beads’ is a fundamental component of the onset arc, and beads are observed
in at least 90% of auroral substorms. This study is the most comprehensive
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statistical study to date which supports theories [Lui et al., 1991; Roux et al.,
1991; Voronkov et al., 1997; Lui , 2004] that an instability is an integral com-
ponent to the substorm mechanism, and previous observations e.g., [Rae et al.,
2009a, 2010; Motoba et al., 2012; Kalmoni et al., 2015] by showing that auroral
beads, the ionospheric manifestation of a plasma instability, are a ubiquitous
signature and therefore necessary for substorm onset. However whether the
instability is initiated locally in the near-Earth tail, or due to the effects of
reconnection in the distant tail remains to be determined. Well-defined az-
imuthal structuring exists within most substorm onset arcs, and grows ex-
ponentially before the large-scale classical ‘Akasofu’ onset. This implies that
a magnetospheric instability is active during the overwhelming majority of
substorms in the minutes preceding global auroral brightening.
It has been shown on multiple occasions that the substorm onset arc is
embedded within closed field lines in the inner magnetosphere e.g., [Samson
et al., 1992b; Murphy et al., 2012, 2014]. The open-closed field line boundary
is defined by the poleward edge of the electron aurora [Blanchard et al., 1995],
which is significantly poleward of the substorm onset arc and presumably con-
jugate to the tail reconnection site. Auroral substorm onset occurs near the
peak in the proton aurora, which is conjugate to the location where the magne-
tospheric magnetic field topology changes from dipolar to tail-like and pressure
gradients develop [Samson et al., 1992b]. Hence, this is also the region where
the magnetotail is most unstable to, for example, Shear-Flow Ballooning In-
stability [Voronkov et al., 1997]. As demonstrated here, auroral beads, the
ionospheric projection of the substorm onset instability, are observed prior to
auroral substorm onset in over 70% of substorms, and during 90% of sub-
storms within 2 minutes of onset. The high prevalence of beads suggests that
the instability in the inner magnetosphere develops before the classical defi-
nition of substorm onset. No other mechanisms are able to reliably describe
the repeated observation of periodic auroral beads observed azimuthally along
the substorm onset arc. Our results demonstrate a fundamental link between
substorm onset and the development of an inner-magnetospheric plasma in-
stability.
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We note here that the traditional notion of ‘substorm onset’, the time at
which the substorm starts, is not necessarily a useful concept. This definition
of a single time at which the substorm detonates is subjective, and does not
describe the physical processes which eventually lead to a large-scale substorm.
However the concept of an ‘onset window’ during which auroral beads start
to grow exponentially prior to auroral breakup is much more useful, allowing
us to understand more about the ubiquitous processes which happen prior to
global auroral breakup
Prior to onset, bead power is located at low wavenumbers with small am-
plitude fluctuations. During the end of the substorm growth phase, more mag-
netic flux is piled in to an increasingly unstable system. Sources of free energy,
e.g., a large-scale pressure gradient, velocity shears, temperature anisotropies
allow quasi-stable waves to grow and the instability to be initiated. This can
be observed in the aurora by exponential growth of auroral bead amplitudes
during the linear stage of the instability [Rae et al., 2010; Kalmoni et al.,
2015]. Statistically, the instability simultaneously excites exponentially grow-
ing waves over a wide range of spatial scales. Rae et al. [2010]; Kalmoni et al.
[2015] demonstrate that in individual events specific wavenumbers grow faster
than others, allowing a comparison between observational instability charac-
teristics and predictions made by simulations and theory, e.g., Voronkov et al.
[1997]; Lui [2004].
Auroral beads have previously been considered to be a ‘special case’ or
statistical outlier, and not a common signature of the substorm onset process.
However, auroral beads are typically reported when the bead intensity is much
larger than the background arc intensity, and so they are easily identifiable on
visual inspection, hence they have been under-reported prior to this study. We
show that characteristic spatial scales can be identified in the vast majority
of all observations with quantitative analysis, thus auroral beads should not
be considered a special case, rather a common feature in the auroral substorm
sequence. In Figure 5.6 we demonstrate that, in the majority of cases studied,
the bead amplitude is less than 10% of the background arc intensity. A lower
ratio of bead amplitude to arc amplitude makes these characteristic spatial
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scales more difficult to identify without quantitative analysis, and this explains
why auroral beads have not been previously reported as a regular feature of
onset arcs.
Bead signatures can be extremely low amplitude (Figure 5.6), sometimes
constituting only ∼ 40 raw counts by the ASI (only 1% of the background
arc intensity). The processes which result in auroral beads, and indeed what
processes create the substorm onset arc, are unclear. However, we show here
that bead amplitudes grow exponentially which is a classic signature of the
linear stage of an instability. What process or processes drive this particu-
lar instability, how magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling operates, and how the
beads relate to the substorm onset arc are all open questions that arise from
our hypothesis that beads are ubiquitous to substorm onset arcs.
We note here that the spatial resolution and sensitivity available from the
THEMIS ASIs may not always resolve the required spatial scales for beads to
be resolved. Although the spatial resolution of the THEMIS ASIs corresponds
to ∼ 1 km at zenith, this resolution becomes much lower towards the horizon.
At the spatial and temporal resolution of the ASIs a beading onset time was
identified for 90% of events, with 70% of events prior to auroral substorm
onset. We propose that higher spatially resolved and more sensitive auroral
measurements would demonstrate that beads are a universal signature along
the onset arc. Hence, a plasma instability is active in the inner magneto-
sphere and therefore an integral component of the substorm process during all
substorms.
5.5 Conclusions
In this work we have presented detailed auroral analysis of the spatial struc-
turing and dominant scales of ∼ 200 independently identified substorm onset
arcs. We show that in at least 90% of events studied auroral beads are ob-
served along the onset arc in the minutes surrounding substorm onset. Auroral
beads are statistically be observed ∼ 2 minutes before auroral onset at low
spatial scales and are the signature of a quasi-stable waves which exist in
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the near-Earth magnetosphere on closed field lines. Around auroral onset the
waves start to grow exponentially over a wide range of spatial scales, this is
characteristic of the linear stage of the instability [Rae et al., 2010; Murphy
et al., 2014; Kalmoni et al., 2015]. During the transition from pre- to post
onset times the consistent median statistical characteristic spatial scale of the
instability throughout the analysis are indicative that a single instability is ac-
tive at these times, or multiple instabilities which grow over a similar range of
spatial scales making it impossible to differentiate them using this technique.
Previously auroral beads have been under-reported, because the bead ampli-
tude is typically less than 10% of the background arc intensity and are thus
difficult to identify without quantitative analysis techniques. This is consistent
with the substorm onset arc being either created, or perturbed, by an insta-
bility in the equatorial inner magnetosphere, which precedes auroral break-up
by several minutes. In-situ measurements are required to investigate this, and
determine whether the instability is initiated via external energy sources or
locally at the near-Earth edge of the plasma sheet
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Chapter 6
Using Multi-Spectral Observations to
Determine the Drivers of Substorm
Onset Aurora
In Chapters 4 and 5 we focused on data from white-light imagers, which pri-
marily respond the the green-line (557.7 nm) auroral emission. However in
this data chapter we perform our along-arc analysis techniques on data from
the Multi-spectral Observatory Of Sensitive EM-CCDs (MOOSE) imagers at
Poker Flat, Alaska, in order to investigate how signatures of beads vary in
different auroral emission lines, and hence determine the characteristic en-
ergy of electrons incident on the ionosphere (e.g., Rees and Luckey , 1974).
Using multi-spectral data allows the investigation of the auroral acceleration
processes which drive auroral beads, and hence the substorm onset aurora.
For this case study, the imager setup consisted of 3 co-located ASIs with
a 3.3 Hz cadence producing 512 × 512 pixel images, rendering a spatial reso-
lution of ∼ 500 m per pixel at zenith, compared to the 0.33 Hz cadence and
∼ 1 km spatial resolution of the THEMIS ASIs. Additionally, each MOOSE
ASI has a spectral filter to allow the individual auroral emission lines with
wavelengths 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm to be sampled. Also, a narrow-
field (19o) imager with a 40.7 Hz cadence is pointed at magnetic zenith, provid-
ing unprecedented coverage of the substorm aurora (see Section 3.2 for further
information on the MOOSE imagers). This imager has a spatial resolution
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of ∼ 126 m per pixel, allowing small-scale structures to be resolved. The
multi-spectral imagers provide us with key information regarding the auroral
acceleration processes which generate auroral beads. Increased spatial (×2)
and temporal (×10) resolution ASI data, in comparison to the THEMIS ASIs
(and much higher for the narrow-field imager), also allows us to study whether
smaller, previously unresolvable, spatial scales are present along the substorm
onset arc or whether the lower resolution data from presented in Chapters 4
and 5 is sufficient to fully resolve substorm aurora dynamics.
6.1 Introduction
A magnetospheric substorm can be remotely observed from the aurora by
the brightening and poleward expansion of the most equatorward arc or the
sudden formation of an arc, located in the midnight sector of the auroral oval
[Akasofu, 1964]. Auroral breakup is directly associated with the onset of a
substorm, but the exact cause of auroral breakup, and how it relates to the
magnetospheric processes associated with a substorm are not well understood.
The origins of the pre- and post- substorm aurora have been researched in
depth, including where in the magnetosphere they map, and the auroral accel-
eration processes responsible. Using conjugate Fast Auroral SnapshoT (FAST)
Explorer [Carlson, 1992] and THEMIS ASI observations, Jiang et al. [2012]
found that the pre-existing auroral arc is consistent with electrons accelerated
by a static potential drop, and is embedded within the proton aurora. This is
in agreement with Deehr and Lummerzheim [2001] who found that the sub-
storm onset arc also maps slightly poleward of the peak in proton aurora. The
peak in proton aurora (Hβ emission) maps to the transition region between
stretched and dipolar magnetic field lines in the magnetotail [Samson et al.,
1992a], hence the substorm onset and pre-existing arcs observed by Deehr and
Lummerzheim [2001]; Jiang et al. [2012] respectively map slightly tailward of
this region.
A study of simultaneous observations of an auroral substorm using FAST
and IMAGE-Far UltraViolet (FUV) imager data by Mende et al. [2003] found
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that the poleward surge of the substorm aurora, roughly∼ 1 minute after onset
was consistent with Alfve´n wave-accelerated electrons. However the energy
spectrum of the electrons responsible for the aurora equatorward of the surge
were consistent with accelerated by quasi-static “inverted V” electric fields.
Taken together, these results suggest that the pre-existing and substorm
onset arc may be accelerated by different mechanisms.
Both global space-based imagers and ground-based ASIs have also enabled
multiple observations of auroral beads aziumthally along the substorm onset
arc, in the minutes prior to substorm onset e.g., Henderson [1994]; Friedrich
et al. [2001]; Henderson [2009]; Kepko et al. [2009]; Sakaguchi et al. [2009];
Rae et al. [2009a,b, 2010]; Motoba et al. [2012]; Murphy et al. [2014]; Kalmoni
et al. [2015]. These signatures have been shown to grow exponentially, and
hence are consistent with an instability [Rae et al., 2010; Kalmoni et al., 2015].
Auroral beads were thought to be part of a ‘special case’ of substorm, however
in the previous chapter we show that they are a common signature which form
along the substorm onset arc in the minutes prior to the vast majority, if not
all, substorm onsets.
Auroral beads have been linked to the onset of ULF waves, e.g., Rae et al.
[2009b]. Also, Newell et al. [2009] showed that the power of Alfve´n wave-
accelerated aurora increased by 182% in comparison to quiet times, more than
any other type of aurora. Hence, waves are clearly an important, if not vital,
component of the substorm onset process.
Voronkov et al., [1997; 2000] propose the Shear-Flow Ballooning Instabil-
ity (SFBI) as a possible explanation for observations of auroral beads (dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.7.1.3). The SFBI is a hybrid instability between
the Kelvin-Helmholz (KH) instability due to a small-scale shear flow, and the
Rayleigh-Taylow instability due to a large-scale Earthward pressure gradient in
the magnetotail. Voronkov et al. [1997] suggest that initially a magnetospheric
shear flow vortex grows from a narrow shear-flow in the magnetotail. After
the KH instability saturates and becomes nonlinear, the ballooning mode is
subsequently driven, which can grow to amplitudes at higher rates than a sim-
ple KH instability. Using the CANOPUS project [Rostoker et al., 1995] ASI
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and Meridian Scanning Photometer (MSP) data set, Voronkov et al. [2000]
studied large-scale auroral vortices observed during a substorm growth phase,
expansion phase onset and psuedo-breakup and compared these observations
with the characteristic of the SFBI. The auroral arcs, which develop into vor-
tices, formed on the poleward boundary of the proton aurora (Hβ emission,
486.1 nm) and on the equatorward boundary of the electron aurora. This is
the region in the magnetosphere where the magnetic field topology transitions
form dipolar to stretched [Samson et al., 1992a] Other instabilities such as
the Cross-Field Current Instability (CFCI, Lui , 2004 and references therein)
have also been proposed to destabilise the inner-magnetosphere during a sub-
storm. The CFCI has been shown to be consistent with auroral beads in a
thin plasma sheet when the IWI mode is suppressed and when the relative
velocities between ions and electrons is low [Kalmoni et al., 2015; Lui , 2016].
The physical processes in the magnetosphere which lead to the generation
of auroral arcs are yet to be determined [Denton et al., 2016]. However it is
highly likely that the processes which result in auroral arcs and auroral beads,
the regions where they map to, the acceleration processes which energise pre-
cipitating particles up to auroral energies, and the magnetospheric processes
which constitute the substorm are inextricably linked. As we have already
seen, substorms coincide with the onset of ULF waves as measured from the
ground (e.g., Murphy et al., 2009; Rae et al., 2009b] and space [e.g., Rae et al.,
2009a; Walsh et al., 2010) which also agrees with the hypothesis that the sub-
storm aurora are Alfve´n-wave driven (e.g., Mende et al., 2003). In this study
we are able to investigate the nature of the substorm onset arc and auroral
beads for the first time, with unprecedented data from the MOOSE imagers,
by performing the same analysis on auroral data in multiple wavelengths.
6.2 Experimental Set-Up
Auroral observations were taken with the MOOSE imagers (see Section 3.2
for further details). The set-up consisted of 3 All-Sky Imagers with filters for
the red aurora (630.0 nm), which is typically observed around 150 − 200 km
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Figure 6.1: Data from 557.7 nm (green) MOOSE imager ASI at 09:25:14 UT on 18
September 2012 during the evolution of auroral beads during an auroral substorm. The
edges of the identified arc, found by an arc-finding algorithm, are indicated by white pixels.
The field-of-view of the narrow-field imager is indicated by the black box.
altitude, the green aurora (557.7 nm), at∼ 110 km altitude and the blue aurora
(427.8 nm) at ∼ 90 km altitude, and a high resolution narrow-field imager at
magnetic zenith. A broadband Schott BG3 filter is used on the narrow-field
imager, which selects prompt emissions, e.g., blue-line aurora, (see Samara
et al., 2012; Michell et al., 2012). The field of view of the narrow-field imager
in relation to the ASIs is shown by the black box in Figure 6.1. The white
arc-outline was found using an arc-finding algorithm which is described in the
following section.
6.3 Analysis Techniques
In this study the analysis techniques used are largely similar to those used
in previous chapters. However in the following section we briefly outline the
techniques used, any changes from previous chapters, and additional tech-
niques developed specifically for this data-set, prior to presenting the results
in Section 6.4.
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6.3.1 Arc Identification
The arc finding algorithm is very similar to the one used for the analysis in
Chapter 5: the location of the arc in latitude is found by fitting a Gaussian
to each longitudinal slice to account for the equatorward and poleward prop-
agation of the arc during the late growth and early expansion phase, and for
possible latitudinal skewing of the arc [Gillies et al., 2014] prior to auroral
breakup.
However for the analysis presented in this chapter we use a more sophis-
ticated algorithm [K.R. Murphy, personal communication]1 The main differ-
ences are:
• If the arc cannot be detected at a particular time and longitude, the
algorithm uses the previous arc location as a seed for the new Gaussian
fit. This makes it easier to identify a section of the arc if it has faded
relative to the previous image.
• The auroral arc can be tracked backwards in time. Due to the inherent
nature of auroral brightening during substorm onset, the auroral arc at
a later time is brighter, making it much more easily identifiable by a
Gaussian-fitting algorithm. When the arc is tracked from a later time,
together with using the previous location to seed a new fit, the arc can
be tracked much longer than tracking forwards in time. This allows us
to study the formation and scales of auroral beads much earlier than was
possible in previous studies.
An example of the arc location, identified using this algorithm is shown by the
white pixels in Figure 6.1.
6.3.2 Along-Arc Keogram and Power Spectral Density
The techniques for creating an along-arc keogram and Power Spectral Density
(PSD) are exactly the same as those outlined in Chapter 5. Prior to using
Fourier analysis to identify the characteristic structuring of the onset arc, we
1The arc-finding algorithm developed by K.R. Murphy, and adapted by N.M.E. Kalmoni for
compatibility with this data-set, has not been previously published
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detrend the data using along-arc numerical differentiation (with respect to
longitude) to remove the background auroral arc. The differentiated keogram
contains the signatures of the beads only. Hence, we apply Fourier analysis
in the longitudinal direction to each time point of the differentiated keogram,
resulting in spatial Fourier spectrum, which varies in time, as in Chapters 4
and 5. However, as we perform the analysis on the differentiated keogram this
results in a whitened PSD, i.e., multiplied by a factor of k2. The whitened
PSD gives the appearance of higher spatial scales having significantly higher
amplitudes and therefore may broaden the appearance of any peaks in power.
The whitening of the PSD is an unavoidable effect of using numerical differ-
entiation as our background removal technique.
6.3.3 Data Calibration and Electron Energy Estimation
The auroral data was calibrated by analysing the ASIs’ response to total dark-
ness, known background stars and estimations of atmospheric effects [Grubbs ,
2016; Grubbs et al., 2016], allowing for direct comparisons to be made between
the data from the different emission lines. The calibration techniques used are
outlined in detail more in Section ??.
An inversion technique developed by [Grubbs , 2016] together with the cal-
ibrated auroral intensity ratios [Grubbs et al., 2016] for the different optical
wavelengths is used to estimate a characteristic energy of precipitating elec-
trons which cause these auroral emissions using the GLobal AirglOW (GLOW)
model [Solomon, 1989, 2001], also described in more detail in Section ??.
6.3.4 Small-Scale Feature Identification
As will be seen in the subsequent results section (Section 6.4), the narrow-field
imager, which is pointed at magnetic zenith and whose field of view is outlined
in Figure 6.1, is able to detect small-scale substructure of auroral beads. As
these structures can be very faint, and are not necessary closely aligned with
geomagnetic longitude, it is not possible to use the arc-finding algorithm to
analyse them.
Instead, we use a spatial bandpass filter and feature finding algorithm from
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Figure 6.2: North-South keogram of a substorm on 18 September 2016 observed at 09:20:00
- 09:30:00 UT. The keogram is generated by taking a slice through the centre of the green-line
MOOSE All-Sky Imager at Poker Flat, Alaska.
the Emory IDL Library2 [Crocker and Grier , 1996] on the narrow-field-of-view
images. The spatial bandpass filter removes the stars from the original data.
The feature finding algorithm requires an approximate size of the features
of interest, hence removing the ability to detect structures on other scales.
However this tool does allow automated, and reproducible classification of
auroral bead substructure, rather than visual and subjective identification.
6.4 Results
On 18 September 2012 an isolated substorm was observed near the zenith
of the 3 MOOSE ASIs and the Narrow-field imager at Poker Flat, Alaska.
Figure 6.2 shows a north-south keogram of the event through the centre of the
green-line ASI. The keogram shows the brightening of a pre-existing arc at
09:24:00 UT close to the equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora, shown by the
increased auroral intensities at latitudes between ∼ 65.0◦− 70.0◦ geomagnetic
latitude prior to 09:24:00 UT. The arc brightens, followed by a rapid poleward
expansion of the aurora around 09:25:00 UT. This results in large-scale auroral
2The Emory IDL library can be found at http://www.physics.emory.edu/faculty/weeks//idl/
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Figure 6.3: The raw, uncalibrated data of auroral observations obtained by green (557.7
nm), red (630.0 nm) and blue (427.8 nm) aurora during a substorm on 18 September 2012
at 09:22:00 - 09:26:00 UT observed from Poker Flat. The images shown in the different
emission lines were taken at the same time, allowing the differences between the different
aurora to be compared.
breakup, where the auroral expands from the initial arc geomagnetic latitude
of ∼ 65.5◦ to at least 68.5◦.
A summary of the auroral substorm observations in 557.7 nm (green, a),
630.0 nm (red, b) and 427.8 nm (blue, c) in is presented in Figure 6.3. Prior
to onset, substorm onset arc, is most-clearly visible in 630.0 nm (Figure 6.3b
at 09:22:00 UT). However, when observed in the 557.7 nm, the arc appears
much fainter, and is embedded within diffuse aurora visible both from the
North-South keogram shown in Figure 6.2 and the raw data (Figure 6.3a at
09:22:00 UT). The auroral arc cannot be observed in the 427.8 nm at this time
(Figure 6.3c).
By 09:24:00 UT the auroral arc in 630.0 nm has widened, and brightened
significantly from ∼ 400 − 500 Counts. The arc is very faint, but resolvable,
in 557.7 nm, and barely visible in 427.8 nm. Close inspection of the arc in
both in 557.7 nm and 630.0 nm at 09:24:00 UT shows a very faint signature
of azimuthal structuring (beads) of the onset arc at zenith of the ASI. At
09:24:45 UT, azimuthal structuring is undoubtedly observed all along the arc,
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Figure 6.4: Quantitative analysis of along-arc structuring using arc-finding algorithm
between 09:22:00 - 09:26:00 UT. a) The along-arc keogram of the green-line auroral data
showing along-arc auroral intensity as a function of geomagnetic longitude and time. b)
The spatial differential of the along-arc keogram with respect to geomagnetic longitude as a
function of time on a logarithmic scale. c) The power spectral density calculated form the
Fourier transform of the differential keogram in the longitudinal direction.
including very faintly in the 427.8 nm data. In the later frames at 09:25:30 UT
and 09:26:00 UT the beads are visible in all emission lines, however they appear
more blurred in the red-line due to the longer emission life-time of the red
aurora. The onset arc expands poleward and breaks up around 09:26:00 UT,
at which point the arc can no longer be tracked.
By using the arc-finding algorithm detailed in Section 6.3.1, the location
in latitude and longitude of the arc in 557.7 nm (green) is tracked as from
09:22:00 UT − 09:26:00 UT. In Figure 6.4a we show the along-arc keogram for
this time range of the 557.7 nm aurora. The beads which are propagating along
the arc in the eastward direction can be identified by the repeating patterns
moving to higher longitudes (eastward). The along-arc keogram is detrended
by using a spatial differentiation of the keogram with respect to longitude,
shown in Figure 6.4b and discussed in Section 6.3.2. The spatial differentiation
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Figure 6.5: Quantitative analysis of along-arc structuring in green, red and blue emission
lines between 09:24:00 - 09:26:00 UT. (a - c) The along-arc keograms for the green-, red-,
and blue-line data respectively. (d - e) The respective power spectral densities calculated
from the differential along-arc keograms, which are not shown in this figure. See Figure 6.4b
for an example.
of the keogram with respect to longitude allows the initial formation of low
amplitude beads to be observed by detrending the original keogram. The PSD
of the differentiated along-arc keogram is calculated using a Fourier transform
in the longitudinal direction, as shown in Figure 6.4c. Here we note that
the Nyquist wavenumber of this analysis is kNyquist ≈ 12 × 10−4 m−1, which
is much higher than the Nyquist wavenumber of this analysis performed in
previous chapters due to the increased spatial resolution of the MOOSE ASIs
in comparison to the THEMIS ASIs. The formation of the beads can be
identified as a clear increase in power spectral density at low spatial scales,
initially at k ≈ 2 × 10−4 m−1 at ∼09:23:10 UT and subsequently reducing
to k ≈ 1× 10−4 m−1 around ∼09:25:00 UT. The characteristic spatial scales
identified using the same criteria as outlined in Section 5.2.4 are shown by the
black dots. From the identified characteristic spatial scales we determine a
beading onset (also defined in Section 5.2.4), at 09:23:12 UT, which is shown
by the white vertical dashed line in the plot.
The auroral arcs for 630.0 nm (red) and 427.8 nm (blue) emission lines
were also found using the arc-finding algorithm. This is necessary because the
different emission wavelength emit at different altitudes. Hence, in an ASI
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field-of view this means the arc appears to be in a slightly different location.
The 557.7 nm and 630.0 nm auroral arcs were able to be tracked as early as
09:22:00 UT. However the auroral arc in 427.8 nm was only trackable after
09:24:00 UT as we were unable to detect it prior to this time.
Figure 6.5 shows the along-arc keograms and respective PSDs of the 3
different emission lines between 09:24:00 − 09:26:00 UT, to allow a direct
comparison between the different spectral lines. The PSD is calculated by the
Fourier transform of the differentiated along-arc keogram (as is demonstrated
in Figure 6.4, however this intermediate step to detrend the data is not shown
in Figure 6.5). The keograms of the 557.7 nm (green), 630.0 nm (red) and
427.8 nm (blue) aurora (Figure 6.5a-c) show that the beads, the repeating
parallel features, approximately follow the same eastward trajectories along
the arc during this time interval, and hence confirm that the beads are ob-
servable in all 3 emission lines. In particularly the 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm
emission appear very similar, as they are both relatively prompt, and localised
in emission altitude at ∼ 110 km and ∼ 90 km respectively. The repeating
signatures of the beads in 630.0 nm are more blurred, presumably due to the
much longer emission life-time of ∼ 110 s of the atomic Oxygen electron tran-
sition which results in the emission of a 630.0 nm wavelength photon. The
extended emission life-time means that the Oxygen atoms can travel a signif-
icant distance before they re-emit a photon, hence ‘blurring’ the signature of
the beads. Despite this, the beads are still identifiable in the original red-line
data and along-arc keogram.
Comparatively the PSD of the keograms has a very similar pattern for
all wavelengths with most of the power located at low wavenumbers. The
characteristic spatial scales identified in each data-set are remarkably similar.
At specific times this PSD spreads to a broadband peak over a wide range
in wavenumbers. This coincides when an individual bead moves through the
centre of the field of view of the ASI, and hence may be due to spatial aliasing
of possible bead sub-structuring only visible at magnetic zenith.
As outlined in Sections ??, 6.3.3, the raw data from the MOOSE ASIs
shown in Figure 6.3 was cross-calibrated between the 3 separate ASIs and
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Figure 6.6: The ratio of median auroral arc intensity in 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm shown in
black. The ratio is approximately constant at 0.3, then reduces after ∼09:23:25 UT. The
median arc intensity 427.8 nm is shown in black, however this data was only available after
09:24:00 UT. The vertical line shows the time beads are first detected along the substorm
arc at 09:23:12 UT, as indicated in Figure 6.4.
spectral filters, allowing a direct comparison between the observations from
the different cameras. Using the calibrated data, the temporal evolution of the
median arc intensity is used to estimate the change in characteristic electron
precipitation energy by using the ratios of auroral intensity form the different
emission lines, in a similar way to the electron inversion map in Figure 3.6
[Grubbs , 2016]. The median arc intensity in the 630.0 nm aurora is used as
an estimate for low energy electron precipitation, and the arc intensity of the
557.7 nm aurora for high energy electron precipitation.
In Figure 6.6 we show the ratio of the median arc intensity of 630.0/557.7
as an indicator of the characteristic energy of the precipitating electrons. The
ratio remains relatively constant at 0.3 between 09:22:00 UT to ∼09:23:25 UT.
When compared to the energy inversion map from Grubbs [2016] shown in Fig-
ure 3.6, a ratio of 0.3 suggests a characteristic electron energy < 1.0 keV,
corresponding primarily to low energy 630.0 nm aurora. However after
∼09:23:25 UT the ratio starts to decrease, suggesting an increase in the char-
acteristic energy of precipitating electrons. The time at which the decrease
commences is remarkably similar to time auroral beads are first identified
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Figure 6.7: Precipitating electron energies derived from the GLOW model for the same
time intervals as shown in Figure 6.3
along the substorm onset arc at 09:23:12 UT. The time at which beads were
first identified along the arc from the 557.7 nm PSD, shown in Figure 6.4,
09:23:12 UT, is indicated in Figure 6.6 by the dashed vertical red line. The
slight discrepancy between the timings could be attributed to the initial beads
forming locally at zenith along the arc, whereas the ratios are calculated from
the median of the intensity of the full extent of the arc. The ratio drops to
its lowest value of ∼ 0.07 at ∼09:25:50 UT meaning the characteristic energy
of the auroral electrons is higher, and according to the energy inversion map
corresponds to a characteristic precipitating electron energy of ∼ 2.5 keV. The
median 427.8 nm arc intensity is also shown in Figure 6.6 between 09:24:00 UT
− 09:26:00 UT (prior to 09:24:00 UT the arc-tracking algorithm was unable to
detect an arc). The intensity of the 427.8 nm aurora is commonly used as an
indicator of total precipitating electron energy flux, and follows a very similar
(but opposite) trend of the 630.0 nm/557.7 nm auroral ratio. This is because
the 630.0 nm/557.7 nm ratio of is inversely proportional to the characteristic
energy of the precipitating electrons, and hence confirming that it is likely
that there is an increase in characteristic precipitating electron energy during
this interval.
The calibrated auroral intensity for the different optical wavelengths were
then used to estimate the characteristic energy of electron precipitation using
the inversion technique [Grubbs , 2016] of the GLOW model. Figure 6.7 shows
the characteristic electron precipitation energies obtained from GLOW [G.
Grubbs, personal communication]. It must be noted that these results should
only be used as a qualitative indication of a change in precipitating particle
energies, as there were no in-situ conjunctions during this event allowing for
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Figure 6.8: (a) Narrow-field data from an auroral bead at zenith at 09:25:14.44 UT.
Locations of mini-beads identified using the Emory Library are indicated by the red dots.
(b) Locations of mini-beads as a function of geomagnetic longitude between 09:25:14.15 -
09:25:15.21 UT showing westward propagation.
calibration of electron energies with the model. As expected from the arc
intensity ratios in Figure 6.6, the results from GLOW also show a general
increase in characteristic energy of the electrons precipitating into the arc
and auroral beads. In Figure 6.7 at 09:22:00 UT a clear depletion in electron
energy in the region where the auroral arc is most clearly visible in the red-line
aurora, with electron energies of < 0.8 keV. At 09:24:00 UT a slight increase
in the electron energies ∼ 1 − 3 keV becomes visible. In the subsequent
panels of Figure 6.7, the energy of the arc electrons continues to increase,
with the estimated energies extending up to 12 keV. It also becomes more
obvious that there is higher energy electron precipitation at the centre of
the beads, than in the rest of the arc. This is also observed during in-situ
observations of precipitating electrons within beads by the Cascades2 sounding
rocket observations [Lynch et al., 2012]. It is currently unclear whether the
region slightly equatorward of the arc which shows a depletion in characteristic
precipitating electron energy for the duration of the analysis is a real result,
or an artefact of the inversion technique, and so we make no conclusions based
on this depletion.
The narrow-field imager, which is pointed at magnetic zenith (indicated
in Figure 6.1), is perfectly positioned to observe beads travel through its field
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of view prior to auroral breakup. A time where a bead moves through the
field of view of the narrow imager is shown in Figure 6.1. In Figure 6.8a we
present the data from the narrow-field imager at 09:25:14.44 UT, the same
time when the auroral bead in Figure 6.1 moves through the field of view.
Sub-structure is clearly visible within the larger bead, we term these ‘mini-
beads’. A similar signature was observed as other beads travelled through
the field of view of this camera, however at this time the sub-structure was
clearest and we were able to track the motion of the mini-beads. We used
the spatial bandpass filter and feature finding algorithm from the Emory IDL
Library [Crocker and Grier , 1996] on the images. The location of mini-beads
were tracked for roughly 1 s of data between 09:25:14.15 - 09:25:15.21 UT. An
example of the mini-bead locations found using the Emory analysis tools are
indicated by the red dots plotted over the data observed by the narrow-field
camera in Figure 6.8a, showing a good agreement between the mini-beads, and
the locations found by the Emory feature finding algorithm. This allowed the
locations of the mini-beads to be found as a function of time, the result of which
is shown in Figure 6.8b. The spacing of the mini beads of roughly 0.3◦ − 0.5◦
in geomagnetic longitude, corresponding to a bead spacing of 1− 2 km in the
ionosphere at 100 km altitude, corresponding to only 2-3 pixels at zenith of
the ASIs. Even though we are unable resolve the mini-beads explicitly in the
ASI data, the sharp spikes in PSD across a wide range of spatial scales visible
in Figure 6.5d-f may be due to the spatial aliasing of this sub-structure when
the beads move across zenith of the ASIs.
From the identified locations of the mini-beads in subsequent frames it is
clear that they are propagating in the westward direction, to lower longitudes.
This is in the opposite direction to the propagation of the large-scale beads,
which propagate in the eastward direction along the arc. Observations show
that the intensities of the individual mini-beads do not change significantly on
timescales of the cadence of the imager (40.7 Hz, i.e., 1 frame every ∼ 0.025 s)
and over the 1 s duration that the mini-beads were tracked for.
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6.5 Discussion
We present observations of a substorm onset arc at the centre of the field of
view of the MOOSE ASIs. The substorm aurora were observed in unprece-
dented temporal and spatial resolution, at multiple auroral wavelengths and
also through a narrow-field-of-view imager to reveal sub-structure of auroral
beads. Our observations shows a clear change in the nature of the substorm
onset arc in the minutes prior to auroral breakup and the large-scale increase
in auroral intensity.
During this event, our observations of the 630.0 nm (red), 557.7 nm (green)
and 427.8 nm (blue) aurora initially show that the substorm onset arc is pri-
marily visible in 630.0 nm aurora, with a very faint signature of the arc is also
visible in 557.7 nm aurora. It has long been established that auroral signatures
in different emission lines correspond to electrons with different energies pre-
cipitating into the ionosphere. For example, the 630.0 nm aurora are typically
associated with the precipitation of low energy electrons of < 1 keV, whereas
the 557.7 nm aurora is caused by higher energy electrons of < 10 keV [Rees ,
1963]. Observations of an auroral arc in a single wavelength are therefore as a
result of the precipitation of a narrow range of electron energies. In this case,
where the auroral arc is visible mostly in 630.0 nm, these electrons are expected
to have low energies. This observation is consistent with Jiang et al. [2012],
who report that, using in-situ FAST measurements, the pre-existing auroral
arc is caused by the precipitation of low-energy (< 1 keV), monochromatic
electrons, which are accelerated by quasi-static, field-aligned electric fields.
Ratios of the aurora in different wavelengths have been used as an indica-
tion of the characteristic energy of the precipitating electrons which cause the
auroral signature (e.g., Rees and Luckey , 1974; Grubbs , 2016). The ratios of
the calibrated 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm auroral arc intensities [G. Grubbs, per-
sonal communication], initially show (between 09:22:00 UT − 09:23:25 UT),
that the ratio is approximately constant at 0.3. From the energy inversion
map in Figure 3.6, this approximately corresponds to a characteristic electron
energy of < 1 keV and explains why the arc is primarily visible in the 630.0 nm
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auroral emission. Hence, the stable ratio during this time period, and the fact
that the auroral arc is not easily identifiable in the 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm
emission lines, suggests that the electrons are accelerated by a quasi-static
potential drop.
However, after ∼09:23:25 UT, there is a change in both the raw spectrally-
resolved data and the arc intensity ratios calculated for this event. From the
raw data shown in Figure 6.3 it is apparent that after ∼09:24:00 UT the auro-
ral arc becomes more easily distinguishable in the 557.7 nm auroral emission.
The arc also becomes more easily visible in the 427.8 nm emission. This effect
can also be observed in the reduction of the ratio of 630.0 nm/557.7 nm auroral
arc intensity after ∼09:23:25 UT, suggesting that the characteristic energy of
precipitating electrons increases after this time, as the ratio is inversely pro-
portional to energy. Not only are the electron energies higher, the observations
of the auroral arc in multiple auroral emissions also shows that the accelerated
range of electron energies is broad (< 1− 10 keV). Aurora which is caused by
electrons with a wide range of energies i.e., ‘broadband’ aurora, are typically
associated with Alfve´n wave-driven auroral acceleration processes [Johnstone
and Winningham, 1982; Lotko, 1986; Keiling , 2008]. This is consistent with
in-situ FAST observations reported by Mende et al. [2003] who observed that
the poleward surge of the substorm aurora, ∼ 1 minute after substorm onset
was consistent with Alfve´n wave-accelerated electrons. However our obser-
vations are of the initial development of the substorm aurora, rather than
minutes after substorm onset observed by Mende et al. [2003]. As is shown
in Chapters 4 and 5, typically bead growth only lasts for 2 − 3 minutes, so
observations a full minute after substorm onset is a large fraction of this time,
during which a lot can have changed.
Observations of auroral beads are detected almost simultaneously to the
reduction in the 630.0 nm/557.7 nm auroral arc intensity ratio. Thus, the
beads appear to form only along the wave-driven arc. The observations of
beads in all three auroral emissions confirm that the beads are caused by a the
precipitation of electrons with a range of energies, associated with wave-driven
acceleration processes. Results from the GLOW model, shown in Figure 6.7
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suggest that the electron energies are highest in the centre of auroral beads.
Observations by Jiang et al. [2012] conclude that the pre-existing auroral
arc is driven by a quasi-static potential drop, as is the case for our substorm
onset arc prior to ∼09:23:25 UT. However in this case-study we show that
the beads along the onset arc are from wave-accelerated electrons. Hence, the
substorm onset arc that is initially driven by a potential drop is subsequently
driven unstable by waves, which are manifested in the formation of auroral
beads along the onset arc. Furthermore, observations of the aurora in multiple
emission lines, and an increase in the characteristic energy of auroral electrons,
support this conclusion.
The formation of auroral beads along the substorm onset arc in the min-
utes prior to onset and auroral breakup have been studied in detail using mul-
tiple observations from both ground- and space-based datasets. Motoba et al.
[2012] observed auroral beads from conjugate stations in the Northern and
Southern hemisphere, indicating that they have a common driver in the mag-
netosphere. Together with observations that the substorm onset arc embedded
within closed field lines, e.g., Samson et al. [1992b]; Murphy et al. [2012, 2014];
Jiang et al. [2012]; Voronkov et al. [2000]; Deehr and Lummerzheim [2001], and
often within the proton aurora, the equatorward edge of which maps to the
transition region between stretched and dipolar magnetic field configurations.
Rae et al. [2010] present rigorous quantitative analysis of a case-study which
provide unambiguous evidence that beads are driven by an instability.
Combining these findings leads to the conclusion that beads are driven by
an instability at the near-Earth edge of the plasma sheet, where ions become
demagnetised from the magnetic field when the plasma sheet is sufficiently
thin. Kalmoni et al. [2015] and the results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this
thesis confirm that the results presented by Rae et al. [2010] are repeatable in a
small statistical study of ‘beady-onset’ arcs, and that these are also consistent
with a plasma instability. In Chapter 5 we show that beads are actually
an integral part of at least 90% of substorms, suggesting that a near-Earth
instability is a fundamental part of the substorm onset process. In this Chapter
we go further by confirming that in at least one case, the substorm onset arc
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itself, and the beads embedded within it, are accelerated by wave-processes.
This supports our conclusion that beads are driven by waves which go unstable,
initiating the linear stage of an instability.
Finally, we also present unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution
data of auroral beads, which uncovers substructure within the large-scale
beads. There have been no previous observations of theses substructures
within beads. However, Semeter and Blixt [2006] report perpendicular struc-
turing of auroral arcs due to Alfve´n wave dispersion. Semeter and Blixt [2006]
also report that the thin arcs observed within the larger arc, appear to prop-
agate in the opposite direction to the large-scale arc, which is the same in our
observations of mini-beads propagating in the westward direction, whereas the
large-scale beads propagate eastward along the arc. Semeter and Blixt [2006]
conclude that their observations are consistent with theoretical predictions of
shear Alfve`n wave dispersion, which predicts that the perpendicular group and
phase velocity are oppositely directed. However it is difficult to conclusively
determine whether the same processes drive the formation and evolution of
the mini-beads observed, with only 1 s of high-resolution data in conjunction
with ∼ 4 minutes of lower resolution data.
6.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have observed a substorm in unprecedented temporal and
spatial resolution as well as in multiple auroral emission lines. The data indi-
cates that auroral beads form along the substorm onset arc at approximately
the same time as the arc becomes visible in multiple wavelengths, indicative of
broadband wave-acceleration. The auroral beads are also visible in all auroral
emission lines observed. The ratios of the auroral arc intensity in the different
wavelengths, suggest that the arc is initially excited due to a quasi-static po-
tential drop. However the arc subsequently becomes Alfve´nic at the same time
as the auroral beads are first observed. We hypothesise that the arc observed
has changed in nature during the onset process. Our conclusion is that an
originally monoenergetic substorm onset arc is perturbed by the substorm on-
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set process. Since substorm onset arc has been shown to be wave-driven, this
affirms that wave-driven auroral processes take over as the dominant acceler-
ation process in the creation of auroral beads and the large-scale substorm.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
Ever since the substorm was first identified from auroral observations by Aka-
sofu [1964], the magnetospheric processes and the sequence of events that lead
to this dynamic auroral display have been violently disputed, and remain so to
this day. The substorm is a key part in the fundamental interaction between
the solar wind and the magnetosphere, however the lack of understanding of
the important physical processes leading to this global disturbance hinder our
ability to understand and predict the magnetospheric response to external
driving. The substorm aurora are one of the key pieces to the puzzle and us-
ing the aurora allows us to document both the large and small-scale evolution
of the processes leading to substorm onset, will help us eventually solve this
fundamental magnetospheric interaction.
In this thesis detailed quantitative analysis uncovering the intricacies of
the structuring of substorm onset auroral arcs is performed on data from
ground-based auroral all-sky imagers. This work has determined that magne-
tospheric instabilities play a pivotal role in the substorm onset process. By
using the all-sky imagers from the THEMIS mission, it has been possible to
remote sense and place severe constraints on the type and characteristics of
the magnetospheric instability. Furthermore, the instability has been quanti-
tatively linked to auroral beads, and has been observed during at least 90% of
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substorms. This has been achieved this in the following ways:
Previously, only Rae et al. [2010] had unambiguously shown that the sig-
nature of auroral beads were consistent with an instability from a single case
study. A statistical study of auroral beading events was required to deter-
mine whether beads are commonly consistent with a plasma instability in the
minutes prior to substorm onset. Hence, in Chapter 4 of this thesis, a de-
tailed statistical study of substorm onset arcs which exhibited clear beading
signatures during a subset of isolated substorms and pseudo-breakups was pre-
sented. In the minutes prior to the rapid brightening and poleward expansion
of the aurora, regularly spaced auroral beads formed along the substorm onset
arc. Fourier analysis techniques were used to show that a range of spatial
scales exhibited exponential growth, which is the sign of the linear stage of a
plasma instability. In order to gain some understanding on where this insta-
bility could be operation, an equilibrium magnetic field model was used to the
majority of the auroral onset arcs studied to 9−12RE. It was established that
specific spatial scales exhibited higher growth rates than others, and compared
my observations to simulations and theory of magnetospheric plasma instabil-
ities proposed to play a part in the substorm onset process. Moreover it was
possible to concluded that the auroral beads observed were most consistent
with a shear-flow ballooning instability [Voronkov et al., 1997], which is likely
to obtain its energy from the transition region between dipolar and stretched
magnetic field lines, however the Cross-Field Current Instability [e.g. Lui ,
2004] for mid-tail plasma parameters could not be definitively ruled out.
Following the statistical affirmation that beads, prior to substorm onset,
are instability driven, a statistical study was necessary to resolve how fre-
quently beads are part of the substorm onset sequence. In Chapter 5, the
prevalence of the formation of auroral beads along the substorm onset arc was
investigated by using an independent substorm onset list, SOPHIE [Forsyth
et al., 2015] to identify substorms for study. The list included ∼ 200 events
with seemingly homogenous onset arcs, and onset arcs which exhibited clear
beading. By using similar Fourier analysis techniques to study whether the
auroral arcs had underlying azimuthal structuring, it was discovered that au-
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roral beads are embedded within at least 90% of substorm onset arcs, with
characteristic scales of 80− 105 km in the ionosphere. It is uncertain whether
the remaining 10% of events did not have beads, or wether they were simply
unresolvable. Statistically, it was found that a wide range of spatial scales
also grow exponentially, again a characteristic signature of the linear stage of
an instability. This is undeniable evidence that auroral beads are a common
feature of the auroral substorm sequence, and hence that a plasma instability
is an integral part of the substorm onset process. By demonstrating that auro-
ral bead amplitudes are generally extremely low, it was shown that beads are
often difficult to identify by eye, especially early on in the substorm process,
hence why they have previously been thought of as a ’special case’, rather than
a common feature of the substorm.
In Chapters 4 & 5 the data analysed had no multi-spectral information,
and hence it was impossible to infer the type of auroral acceleration processes
operating during substorms. In Chapter 6, a case-study of a substorm onset
arc observed by multi-spectral all-sky imagers was presented. It was initially
shown that the auroral arc was only visible in the red-line aurora, which occurs
due to the precipitation of low energy particles, and is a sign that the precip-
itating electrons were accelerated by a quasi-static potential drop. However
in the minutes leading up to substorm onset the pre-existing arc also became
visible in the blue and green-line aurora, as well as developing auroral beads.
The observations of the onset arc in multiple auroral emission lines is consis-
tent with broadband auroral acceleration, due to kinetic Alfve´n waves [e.g.
Lotko,1986]. This provides the first quantitative demonstration of the general
consensus that the substorm onset arc is driven by kinetic Alfve´n waves, af-
ter Mende et al. [2003] who observed wave-driven aurora 1 − 2 minutes after
substorm onset. This further confirms previous conclusions that the substorm
onset arc, and auroral beads are driven by waves in the plasma sheet which
go unstable. The results from this study suggest that the waves which cause
auroral beads, and the waves which accelerate auroral electrons to high pre-
cipitation energies are linked.
In summary, in this thesis it has been shown through individual case
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studies, and statistically that auroral beads are indicative of a plasma insta-
bility in the magnetosphere. When investigated using Fourier analysis, it was
found that a wide range of bead spatial scales grow exponentially, but that
certain spatial scales grow faster than others, suggesting that beads are most-
likely driven by a Shear-Flow Ballooning Instability [Voronkov et al., 1997].
Furthermore, we also show that beads are a common feature of the auroral
substorm sequence. In at least 70% of events, auroral beads form and grow
prior to the large scale increase in auroral intensity associated with the sub-
storm expansion phase, showing that a plasma instability is a fundamental to
the substorm onset process. Finally, we us a single case-study captured by
unprecedented auroral imagery to observe auroral beads in multiple auroral
emission lines, showing that electrons with a wide range of energies are causing
this signature. Detailed analysis of the aurora have allowed us to improve our
understand the processes and plasma properties in the minutes surrounding
substorm onset, irrefutably confirming that the substorm instability is funda-
mental to the onset process. This places severe constraints on the instability,
enabling future in-situ observations of auroral beads and associated processes
in the magnetotail.
7.2 Future Work
In this thesis new analysis techniques for auroral data have been developed
to remote-sense the magnetotail, allowing us to improve our understanding
of the intricate processes at play in the near-Earth magnetosphere during
substorms. The results show unequivocal evidence that auroral beads are
instability-driven auroral signatures. By studying auroral beads in depth, it
has been determined that beads are ubiquitous to all substorm onset arcs and
hence that instabilities are a vital component of substorm onset. However
in-situ observations are required in order to definitively solve the substorm
mystery.
In order to definitively determine whether all auroral beads are consistent
with a magnetospheric instability, and whether the same instability is driving
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the beads, the temporal evolution of the large database of events presented
in Chapter 5 needs to be investigated further. Constructing an observational
dispersion relation of auroral beads will allow the determination whether large
and small amplitude beads are driven by the same processes. By using conju-
gate in-situ spacecraft data, the extent of tail stretching and typical magne-
tospheric parameters can be determined. In Chapter 6, applying the spatial
analysis techniques developed in this thesis to the ratios of the auroral data,
will allow the determination whether specific spatial scales observed along the
substorm onset arc are driven by different auroral acceleration processes.
With regard to the substorm instability, observation and statistics of the
state of the magnetotail prior and during a substorm are necessary to pin-point
the instability responsible. By characterising plasma sheet parameters such
as thermal energy, temperature anisotropies, electron and ion energies, mag-
netic energy and flow energy (all of which can allow instabilities to grow) will
allow us to establish the free energy source enabling the initiation of the in-
stability. This will allow the determination of the prominent substorm model:
whether the substorm is initiated in the tail through reconnection and earth-
ward plasma flows, or locally in the near-Earth plasma sheet (or both). This
will improve the understanding of the transfer of energy within the magne-
totail and plasma sheet and is vital for identifying the type of instability (or
instabilities) active during substorm onset. Direct observations of the waves
excited in the minutes prior to substorm onset will also provide a measurement
of the region of the magnetotail which is unstable to the instability without re-
lying on equilibrium magnetic field mapping assumptions which are unlikely to
be inaccurate during active substorm times. The satellites from the THEMIS
mission are well-positioned for such a study, as well as magnetotail data from
the MMS mission which will allow smaller scales to be investigated due to the
closer positioning of the satellites.
Secondly, I would like to improve understanding magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling and auroral acceleration processes active during a sub-
storms which project beads into the ionosphere, and uncover the magneto-
spheric source of auroral arcs. A statistical study of Cluster observations
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in the auroral acceleration region, linked with the plasma sheet processes
will unravel how the released energy is converted into auroral precipitation.
A statistical study of this region, will demonstrate the differences between
quiet, pre-substorm, and post-substorm times, the regions where wave-particle
interactions occur, as well as comparing wave-acceleration of electrons with
quasi-static potential drop acceleration. These observations will allow us to
link the auroral processes with energy conversion in the plasma sheet. The
type of waves observed will provide a global picture of how the near-Earth
magnetosphere reacts to instability initiation in the plasma sheet and how
this affects auroral electron precipitation.
Finally detailed conjugate studies of the auroral substorm onset arc, to-
gether with THEMIS/ MMS observations of the plasma sheet and magnetotail,
as well as Cluster at perigee in the auroral acceleration region will provide the
link between the separate regions of the magnetosphere during a substorm.
This will provide a large-scale picture of the wave and energy propagation
from the plasma sheet to the auroral acceleration region and answer how au-
roral beads are generated.
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